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Ascending and descending stairs were studied in IB normal and f0

Syme amputees. The normal group age range was 20-53 years with a mean

of 21 -'7 ; and the amputee range was l-9-56 years with a mean of 40 ' 7 years '

The parameters studied were temporal (foot switch), knee electro-

goniometry of flexion and extension, and peak EMG of the quadriceps and

hamstrings.

The data of each variable for both limbs of both groups in both

ascending and descending cycles was analysed and compared for differ-

ences within each group and betweetr each group'

A retj-abitity analysis was calculated for the 1-hree repetitions

of each of the ascending and descending cycles, and sample size analysis

calculated for aIJ- appropriate data '

The temporal data, estabi-ished by foot switches were the cycle

time, the cadence, and the swing and stance phases expressed as a percent

of the cycle and in absol-ute time units '

The el-ectrogoniometric data was established by an j-nstrument

capable of measuring single plane movement which occurs with a varying

axis. The knee joint angle at various significant parts of the stair

cycle, the maximum and minimum knee ranges, their time of occurrence'

and finally, the total range of knee motion during the stair cycle were

measured and analYsed.

The peak electromyographic data established via surface el-ec-

trodes and then measured and analysed were the position, amplitude and

sequence of peaks in both muscle groups '



The electrogoniometer data were

data, which related the peak Elr{G to the

The Possible aPPlication of the

with respect to myoelectric control of

stimulation and exercise therapy'

correlated with the Peak EMG

knee joint Position.

information gained is discussed

prostheses, functionaL electrical
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CIIAPTER I

TNTRODUCTTON



For the evaluation of clinical problems in rehabilitatioir

medicine, three basic requirements must be met. First, a thorough under-

standing of the functional anatomy is essential. Second, a systematic

and orderly examination of the probl-em is necessary. Finally, a compre-

hensive understanding of the pathology is tuqr-,it.a. This study affecÈs

primarily the first requirement.

This study vras initiated j-n an attempt to íncrease the knowledge

of the functioning of the quadriceps femoris. Although the quadriceps

femoris are active during walking (horizontal gait) it is guite possíble

to walk rvithout obvious gait alrnormality \.7ith these muscles not con-

tracl-ing even though they may be capable of contracting- This has

been exemplified clinically to the author at the Roehampton Amputee CenLre

in Britain and in his clinical experience and in that of others (Bowie'

LgTg), particularly in the case of reflex inhibited quadriceps femoris

due to knee injury. For this reason an activity in which the quadriceps

femoris were essential was chosen. Stair climbing (vertical gait) is an

activity in which the quadriceps are essential for either si-ngle step or

step over step gait.

perhaps the first attempts at an objective understanding of stair

climbing were undertaken by the photographer Eadweard Muybridge (1887)

in the míddle of the last century. However, in recent t.imes little

research seems to have been done in this area. A compr:ehensive litera-

ture review was undertaken and as well, Dr. J.V. Basmajian, an authority

in the field of electromyography, was consulted and confirmed 1-he l-ack

of }iterature (Basmajian, L979).
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As can be seen by the literature review the knee joint and thigh

muscles have been extensively researched in many other ways.

The first part of the study was undertaken to establ-ish norms in

stair ctimbing concurrently analysing temporal, electrogoniometric and

peak electromyographic data which has not been done before -

The second part of the study was to compafe the normal data

v/ith the data from Syme 's amputees performing the same action. Uni-

Iateral syme's amputees were chosen because of their unique end weight-

bearing characteristics, allowing a comparison with the normal with only

one foot missing. This lÍmits the number of varia-]¡Ies that can produce

d.j-f ferences and al-lows a more sensitive comparison. Also Syme's ampu-

tees are generally of a younger age than the majority of higher below

knee amputees.

It is expected that this inforrnation may be used clinically,

in rehabilitative exercises, funcLional electrical stimulation, and in

myoelectric control of prosthesis -

The sequence of the study \^/as as follows: preliminary studies

of appropriate electrode placement were made after a knee dissection

study was done particularly with reference to the vastus medialis '

A foot switch insole was designecl for the capture of the temporal

data- After initial trials with various rnetall-1c electrodes a commercial

design was chosen. These were attached to thin radiographic material and

the unit was tested. FinalIy, the electronic ci-rcuitry associated with

the switches was miniaturized within the output plug body.

An electrogoniometer that is capable of measuríng single plane

mcvement with a varying axis was conceived, designed and tested in
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conjunction \¡Iith the Rehabilitation Centre for Children (formerly the

Shriners Hospital in WinniPeg).

Theelectromyographysystemestablishedpreviouslyinthe

Department of Anatomy was used for the capture of pea-}< EItlG actir¡ity '
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REVTEI^] OF THE LTTERATURE



6.

EVOLUTTON OF THE KNEE JOINÎ

It is not the purpose of this thesis to determine the detaìled

evol-ution of the knee joint, however, certain developmental stages are

worthy of consideration.

The simplest form of knee joint existed in the now extinct

taj-Ied amphibia (Sutton, 1884) in which poorly developed femoral con-

dyles articulated !'/ith both the tibia and fibula via a pliant fibro-

vesicular tissue with no joint cavity. The simplest present day verte-

brate with a knee joint is the amphibian, for example, the salamander.

In the salamander, the femur and singÌe tibiofibular bone articulate

via a thin interarticular membrane. No menisci, cruciates or patella

are present (Herzmark, 1938). The frog, also in this class, has a

simil-ar structure, but the interarticular membrane has two crescent-

shaped thickenings. Of the reptiles, the crocodile and alligator have

separate tibiae and fibulae which articulate with the femur in a joint

cavity- The cruciates, collateral ligaments and menisci are well deve-

loped, as is a femoro-fjlcular disc. There is no patella (Flaines, 1942).

The simpler mammals¡ €.9. the opossum, demonstrate further development

wiLh a thickening over the joint line to iorm a rudimentary patella,

and the lack of an intra-articular disc between the fibul-a and femur,

although they still articulate. The placentalia, e.g. l-he cat,

demonstrate essentially all- the features that exist in man.

Mammalian Knee Joint - Quadrupedal to Bipedal

Sutton (1884), i¡r his theory of multilocul-ar derivatives of

the knee joint cavity, postulates that the primitive mammafian knee
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joint had three separate cavities, one between the femur and the patella'

and trvo between the femur and tibia and fibula. However¿ it is difficult

to be certain what the primitive mammalian state may have been-

As the basic locomotor pattern developed from quadflÀpedal to

bipedal a variety of changes in the lower limb occurred:

f) The muscle masses of the lower limb of the biped became more cen-

tra1 rather than posterior.

2) The leg of the biped became a propulsive strut exerting action

parallel to its long axis, rather than a propulsive lever exerting

action at right angles to the long axis.

3) The centre of gravity moved into line with the long axis of the

leg from the central body positi-on in the quadruped.

4) The biped has more selective hip, knee and ankle movement instead

of the quadrupedal limitation of hip extension causing knee and

ankle (hock) extension

5) In bipedal locomotion the lower Limb acts more as a propulsive

strut with the ankle fl-exors as a retropulsive strut. In quadru-

peds, forward thrust of the hind Limbs is controlled by the

forelimbs.

(Haxton , L947; Krogirnan , L962)

In the early Pleistocene age, approximately half a million 
.

years ago, the existence of 'Ehe Au-stralopithecinae from the fossil

evidence in South Africa is well established (Broom, 1950; Le Gros

Clark, 1955; Washburn and Howell, f960). Assuming that the hip and

knee muscfe-bone reLationships and actions to be the same in these

man-apes as in modern man, there is no doubt that the Australopithescenae
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demonstrated the shift from semiquadrupedal to bipedal locomotion

(Krogman' L962) .

The origin of bipedalism is obscure' It has not been esta-

blished yet whether it occurred as a result of a selection of a

variable structural form which previously existed' or whether it

devetoped in response to some specific functional demand. frrespec-

tive of its origin, once man estabfished the bipedal gait the variety

of changes mentioned occurred in the process of adaptation'
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DE\ELOPMENT OF THE IC{EE JOINT

Prenatal Development

Introduction

The prenatal devefopment of the knee has been studied more than

that of any other joint (Gray and Gard.ner, 1950)- Since the l8To's

it has been Lhought that movement/ or mechanical factors, rather than

genetic factors, cletermined joint development (Rayher, I874¡ Schulin,

1879) . The early worl< of Bernays (1878) on the comparative develop-

ment of the knee joint in man and. other animal-s, appears to be the

first pubJ-ished worJ< arguing against this "l'fechanical Theory of

Development of Joints", al-though Bernays did not deny that activity in

the later stages of development may well be importa¡rt in altering the

articular forrn. Most recently, Moore (L971) sLates tha'L probably as

a result of joint movement the mesenchymal cells subsequently dis-

appear from the surface of the articular cartilage '

The prenatal- clevel-opment of the fertil-ized ovum may be dívided

into the following stages:

1) First three vieeks

2) Embryonic period from the conmencement of the fourth week

to the end of the eighth week

3) Fetal period from commencement of ninth week to birth

(Hamilton et aI., L912)

Development of the knee joint during these stages of develop-

ment is as fo]lows:
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I) FIRST THREE WEEKS. During this period implantation into the

uterine waII and the formation of the basic germ layers occurs. No

development of the knee joint is present at this stage '

2) EI4BRYONfC PERIOq, fourth to eighth week' The leg buds appear

by the end of the fourth week between day 28 and day 3I, Carnegie stage

13,whentheembryoisapproximately4_6mmincrown-rumplength

(streeter , Lg45) - The base of the li:nb bud.s extends over six spinal

segments, frõm the second lumbar to the second sacral-, and consists of

undifferentj-ated mesenchymal tissue derived from the somatic mesoderm'

covered by a laYer of ectoderm-

The inductive ínfl-uence of the apical ectodermat ridge at the

tip of the bud stimufates the growth and development of the limb' This

tipbecomesf]-attened'intoapaddle-slrapedfootplate,withdigits

differentiating at the margin of the plate (I4oore ' L971) '

The critical period in the development of the knee corresponds

Lo that of the lower l-imb, i.e.. three to six weeks after fertilization'

but it is likely to be somewhat shorLer in duration (Gardner and

O ' Rahil-ly, 1968) .

Deuelopment of the SkeLeton. In the middle of the sixth week

definite condensations of the mesenchymal cells are noted' These are

the primordia of the skeletal structures. The primordium of the tibia

and fibula is a single sheet (McDermott , L943) , but it later separates -

Whether or not the fibuta enters into the formation of the knee joint

has been disputed. Evidence that for a brief period a femoro-fibular

articulation exÍsts has been indicated by Henke and Reyhet (L874) ,
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Bardeen (1905), Keith (Ig23) and o'Rahilly (1951). The femur, tibia

and fibul-a begin to chondrify at the end of the sixth week (O'Rahilly

et af., 1957). The tibial- and femoral condyles are most cartilagenous

by 1\ weeks (Gardner and O'Rahilly, 1968) '

At the end of the embryonic period the femu:: and tibia begin

to ossify (o'Rahil-ly and Gardner, Lg72), preceding fibular ossifica-

tion (Bardeen, 1905; O'RahiIJ-y and Gardner , I972) '

The mesenchymal condensations of the patella appear in the

seventhweek(GardnerandO'Rahilly,1968)andbytheendoftheembry-

onic period chondrification is present (walmsley' f940) '

DeueLopmenL of bhe ArtictLlo-y cans'Ltíes. The appearance of

unchon¿rified mesenchyme between the developing cartilages of a joint

has been naÍed the "interzone" after Bernays (1878), and has been

regarded as the first morphologic indication of a joint (Haines, L947) '

However, al-though interzones usually occur in the chondrification pro-

cess, they are not a]ways an j-ndication of joint differentiation' For

example, the femoropatellararticulation develops without an interzonal

stage (Gardner, l95O) , and the femorofibu]ar interzone becomes invaded

by tibial tissue and does not become a joint (o'Rahilly, I95I)'

Howeverf at the end of the embryonic.period the interzones of the

knee become less dense, and more loosel-y arranged fibres indicate the

future site of cavities. Four small slrt-like cavil-ies may occur

between the mesenchyme and the tibia and femur around the periphery of

the joint. 'Ihere is evid.ence of a cavity between the patella and femur

and loosely arranged tissue is evident in the popliteal fossa and supra-

patellarprocess (Bardeen, 1905; Gray and Gardner' 1950) '
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DeueLopment of Ligaments and Capsule. By 7\ weeks the mesen-

chlnnal condensations of the cruciates appear and become established with

strands of collagen present within a week (Gray and Gardner, 1950)- The

fibular collateral ligament is visible during this tj-me and precedes the

development of the tibial collateral Iigament (Gard'ner and Cj'Rahitly'

re68).

DeueLopment of the Menisci. These originate directly from the

mesenchyme at the end c¡f the embryonic period (Gardner and o'Rahilly'

1968). They appear as closely packed cells' the long axes of which

are transverse to that of the limb'

DeueLopmerLt oi the l¡luscle l4ass. The muscle mass of the l-imb is

derived from the somatic layer of the l-ateral plate mesoderm and not

from the mesenchyme of the myotome regions of the somites (o'Rahil-ly'

L967 ¡ Moore , lg77) . By the seventh week all the muscl-es of the knee

joint can be identified (Bardeen, 1905). The ligamentum patellae rs

definite by the end of the embryonic peri-od (Gray and Gardner, 1950) '

DeueLopment oi BLood suppLy and NeTDe suppLy. Blood vessels in

the peripheral part of the knee may be present at the end of the embry-

oníc period (Gard.ner et al., 1959¡ Gardner and O'Rahilly' 1968) but are

usually characteristic of the fetal- period (McDermott ' I943 ) '

Attheendoftheembryonicperiodthelowerlimbhasrotated

medialty through alnrost 90 degrees and the knees are directed ventro-

laterally. The toes are separated having differentiated from the foot

plate and the limb resembles the adult form (Moore ' 1977) '
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3) FETAL PERIOD, ninth week l-o birth' At the start of thls

periodthelegsareshortandthethighsrelativelysmatl.Thesoles

of the feet face each other and the big toe is cranial in direction

(O'Rahilly and Gardner , Lg75) ' After 12 weeks the lower limbs are

slightly shorter than their final- relative proportions which are attained

during weeks L] to 20 (Moore , L91'7) . At the start of the fetal períod

the flexed knee joint clearly resembles the adult in form and arrange-

ment (Langer, Lg2g; l4cDermott, L943¡ Gardner and o'Rahilly' 1968) '

Deuelopment of the SkeLeton' rn the early stages of the feta]

periodthecartj-lagemodetformingthekneejointhasadefinite].imit-

ing membrane, theperichondrium, and the carti].age becomes more mature

(McDermott, I943) . AS this cartilage mod.el 9ro\,¡S, diaphyseal ossif j.ca-

tion continues until at term both the femoral and tibial diaphyses are

completely ossified, and' the distal femoraf epiphysis and proximal

tibial- epiphysis have begun ossification (o'Rahilly ' 1962) '

BythelOthweekthepatellaiscarti}agenousandremainsso

tillterm(GrayandGardner,Ig5O).Intheinitialdevelopmentthe

media]-andlatera}facetsareequalbutbythe23rdweekthepatella

has acguired Iateral facet predominence (walmstey, I940) '

Deuelopment of Artíanla'v' Cc¿uities' During the ninth week

definite and fairly extensive cavities are present, mainly femoro-

patellar: and femoromeniscal. The tibiomeniscal cavity follows this

devei|opment.Theposteriorcavityofthejointisestablishedbythe

12th week. By the l4th week the cavities mentioned above have coal-esced

to form a single cavity but the final extent of ihe cavity is only

established during the remainder of the fetal- period (Gray and Gardner,
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l95O). However, at the l4th rveek the space is similar in contour and

relative size to the adult joint (Flint, L9O4) '

DeueLopment of Ligunents and CapsuLe. Excluding the quadriceps

femoris muscl-e and the Iigamentum patellae anteriorly, which develop in

the embryonic period, the fibrous capsule first becomes evident in the

ninth week by a midline concentration of collagenous fibres posterj-orly '

It is established by the l-lth week (Gray and Gardner, 1950). The

detaifedd'evelopmentofthecapsuleissubjecttovariation.

The collagenous content of the cruciaLes increases significantly

at the l2th week and three weeks later becomes densel-y collagenous as

the penetration oi vessels occurs during the 14th week' The cruciates

become more sharply demarcated and increase in size till term (Gray

and Gardner. 1950). AL the beginning of the fetal period t-he fÍbul-ar

col-lateral and tibial col-lateral IigamenLs become more evident and

betr+een the 14th and l5th v¡eeks resemble the adult structure' the fibu-

l-ar colla-teral ligament maintaining its earfier lead. The posterior

meniscofemoral ligament is evident at 10 v¡eeks and the transverse liga-

ment by 12 weeks (McDermott, L943) '

Deuelopment of the synouial Tissue. The primordium of the syno-

vial tissue becomes established after cavitation occurs at the end of

the embryonic period. It lines the articular cartilage and the menisci'

Ho\¡r'ever, the primordium lining the menisci does noL have the vascularity

associated with synovial tissue and this difference persists and

becomes more marked during later fetal months. The synovial villi

appear in the 29th-3Oth week (McDermott/ 1943) ' The appearance of the

synovial tissue suggests that it secretes before term (Gray and Gardner '

19s0) _
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DeueLopmentofMenísc.L'Intheearlyfetalperiodthemenrscr

are well defined, first containing numerous cells and then strands of colfa_

gen,butavascular.Inthe}4t}iweekthemenisciareofthesa¡redis-

tributionandconfigurationasintheadultform(l',lcDermott,1943).

AscolJ-agendepositionincreasesthemeniscibecomemoreprominentand

bythel5thweekthereisanincreaseinthepenetrationofb}oodves-

sels and nerves in the periphery' By the 23rd week there is a clear

distinction between the vascularity of the synovial tissue and the

avascular collagenous part of the menisci' A few vessels' however' do

reachtheinlrerbordersofthemenisci.Fromthe33rdweekuntilterm,

thereisareductioninthenumberofvesselspenetratingthemenisci

(GraY and Gardner, f950) '

DeueLopment of the MuscLe Llass' The muscle mass being esta-

blished in the embryonic period ' with the rotation of the limbs the

extensormusclesmovefromthedorsaltotheventralaspect(Moore,

1917).

DeueLopment of BLood' SuppLy ancl Nerue SuppLy' Atthough blood

vesselsappearbeforetheformatíonofarticu]-arcavities,andarepre-

sent in the embryonic period, the general adult pattern is present

afterllweeks.Arteries,arterioles,capillaries,venulesandveins

which supply the joint are present (Gray and' Gardner' f950) '

ThenervesaccompanythebloodvesselsandbyLhel2thweekthe

articular innervation of the adult is present (Gardner ' L948) '
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PostnaLal Development

From bÍrth onward the changes in the knee joint are primarily

those of growth and ossificatíon. The menisci, however, become more

avascular and. increase their collagen content within Lhe firs.t tlvo to

three years. At about 2\ years of age the slmovial membrane has com-

pletely dì-sappeared from the weight-bearing areas of the menisci

(McDermott, 1943) -

The patella becomes ossifÍed. from several centres (McKenzie and

NayJ-or , L957) and this ossification colrunences at three years in females

and a year l-ater in males. ossification is usually complete about the

age of puberLY (Meschan, L915) '

As mentioned previously, the femur is the first long bone to

demonstrate traces of ossification in the late embryonic period with

secondary centres of ossification occurring in the distal end of the

femur in the last fetal mont.h. The last femoral epiphysis to fuse is

the distal epiphyseal plate which occurs at f6 years of age in females

and two years later in males. Complete union may take until the 20th

year of age (Gray , Lg13) . Tibial ossification also begins in the late

embryoni-c period and the centre for the ossification of the proximal end

of the tibia is present at birth (o'Rahilly, 1962) '

At about 10 years of age the cartiJ-agenous proximal end has

another ossification centre in the region of the tibial- tubercle ' and

by L2 years of age this has joined vtith the major proximal centre of

ossification.

The last tibial

plate and this foll-ows

(Gray, I973) -

epiphysis to fuse is the proximal epiphyseal

the same pattern as the distal- end of the femur
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KNEE JOINT ARTICULATÏONS

Tntroduction

The knee joint consists of the articulatj-on of three bones: the

femur, tibia and patella. The combination of articulation i's:

I) Patello-femoral

2) libio-femoral

The knee joint is classífied as a synovial ¡oint -

The knee possesses more than one pair of articulating surfaces

ancl because of this is described as a compound joint. The intracapsu-

lar menisci allow the joint to be also termed complex (Gray ' 19'73) '

I^lithin the synovial classification the knee joÍnt has been

variously described as:

I) Two condylar joints (between the corresponding femoral and

tibial condyles) and a sellar joint (between the patel-la and femur)

(Gray, 1973) .

2) À modified hinge joint (steindl-er, 1955; cunningham, 1972¡

Basmajian, L916).

3) "Generally considered to be a strict hinge joint" (Lewin'

L952) .

4) A condyJ-ar joint (Gardner et al', t975) '

5) "Mechanically undisputa-bly of the hinge variety" (Kapandji,

1970).

6) A double condyloid joint (between femur and tibia) and a

gliding joint (between patella and femur) (Lockhart et al-, L974).

7) Diarthrodilal hÍnge (Grant, L975; Langebartel, L97l¡ Jacob et

â1. , 1978) .
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Articulating Surfaces

Femur

The distal end of the femur expands widely Lo acconEnodate two

articul-ar condyles which are continuous anteriorly and separated by an

intercondylar fossa posteriorly. The condyles are cor¡ered by articular

cartilage. Viewed anteriorly (FiS. I), the articular surface seen j-s

excl-usively that of the patella, the lateral condyle extendi-ng higher

than the medial. The higher lateral area of the l-ateral facet is

called the supratrochear tubercle, the site of patella pressure with

the knee in fuII extension (Ficat and Hungerford, L977) . The anterior

surface is al-so called the "patellar groove", patellarfacets, or troch-

lea. The inferior border of this articulating surface is marl<ed by

two grooves (Frg. 2, inferior view) the lateral being more distinct'

In full knee extension, the anterior borders of both menisci are at

the l-evel of the ridges -

The thickness of the articular cartilage is 2-3 mm, thicker on

tlie lateral surface (Ficat and Hungei:ford, L9'77) '

The tibial surfaces of the femur are convex in both mediolateral

and anteropost.erior dimensions. The anteroposterior curvature (Fig ' 3 '

viewed Iaterally) is not r:riiform, being sharper posteriorly than anteriorly.

The medial articular surface is longer anteriorly which is significant

in relation to the rotation that occurs as the knee comes to fufl

extension (Gray, L973) .
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FIGURE I.

The epiphysÍal line is shorvn by the dotted lÍne.

The capsule attachment is shown by the interrupted line.

A) LEFT FEMUR--Anterior view of lower end.

B) LEFT FEMUR--Posterior view of ]ower end..

1) Articularis genu 7) Posterior cruciate ligament

2) Fibul-ar collateral ligament B) Anterior cruciaLe ligament

3) Tibiat coftateral ligament 9) Lateral head--gastrocnemius

6) Media] head--gastrocnemius ].2) vastus intermedius

C) LEFT TIBTA--Anterior vierv of upper end.

D) LEFT TIBIA--Posterior vj_ew of upper end.

4) Vastus medj-al-is

5) Adductor magnus

1) Iliotibial- tract

2) Tibial-is anterior

3) Patellar J_igament

4) Sartorius

5) Gracillis

6) Semitendi-nosus

10) Pla¡taris

f]) Short head of biceps

B) Semimembranosus

9) Vastus medialis

f 0) PopJ-iteus

11) Soleus

L2) Flexor digitorum longus

f3) Tibialis posterior

7) Tibial collateral ligamenL l'4) posterior cruciate ligament

(from McMinn and Hutchings, Ig71)
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FIGURE 2.

A) PATELLA--Anterior and posterior viervs. Odd facet is on the

extreme right.

(from Gray, 1973)

B) LEFT FEMUR--Distal view.

(from McMinn and Hutchings, I977)
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FIGURE 3.

A) LEFT FEMUR--MediaI view of lower end.

B) LEFT FEM{JR--LateraI view of lower end.

1) Articularis genu 7) Posterior cruciate Iigament

2) Fibul-ar collateral ligament B) Anterior cruciate J_igament

3) Tibial collateral ligament 9) Lateral head--gastrocnemius

4) Vastus medialrs

5) Adductor magnus

I0) Pl-antaris

11) Short iread of biceps

6) Medial head--gastrocnemius 12) Vastus intermedius

(from McMinn and Hutchings, L97l).

C) PATELLA --Cross section through the middle of the articular

surface to demonstrate:

i) The variation in cartilage thickness and subchondral

configuration.

ii) Ang1e (a) made between the medial- and lateral- facets.

iii) Angle (b) made between the mediaf and odd facets.

(from Ficat and Hungerford, 1977)
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Tibia

The expanded proxima] end of the tibia contains two flattened

articular condyles for the corresponding femoral condyles, separated

by a non-articular intercondylar area (Fiq- 4 ). This superior

articulatinq surface is tilted backwards in relationship to the

long axis of the tilcial shaft. This tilt is greatest at birth and

decreases with age (I(ate and Robert, 1965).

The oval- medial- articul-ating surface has its longer axis antero-

posteriorly, corresponding to the longer medial femoral condyle. The

area in contact with the medial meniscus is flattened and widest

posteriorly, whiJ-e the central area not related to the meniscus is con-

cave. The l-ateral- aspect of the medial ínLercolrdyJ-ar tu_bercl-e is

covered with articul-ar cartilage and Lhe peripheral margins of the

articular cartilage are sharp.

The circular lateral- articular surface (Fig. 4, superior view)

forms a corresponding similar pattern regarding the area of contact and

-uhe l-ateral- intercondylar tubercl-e but the posterior edge of the arti-

culating surface differs from the sharp margin of the medial surface as

its smooth and ror:nded surface accommodates the tendon of popliteus

which is its immediate relation (Gray, L973) "

The tibial articul_ar cartilage ranges from l_-B to 3.3 mm,

being thicker in the contact area of the slight frexion range (o-30o)

than in the futl- flexion range (60-1200) (walker and Hajek, )-g72) .
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FTGURE 4.

TIBIA--Superior views showing the:

A) Relationships of attachments of the non-art.icul_ated inter-

condylar region.

B) Direct contact areas of the medj-al- and lateral condyles.

C) The menisci and associated tigaments.

(from Gray, 1973)
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Patella

This is the largest sesamoid bone. It has the thickest articular

cartiJ-age in the human body on its posterior articulating surface, being

4-5 mm thick (Ficat and Hungerford , L917). The triangular bone, with

its apex distat, is slightJ-y rvider than tonger (De Vriese' 1913), and the

variations in this are very stight (VaIIoj-s, 1914) . The articular sur-

face covers':.5% of the posterior surface a¡d is divided into a medial

facet and a generally larger ]ateral facet by a vertical ridge (Fig '

The fl-at or slightly concave mddial facet is divided by a vertical-

ridge aL the upper medial margin and this extra facet is cal-ted the "odd"

facet (Goodfellow et aI., 19764). This facet is highly variable, being

nearly in the same plane as the medial facet or at as much as a 600 angle

to ít (Ficat and Flungerford, l-97 7) (Fig-

The ridge produced by the odd and medial facets may be purely

cartitagenous and not indicated on the subchondral bone (fig. 3) - The

odd facet is in contact with the femur in ful-l flexion of the knee.

The lateral facet is larger in both dimensions and concave in both

horizontal a¡d vertical planes. It lies nearest the coronal plane of

the body with the medial and its odd facet showing progressive obliquity -

The presence of one or t\,ro transverse ridges producing a corre-

sponding two or three pairs of articulating areas is still- not establ-ished.

De palma (1954) , CunnÍngham (1972) , Inlatana-Jce (L974) , Lockhart et al .

(Lg74), Grant (1975), Basmajian (1976) and Grant (1978) described two

ridges and therefore three pairs of surfaces; while Emery and Meachim

(1973), Ficat, C. Qg74), Ficat, R.P. and Hungerford (l-977), and McMinn

and Hutchings (I9'77) are more inclined to the single ridge concept
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between the middle and lower thirds of the articul-ating surfaces. Gray

(1973) states that there may be two faint horizontal ridges...(but) in

many patellae only one horizontal ridge can be distinguished.

Generally there is onJ-y a single patella but there have been

reported accessory patellae (Wright, 1903) and absence of patella (Rubin

1915; Bel_1, I955).

Ftarction of the PateLLa. A variety of functions has been

ascribed to the patella.

Steindl-er (1955) states that the patella increases the force of

extension by as much as 50%.

The patella considerably decreases the friction of the extensor

mechanism, because of the very lovr coefficient of friction of hyaline

cartilage. Tendons are capa-ble of withstanding greattensile Ioads but

not high friction or compression, and the presence therefore of the

patetla in the extensor apparatus protects the quadriceps tendon from

friction, and permits the extensor apparatus to tolerate high compres-

sion loads (Fj-cat and Hungerford, L97'7) .

It al-so corrects the lateral pull of the quadriceps during exten-

sion and centralizes the divergent contracLion from the four muscles of

the quadriceps (Steindler, 1955; Hungerford and Ficat, L971).

In addition, it serves to protect the articular cartilage of the

femur (Grant , L9'75) -

With regard to mechanical aid to extension, there appear to be

sígnificant differencesofopinion. Some authors believe that the effi-

ciency of the extensor action of the quadriceps is not improved with the

patella, unimpaired without it, or that it acts only in an accessory or

insignificant role (Brooke, L937; Hey Groves, f937; Watson-Jones, 1945¡
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Freehafer , l962) . Some long-term cLinical studies of patell-ecL.omy support

this view (Young and Regan, L945; Boucher, 1958; West, L962; Geckeler and

Quaranta , ]-962) - On the other ìrand, some feel that the patella is an

important functional component of the extensor mechanisnì (Steindl-er,

1955; McKeever, l955; DePalmaandFtynn, I958; Smitlie, I91O). This view is

supported by clinicaÌ studies of scott (1949), Todd (1950) ¡ andlnsall et

al_. (1976A) and by experimental work (Éaxton, Lg45, Kaufer, L7T1).

Sesamoid Bones of the Knee Joint

The patella and fabetla are the sesamoid bones of the knee - The

fa]¡etla (l-ittIe bean) is in the lateral head of the gastrocnemius muscle

and may be considered, like the patetla, Lo be articular in classifica-

tion as it articulates with the laterar femorar condyle (Gray ' L973) '

It occurs in II-13e" of the population and in over 50% of cases it is

bifateral (Pancoast, 1909; Sutro et al-, 1935; FaIk, 1963) '

Capsule

This is a complex, imprecisely defined fibrous structure (trnlarren

and Marshall, LgTg). ft is deficient in parts and reinforced in others

by expansion of various tendons. fts osseous attachments are demonstrated in

Figures I and 3. Anteriorly the patetta and the insertion of the quadriceps

exclude the capsule formation. LateralIy the fibres extend distally to the

head of the fibuta. Mediall-y the capsule blends with the posterior part of

the tibial collateral ligament- and. may be regarded as its deep component (Last,

l:g48). Posteriorly it blends with Lhe head of gastrocnemius and is

strengthened centrally by the oblique popliteal ligament (Gray , L973) .
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Synovial Membrane

The s1'¡er¡ium of theknee joint is the most extensive and cotnplex

of the body (Gray, 1973). Superiorly i-t forms a ]a-rge suprapatellar

bursa or pouch under cover of the quadriceps femoris muscle. Ït ex-

tends uprvard 4-5 cms from the proximal articular border of the femur

but this is variabl-e (Ficat and Hungerford, 1977) -

Inferiorly it covers the infrapatellar fat pad and is continuous

with the peripatell-ar fol-ds of synovia on either side of the patella.

Certain fol-ds may be significant enough to simulate knee derangement

(pipkin, L7TL) . The synovium covering the cruciates is calfed the

infrapateltar fol-d or ligamentum mucosum. This bel-l-shaped "ligament"

has medial and lateral alar fotds which al-most divide the

joint Ínto medj-al ancl lateral- halves (Steindl-er, 1955) . Posteriorly

the synovium is not a continuous sheet but indented by Lhe sLructures

of the intercondylar region which are exLrasynovial but intracapsular.

Bursae of the Knee Joint

The

consistent.

1943¡ Gray,

They are:

bursae of the knee joint are numerous -

Some communicate \,rith the knee joint

Le73) .

Anteriorly 1) Subcutaneous Prepatell-ar

' 2) Deep infraPatellar bursa

They are not all

(Brantigan and Voshell,

bursa

3) Subcutaneous infrapateflar bursa

4) Suprapatel-lar bursa (or pouch)

Laterally beLween 1) Lateral head of gastrocnemius and capsule

2) Fibutar collateral Iigament and biceps

3) Fibul-ar colÌaLeral ligament and

popliteus
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4) Tendon of popliteus and lateral femoral condyle

Medially between f) Medial head of gastrocnemius and capsule

2) Tibial collateral ligament and muscles of

pes anserinus.

3) Tibial collateral- ligament and. femur, or

capsule,or medial menÍscusror tibiaror tendon

of semimembranosus (variable in number)

4) Semimembranosus and capsule (semimembranous

bursa)

5) Tendon of semimembranosus and semiLendinosus

Ligaments

Introduction

Although there is no published classifj-cation of the ligaments of

the knee into major and accessory groups, for descriptj-ve purposes the

ligaments are divided into the two groups listed.

GROUPS MAJOR ACCESSORY

Anterior Cruciate Ligament Arcuate Popliteal Ligament

Posterior Cruciate Ligament Transverse Ligament

Tibial- Collateral- Ligament Anterior and Posterior

Fi-lcular Collateral Ligament Meniscofemoral Ligaments

oblique Popliteat Ligament Tibiomensical Ligament

Ligamentum Patelfae Patellofemoral- Ligament

Ligament of Barkow
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An anatomical description is followed by functional analyses.

It wil-l be evident that unanimity of functj-on in this area is often

not established.

Since ligaments need stress to indicate their function, the mea-

sure of their tautness or tension during specifÍc motions or static

positions inclicates their function in that motion or position. A1l the

ligament studies are ín ùítTo stud.ies and the vast majority are quali-

tative, subjective and uncontrolled. The methodology has varied but

generally severence of specific ligamentous structures and subsequent

assessment has been i-he procedure. In excess of 300 studies since 1916

have used this methodology to study knee ligaments (Nicholas , 1977) - The

limitations of this method are evident but an understanding on this

levef in well- controlfed studies, will- form the basis for the understand-

ing of the complexÍties of 1*he structures of the in uiuo knee (Mains et

e-I- , L9l1) .

AI\TERTOR CRUC IATE LIGA]'4ENT

The anterior cruciate tigament is a complicated two-part ligament

named because of its distaf anterior attachment in the intercondylar

area.

Its two parts are the anteromedial and posterolateral (Abbott et

al., L944¡ Girgis et aI., 1975).

The proximal attachment of thls fan-shaped ligament is to the

posterior part of the medial surface of the lateral femoral condyle in

the form of a segment of a circle (Last, 195I). The size and refation-

ship is shown in Figure 5.
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FTGURE 5.

POSTERIOR SURFACE OF T}IB

TIBTA (PROXIMAL)

C. IVIEDIAL SURFACE OF RIGHT

LATERAL FE}4ORAL CONDYLE

SHOVITNG ANTERTOR CRUCIATE

ATTACH¡'lENT

AVERAGE }IEASURBMENTS AND RELAÎIONS OF THE ANTERIOR

AND POSTERTOR CRUCIATE LIGAI'IENTS .

DÀ SUPERIOR SURFACE OF THE

TIBIA

LATERAL SURFACE OF RIGHT

MEDIAL CONDYLE SHOWING

POSTERIOR CRUCIATE

ATTACH},IENT

D.

A nterior cruciate

Posterior
cruciate -

-.,-

A nterior
cruc¡ate

l-atera I

condyle

Posterior cruci¿te

(trrom Gírgis et al- . L975)
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The ligament is 38 mm long by 1I mm wide (Morris, Ì933; Girgis et aI.,

reTs) .

The function of this ligament is described variously as being the

keystone of stabitity by some and at the other extreme almost a vestige

(Herzmark, l93B) . There is no doubt that the functional role of this

Iigament has yet to be established and there appear to be many inter-

pretations of function primarily by clinical observation of pathological

cases (Hey Groves, I92O¡ Cowan, 1965; Lam, 1968; Liljedahl et a].,1966)-

FLerLon øtd Eætension, rÍg.5(f). rn some studies the anterior

cruciate is taut in extension (Bugnion, IB92; Poirer and Charpy, I9l-l-;

Brantigan a¡d Voshell, L94I; Abbott et a1., 1944; Kennedy et aI-, L974¡

Girgj_s et aI., 1975) and it is generally agreed that it controls hyper-

extension (Helfet, Ig5g; Slocum and Larson, 1968; Hughston et al., 1976A¡

Furrnan et aJ-., 1976) - Kapandji (I97O), however, feels that the primary

controller of extension is the posterior aspect of the capsuÌe.

In fl-exion sonìe feel that the anterior cruciate becomes lax

(Abboti: et al-, L944; Slocum and Larson' 1968; Hughston, L969; Hughston

et aJ- - , 1976) and some state part of it remains taut (Kennedy et al. ,

L914; Girgis et aI., 1975). Others feel- it is taut throughout flexion

and extension (Brantigan and Voshel-l , Ig4I; Haines , Ig4]1; Gray , Ig73),

and finally, taut in flexion and extension but slack in semiflexion

(Corner, 1915; Kennedy, L97B) -

Some of the current workers in this field are still in disagree-

ment regarding the tautness and indeed the existence of the anteromedial-

band (Hughston eL aJ-. , L9'/6A¡ Furman et al . , L976) .
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As the function of this ligament is not as yet defined ' the

significance of a major clinical test, the drawer sign and its vari-

ations, is still questioned and much literature has been published on

this topic (Abbott et aI'' L944; o'Donoghue' 1950; Hughston' 1962;

Robichon and Romero,1968; Slocum and Larson, 1968; Kennedy and Fowler',

I97 I¡ l,,lang and Walker, Ig74; Shaw and Murray' L974; Mcl'faster et al"

L974; Marshal et aI-, L9'75¡ Furman et a]'' L916¡ Hughston et al" 1916)'

I,luch confticting evidence exists fromoneextreme, that the dra\^/er sign

may be positive when the ligament is intact (Markolof et al., L916) and'

negative when this ligament is severed (Reynofds,196l i James, L9'78) '

This is mentioned because of the major clinical- implications'

Thetwo_partligamentconceptisshowninFigure5(l)andalthough

there may be a controversy regarding the anteromed'ial band it can be con-

sideredthatthepri:narystabilitypartoftheligamentisthepostero-

lateral component (Lembo et al', 1975) '

Rotation. Because of the evident twisting of this rigament with

the posterior cruciate l-igament, its function as a rotatory stabiì-izer

has been postulated both in frexion and extension, and again disagree-

ment exists as to whether this occurs more in medial rotatlon of the

tibia (Robichon and Romero, 1968; Kapandji, L97o; Kennedy eL af'' 1914¡

Girgisetal.,L975¡Mainsetal.,Lg77)or].ateralrotation(Cailliet,

Ig73). Furman et al. (1976) indica-ued that both medial and

lateraf rotation were increased significantly on sectioning the antero-

cruciate; but Wang and Wa1ker (L914) state that although the cruciates

(anteriorandposterior)comeintotension,thel-everarmaboutthe

centre of roLation is not sufficient to resist rotatory torque' However'
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Shaw and Murray (Lg'l4) state that the cruci-ates stabilize but do not

control rotation.

Stt,ength and Age Changes. The various strength parameters

(linear load-first sign of faiture, maximum load) of this ligament are

dependent on the different testing procedures. For example, 'because

of the different strain rates, knee anglepositionand method of gripping

the specimen, the comparison between studies may be invalid (Noyes et

aL., L974) -

FIowever, Kennedy et af - (I97 6) reported an ultimate tensile

strength of 626newtonsand Trent et al-. (1976) reported a range from 285

to lTlB newtons. Noyes and Grood (1976) noted that the strength para-

meters significantly reduced with increasing age up to 48 years of age'

They also noted that the failure of the ligament in their younger human

group occurred in the substance of the ligament (at 1730 nervtons) while

in tl-re ol-der human group the failure was clue primarily to bony avulsion

(aL 734 newtons) .

POSTERIOR CRUCTATE LTGAMENT

This two-part ligament has its dist.al- attachment posterior to the

anLerior cruciate ligament, exLending on to the posterior surface of the

tibia (see Figure 5 ) and it is also attached to the posterior horn of

the lateral meniscus -

The proximal- attaclrment is to the lateral surface of the medial

condyJ-e of the femur in the form of a segment of circle. The size and

relationship of the attachment ís seen in Figure 5 -

The proximat and dísta1 attachments of this ligament are at right

angles to each other [riS. 5(1)].
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FrcuRE 5 (1) .

A) Anterior cruciate ligament in exLension.

B) Anterior cruci-ate J-igament in fr-exion. Arrow points out

the anteromedial band-

C) Posterior cruciate ligament in extension.

D) Posterior cruciate ligament in f]exion. Arrorv points out

the smaller posterior part/ note r-he proximal and distat
attachments are at right angles to each other-

(from Girgis et aI., 1975)
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The ligament consists of a }arger anterior and a smal-ler posterior

part which are fused. The average length is 38 mm and the width l-3 mm

(Girgis et al., 1975).

FLeæion øtd Eætensíon, Fig-5(I). There is general agreement that

in flexion the larger anterior part is taut and the posterior part is

lax. The opposite is true in extension (Hey Groves, L92O; Brantigan and

Voshell-, L94L¡ Haines, L94L; Abbott et al., L944¡ Gray, 1973¡ Girgis et

â1, L975) -

Hughston et aI. (f976) offer an explanation of the constantly

taut posterior cruciaLe ligament in that the ligament appears to be

Iocated in the centre of the joint and functj-ons as the axis about which

fl-exion/exLension and rotation occurs. It is therefore considered by

them as a fr-:ndamental stabili-zer of the knee.

Rotation. The statements regarding the crucÍates and rotation

aremade in the anterior cruciate ligament section. ln addition, it

controls medial- rotation (Hughston, et aI., L976) -

Strength. This ligament is consídered to be the stronger and

shorter of the cruciates (Gray, L913) .

There is both direct and i-ndirect evidence for the strength

contention. I(ennedy et al. (1976) demonstrated that the yield point

(when permanent deformation of the ligament occurs) of the posterior

cruciate was nearly twice that of the a¡rterior cruciate. Morrison (1968,

L969,1970) also indicated that the forces on the posterior cruciate

ligament are greater during level waiking, ramp walking and stair climb-

ing. although there v/as a numerical variation Grood ald Noyes (L976)

were also in agreement.

The statement on ligament length, however, is not borne out by

Girgis et aI. (1975) though the average width was gireater.
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In summary, despite the complex architecture of the cruciate

ligaments and the variation in the reports whichhavebeendescribed, there

definitel-y appears to be some reciprocity between the anterior and

posterior cruciate ligaments in flexion and extension so that some

elements do remain taut in atl positions and this provides stability

(James, L978).

TIBIAL COLLATERAL LIGAMENT

This ligament is also known as the medial collateral ligament.

The ligament consists of a superficial a¡d deep part" The superficial

part consists of parallel or long fibres which run vertically, and an

oblique part (Warren and Marshall, L979). Numerous terms have been

used for each part- The superficiaf part has been called variously the

medial collateral ligament, superficial medial- collateral ligament, the

superficial medial ligament (Warren and Marshall, L979), and the inter-

nal lateral ligament (Gray, 19734) - The superior oblique fibres are

also called the posterior oblique ligament (Hughston and EiIiers, I9-13¡

James, L918) .

The deep part. has been cal-led variously, the middl-e or medial

capsular ligament (Slocum and Larson, 1968; Slocum et a1., L974), the

short internal lateral ligament (Last, 1948) and the meniscofemoral and

meniscotibiat ligaments (tr^Jarren et al " , L97 4) -

SuperficiaL Fibres

The superficial part is triangular or delta-shaped and may be

separated from the deeper part by one or more bursae (erantigan and
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Voshel-I, L943) . It extends from the medial epicondyle of the femur,

distally to the med,ial- tibial- condyle and shaft. Its apex is located

posteriorly on the joint Iine and its extent and even its existence is

varied (Brantigan and Voshef I , L943; Warren and I'4arshall-, L979) .

The superficial ligament is'approximately 1l cm long by 1.5 cm

rvide (Brantigan and Voshell, 1943).

SuperficíaL Fibres Fltnction

These fibres have different functions.

FLeríon and Eæiensíon. Robichon and Romero (1968) sÈate that the

long anterior fjJcres are relaxed in extension and taut in futl flexion

and the posterior oblique fibres have the opposite function; in semi-

fl-exion the ligament is refaxed (FiS. 6).

This general- pattern of increased tension with flexion in the

anterior component is agreed upon by Brantigan and Voshefl (I94L, 1943)

Abbott et al . (L944), and Steindler (1955) - Hovrever, Last (L948, L9'72)

Slocum. and tarson (1968) and Smillie (L97O) state that the long

angerior fibres are relaxed in flexion. The long anterior fibres have

been considered as a single homogenous unit (White and Raphael, L972)

but Warren et al. (L974) have distinguished anterior and posterior com-

ponents which are tight in flexion and extension respectively because

of their origin from a critícaI point on the medial femoral condyle that

is relative to the instant cenLres of rotation (Fig- 7).

Rotation. The control of lateral rotation has been ascribed to

the superfíciat part of thÍs ligament (Brantigan and Voshel-l, L94L'

1943, Hallen and Lindahl-, 1965) and its importance confirmed by \darren

et al-- (1974), Markoloff et al. (1916), and Hsíeh and Walker (L976).
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(From Robichon and Romero 1968)
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FTGURE 1 TENSTON OF THE LONG FIBRBS OF THE SUPERFICTAI TTBIAL
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tr^/ang and Walker (I914) sLate that the collateral ligaments are Lwice as

effective as the cruciate ligament in controlling joint. laxity.

Valgus/Varus" The superficial portion of the tigament is vitaf

to valgus/varus (medial-,/lateral-) stability in flexion rather than exten-

sion (Mar)<oloff et al., 1976). In full extension with intact cruciates

the amount. of valgus/varus movement is minima] (Hall-en and Lindahl- '

L965¡ V{arren et a1 ., I9l4) -

Deep Ftbres

The deep fibres are described as being deep to the Iong fibres

and along the lip of the tibial articular cartilage (V,larren and Marshaf I,

I979) although Mains et al. (1977) describe a more anterior attachment

on the tibia. The deep fibres are attached to the medial meniscus as

are the posteri or fibres of the superficial part (Warren and Marshall,

r97e) .

Deep Fib:r'es Fltnctíon. The deep porti-on's contribution Lo knee

stability is considered to be of relatively minor importance partially

due to its rel-ati-vely weak anatomical sLructure (Mainset al ., L977). Il

was found to have a minimal effect on controlling rotation (Warren et

âI ., L974¡ }4arkoloff et al., L976) or valgus/varus stability (Hal-len and

Lindahl , L965; lrTarren et aJ-., L974) and is 1ax in extension (llain et aI.,

L977) .

FIBULAN COLLATERAL LTGAMENT

This ligament Ís also known as the lateral collateral ligament.

fhis rounded cord-shaped structure is attached proximally to Lhe

lateral epicondyle of the femur and extends to the anterior surface of
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the apex of the fibular head; it is unattached to the lateral meniscus

(Gray, l-973) .

FLeæíon arui Eætensíon. It is taut in extension and lax in flexion

(Abbott et al., 1944¡ Last, 1972¡ Gray, 1973). ln extension it is

under greater tension than the medial structures of the joint (HuÇhston

et al . , L9'76:r-) .

Rotation. when the knee is fl-exed it controls medial and lateral

rotation (Brantigan and Voshell, 194f).

Valgus/Varus. In extension, if severed the valgus/varus (medial,/

l-ateral) instability may not be detected clinically unless

other structures are ìnvolved (Markoloff et al', L976) '

OBLIQUE POPLITEAL LIGAME:NT

This ligament has also been called the oblique popliteal ligament

of winslow (Last , L972) - This is a posterior thickening of the capsule

in the form of fascicufi, passing from the insertion of semimembranosus

proximally and lateralJ-y to the lateral femoral condyle (Gray ' L973;

Lewin , Lg52). It is considered to be an extensiori of the semimembrarÌosus

tendon sheath (Warren and I'larshall, L979) -

It controls hyperextension (Brantigan and Voshell, L94I) and in

con¡unctionwiththe posterior capsule is important for stability in most

posit.ions (Markoloff ei aI., Ig76) though O'Donoghue (1978) acknowledges

that once flexion occurs it becomes lax.
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LIGAMENTUM PATELLAE

This structure will- be considered as part of the quadriceps

femoris muscl-e.

ARCUATE POPLITEAL LTGA]4ENT

This ligament is also known as the arcuate ligament (James,

1978) and the posterior arcuate ligament (Kennedy, L97B; James , I978) .

This "y" shaped ligament extends from the head of the fibula to

its wider proximal component attached to the lateral femoral condyle '

The anterior l-imb is also called the shori- lateral ligament (Gray ' L973) .

Though Last (I972) contends that there is a separaLe short external

Iateral ligament that is anterior to the "arcuate" ligament' It would

appear to have the same functions as a component of the posterior cap-

sule of the knee.

The term "arcuate compl-ex" is used to indicate the arcuate ligament'

tendon of popliteus and the ]ateral coltateral ligament (James, I97B) -

TRANSVERSE LTGAMENT

This variable ligament connects the anterior convex margins of

the menisci and may be absent (Gray, L973) {r'ig'" 4) .

Its function is not described in the fiterature-

ANTERIOR AND POSTERIOR MENISCOFEMORAL LIGAMENTS

Humphry (IB5B) originally described both an anterior and posterior

fibrous ba¡td accompanying the posterior cruciate liganrent. Subsequently,

however, the ligament of Humphry was described as the anterior
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meniscofeÍìoral ligament and the posterior fibres rvere described as the

ligament of Wrisberg (Grant, 1937¡ Heller and Langm.an, 1964) . In

French, German and Russian literature the posterior meniscofemoral

ligament is also known as Robert's ligament (Kaplan, 1956). It is also

known as the lateral meniscofemoral ligament-

' The frequency of occurrence of these I igaments varies from 70%

(Heller and Langmal, 1964) to 100% (Brantigan and Voshell, 1946) and

when present the posterior meniscofemoral Iigarnent is tnore commonly

found (Cirgis et al., f975) though this is disputed (HeIIer and Langman,

Lg64). A small- minority have both (Heller and Langman, 1964) -

The function of these two liga:lents is to "control " the mobility

of the lateral meniscus with popliteus (Last, :'94B) and to increase the

congruity of the lai-eral aspect of the joint during flexion (Heller and

Langman, L964) - Florvever, the lack of constancy of these accessory

ligaments suggests a limited functional importance Lo Girgis et al.

(le75) .

TTB IOMEN I SCAL LI GAME NT

This ligament described by Girgis et al. (L975) states confirma-

tíon of ari original- description by Kaplan (1957) of a fibrous band from

the posterior cruciate tigament to the posterior horn of the lateral

meniscus. On reviewing Kap1an's (1957) paper no reference to the

tibiomeniscal ligament was found-
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PATELLOFEMORAL LT GAMENT

Tl-ris ligament has also been called the epicondylopatellar liga-

ment (Kaplan, L962).

This tigamenL is deep to vasLus medialis passing from the medial

femoral epicondyle towards the patetla (Warren and Marshall, L979) (FiS.

The functj-on of this ligament is not stated-

LIGAMENT OF BARKOI,I

This tigament, not described in current literature, passes from

the posterior horn of the l-ateral meniscus to the anterior horn of the

mediaf meniscus (GaLeazzi, L921).

Menisci of the Knee Joint (Mediat and Lateral)

These internal articular structures are also known as the semil-unar

cartilages and are at1-ached to the periphery of the articular surface

of the tibia via 1-he coronary lígament. The shape and attachment of

each is seen in Figure 4- In cross section they are wedge shaped, the

t.apered part of the wedge facing the centre of the articular surface and

the thicker part of the wedge peripheral. The inferior surface of

the meniscus is flat, covering approximately 66*" of each articulating

surface (Gray, L973). The superior surface is concave.

The shape of the medial meniscus is usually constant while the

l-ateral meniscus has many variations (Levine and Blazine, 1966).

The menisci are fibrocartilagenous and avascular except for

their peripheraf attachment (Davies and Edwards, 1948). The extent of
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this vascularity has been described as the ouLer one-tlLird (Scapinelli,

1968) . The fibres of the menisci are alignedpredominantly in the long axis of

the meniscus witli few radial, oblique and vertical fibres (Cameron and

MacNab, 1972; Bullough eL af., 1970) .

Function

Though Gray (J-973) states that the functional- role of the interarti -

cular fibrocartilage remains unproven because the views advanced are

largely deductions from structure and phytogenetic data vrith the help

of mechanical analysis, some recent data substantiate a fev¡ of the

claims. The functions of the menisci have been described as:

1) Increasing weight distribution, weight bearing

2) Shock a-bsorbing

3) Increasing congruencY

4) Facil-itating combined movements

5) Facil-itating spread of lubricants

6) Protection (Steindler, 1955)

lleight Beaz'inq

It is now v¡el-f established that the menisci bear weight (Shrive,

L974¡ Seedhom et al., 1914¡ Waler and Erkman, 1975¡ Shrive et al--' L97B¡

Goodfellow and O'Connor, 1978). Earlj-er, though some "cushioning" was

acknowledged, weight bearing \^ias described as noL occurring in vertical

compression because condylar articular contact between the femur and

tibia always existed (Brantigan and Voshell, 1941-). Contact with
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menisci and articular cartilage was thought to be pathologÍc (Last, L912) .

Shrive et aI. (1978) state thaL the menisci bear 45% of the total joint

l-oad from fuII extension to 3Oo of flexion, and Krause et al-. (1976)

state a range of 30-55% of the total joint load in extension. In com-

paring medj-al and l-ateral loading, 1-he lateral- meniscus takes a greater

percentage of the load. than the medial meniscus, which shares its load

bearing with the articular cartilage equal-ly (Walker and Erkmann, L915) .

The structural arrangement of the fibres of the meniscus permit

tensile strength to develop to the same magnitude as that developed in

articular cartilage (Bullough et a1 -tL97O; Mather et al . , L949) . By implica-

tion, because these similar adjacent surfaces have similar properties

they both have simil-ar functions of wei-ght bearing-

i1oop stress (or circufar type stress) within the meniscus which

occurs during compressive loading has been demonstrated whích is also

indicative of weight bearing¡ âs is the increased stress thaL occurs

across the l<nee joint after a menisectomy (Krause et al ., L9'76). Maquet

et al . (l-975) cite the substantial reduction in contact area of the

knee after menisectomy, which is indicative of weight bearing by Lhe menisci -

Snock Absorbing

Brantigan and Voshell (r94I) described the shock absorbing or

cushioning effect of the menisci to occur only in hyperflexion or hyper-

extension (presumalrly the ends of range of motion), while others have

considered vertical compression al¡sorption as a function of the menísci

(Gardner et al., 1975).
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The importance of su-Ìrchondral bone in sparing articular cartilage

from impact has been reported. (Radin et aI., l-9'lO¡ Radin and Paul,

I97I¡ Simon et aI., Lg72) and the load bearing stated (see section on

weight bearing). K¡ause et at. (1976) postulates that the articular

cartilage covered by the menísci can be thought of as being s.andwiched

between two energy absorbing materials, the menisci and the subchondral

bone" uzaki et al. (1979) in a study of the viscoelastic propertíes

of menisci states that the menisci do not. pl-ay a role as a shock

absorber because the properties demonstrated were mostly that of an

elastic material.

Congruencg

Tncreasíng congruency by implication mearis increased stability,

and it was considered "obvious" that the menisci were stabifizers of the

knee (corner, 1915) . Shj-nno Q962) also stated the menisci acted as

cushion which increased sLability. Hovrever, after removal of both

menisci, the valgus/varus l-axity of the knee joint is relatively

unaffected and onl-y minor changes are recorded in torsional laxity

(Markolf et al., Igl 6). However¡ wang and Inlall<et (1974) stated the

menisci ptayed a part in controlling joint laxity.

In addition, increasing congruency pel'> se ís not necessarily

beneficial to function. tr^Ialker and Hsieh (1971) in their study of

femoral and tibial prostheses indicated that both high and low congruency

configurations produced increased abrasion and fatigue of components.

They suggested that a partial conformity between the femoral and tibial-

component is the optimum configuration.
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Contbíned Mouements

The fact that the only mammal, the fruit bat, that has no menisci

in its knee joint is the only mammal that lacks rotation at that joint,

led to the belief that the most important function of the menisci is to

allow rotation (Last, 1972) .

Kaplan (f955) states that the similarity of the embryologic

derivation of the menisci and the cruciates makes it seem likely that

they function as an accessory part of the rotation at the knee.

ülatson-Jones (1955) by a manual technique also attributes a role

of the menisci in rotation of the knee joint.

The complexity of knee motion and its accommodation by the menisci

is decribed thoroughly by Kapandji (1970) and Steindler (f955).

Lubrícatt on

A plausible deduction from observing the s-uructure of the menisci is

that lt facilitates the spread of slmovial fluid- A qualitative study

based on theories of tubrication states that a loss of menisci feads to

about 20e" increase in friction (MacConaill, Lg32). Various theories of

joint lu-brication (Dintenfass, L963¡ Dcwson et aL, 1969) do not quantify

any increased joint lu-brication by the menisci-

Pz,otection

Some authors feel that the menisci keep the capsule and synovia from

being pinched as they fill the space left by the incongruency of the femoral and

tibial articulating surfaces (Brantigan and VoshelI, L94I; Steindler' I955)

The menisci may catcify (Cave, L943) or be discoid, i.e., ño

contact existing between tibia and femur (Di:¡can, L932; Brantigan and

Voshelf , I94L; Kaplan ' L95'7).
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Contact Areas of the i(nee Joint.

Tibiofemoral

The early European radiographic studies in this field established

varying tibiofemoral contact areas (Zuppinger, L9O4¡ Fischer , L7OJ,

Strasser, L9I7). The more recent stud.ies show widely differing figures

which may be explained by the varying techniques used- Walker and Hajel<

(L912) stated that in knee extension a combined area (medial a¡d lateral) of 3.2

sq cm (with a loadof 150 kp) was found. Kei:tlekamp andJacobs (L972) deter-

mined the average area to be ín excess of trr'ice that figure wiËh a load

of 3-B kp. However, Maquet et aI., (19'75) using considerably greater

l-oads (225 to 250 versus 3-8 kp) (Kettlekamp and Jacobs, L972) obtained a

contact area figure of 20.13 cm2 which is over six Limes great.er than

that obtained by Walker and Hajek (1972).

The ratio bet\,reen the smal-ler lateral and larger medial area was

l:l-.6 (Kettlekamp and Jacobs, L972), however, under "physiological load-

ing" (i.e., fróav'y loading) there rvas only a slight difference in weight

bearing between the medial and latera] plateau (l4aquet et a1., 1975). The

contacL area moved posteriorly and decreased as knee flexj-on increased

(Walker and liajek, 1972; Kettlekamp and Jacobs, 1972; Maquet et al.,

I975) (Fis. 11) .

Patel-lofemoral

The work

(19764). Under

which they felt

of Wiberg (1941) rvas confirmed by Goodfellow et al.

light l-oads (2-10 kp) they established a patellar pattern

was appropriate because the incongrous articular surfaces
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were felt to be more position dependent raLher than load dependent.

The first contact of the patella and femur occurs at 10o-20o of flexion'

The patellar surface area of'conLact moves from distal to proximal

increasing in size (Fig.9) in the first 90o of flexion (Aglietti et

al-, 1975). In fult flexion tlLe contact pattern is very different with

the medial facet completely out of contact Lying free in the intercondy-

lar area with the entire odd facet engaging the lateral border of the

medial- femoral condyle. During this contact pattern the patella rotates

(Goodfellow et aI., L916A) (Fig. I0) - The patelfofemoral contact areas

are viewed together in Figure 12 -

Trabecufar Architecture of the Knee Joint

Femur

The trabeculae of the femoral condyles are arranged in frve

groups which allow the bone to adjust to mechanical compression and

rotatory movement (Fiq. 13).

Tibia

Each tibial trabeculae arrangement has a different mechanical

function. The epiphyseal line can be considered a laminated structure

between the conpressive forces from the articular surface above and

the forces supporting the archite,cture of the metaphysis (Fig. 13).
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FIGURE 13. TRABECULAR ARCHITECTURE OF THE KNEE,
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(From Takechi L977)
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Patel-la

Raux et a1., (1975) determined that the predominant trabecular

arrangements v¡ere in an anteroposterior direction betv/een two laYs¡5

of compacted bone. The IaLeral facet has a generally thicker compact

subchrondral bone suggesting greaLer loading (Ficat and Hungerford,

L971).

Tn a study oftheknee jointBehrenset al- (L974) showed the

tra-becular organLzation to be a significant factor in the strength of

the bone white the bone material density did not.

Nerve Supply

Hilton's faw (1891), that the muscles producing movement at a

joint share their innervation r^rith the articular structulîes of that

joint, operates. The nerves are the femoral-, ob'turator, tibial/ common

peroneal, and recurrent peroneal nerves (Gardner, L94Bi Gray, l-973) .

RareIy the accessory obturator nerve supplies the joint- The posterior

capsule has the greatest concentration of nerve fibres (Gardner, 1948) -

The nerve supply is intimately associated with the blood supply-

Both sympathetic and parasympathetíc nerve fibres are presenL (Cooper et

¿Ìl , 1966).

Blood SuPPly

Arterial

major blood suPPlY to the kneeThe following

joint: l) descending

2\ medial and

arteries are the

genicular artery

Iateral superior genicular arteries
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3) medial and laterat inferior genicul-ar arteries

4) middle genicular artery

5) a¡Lterior and posterior tibial recurrent arteries

The arteries above form the geniculate anatomosis (Gray, L913). There

is an addi tional supplY from:

1) descending branch of the lateral femoral circumfl-ex

2) recurrent fibul-ar arLeries

(ScapinetIi, 1968)

The prime supply of the patetla enters through the middle third a-nd

inferior pole of the patella (Scapinelli' L967) -

Venous

The venous drainage of the knee is nrimarily through the deep vein

system accomparlying the arteries (Gray, L973) -

Lymphatic Drainage of the Knee

Most of the lvmphatic drainage of the knee is into the

popliteal lymph nodes situated in the popliteal fossa (Gray, L973) .

BIOMECHANICS OF THB I(NEE JOINT

Introductlon

Biomechanics is the larqer field of study of mechanics (or motion)

of living systems (I,üartenweiler, I973). Kinesiology, a branch of biomechanics,

relates to human body movements (Dorland" L914) - Arthrokinematics,

a part of kinesiology, is the study of movemeni:s that occur in joints
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and osteokinematics of movement of bones (MacConaill and Basmajian,

Lg71). An understanding of the arthrokinematics of the knee is essential

for Lhe design of an electrogoniometer. The development of an electro-

goniometer for the knee is an integral Part of this thesis -

Axes

The static longitudinal axis of the tibia and femur derived radio-

logically are shor"'n in Figure 14 "

The determination of the dynamic axes of a loint allov¡s analysis

of the type of movement that occurs i-n the joinL (Franl<el and Burstein/

I97O). It is apparent that the inequality of articufar surfaces of the

knee joint and the complex varying surface of the femoral component

would vary the axis of movement (Steindler, 1955).

Flexion/Extension Axis

The largest fu¡rctional movement of the knee has no sin91e polnt

which can be considered the axis. However, if the instant centres of

motion, or centrodes, are linked together, a varying axis wil-l be demon-

strated. The classic work of Frankel and Burstein (1970), usÍng a method

developed a century earlier by Reuleaux (1876) , stated that the instant

centres were in a position shown in Figure l-6 v¡ith the involute opening

anteriorly. However, in this analysis the motion of the tibia and femur

are considered pl-anar and the existing tibial rotation, though it has

been known for over a century, is ignored in the calculation (Weber and

Weber, lB36; Meyer, fB53; Goodsir, f868).
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FIGURE 14" AXIAL REI,ATIONSHIPS OF THE KNEE.

FA = FBMOFAL ANGI,E

TA = TIBIAI, ANGI'E

lltÞoIh.tircl ¡ostrì'n hul 'lnh ntt

FA = 80.20 8L.2a

TA = 93.50 92.40

TOTAL: 8lo

930

(From Keats et aL, 1966)

FA=

TA=

FIGURE 15. KNEE MOTION"

I

t

(From cray, 1973)
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FIGURE 16. AXIS 0F FLEXiON AND EXTENSION 0F THE KNEE

Frankel & Burs tei n ( 1970 ) Smi dt ( 19i3)
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P roxi ma I

Kettlekamp & Nasca (1973) Kel 1y (1971)
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Smidt (f973) also analysed the instant centres through a similar

range of movement and similar technigue and found a different pattern,

with the involute opening anterodistally. The axis moves through 3.2 cm

in 9Oo within a circle of 2 -3 cm located at the level of the lateral

epicondyle (Fig. 16) .

In additionr Kelly (197f) described the axes of fl-exion and exten-

sion forming a curve with the opening superoposteriorly (Fig. 16).

Kettlekamp and Nasca (I973) reproducing the axis from Doctor V'

H- Frankel (unreferenced) d.emonstrate the involute opening posteriorJ-y

and moving in a different direction (fig- 16) -

ÞJalker et aI - G972) stated that a fixed axis of rotation is

hardly applicable to the l<nee a¡d that the -l-oci (instant centres) of the

rotational axis moved upwards, backwards. forwards and can form a loop-

They also stated that the rotational position of the femur and tibia

changes Lhe instan't centres-

Blacharski et al-. (f975) and Harding et aI. (L977) usinq a three-

dimensional approach tend to d.iscount the instant centres forming an

involute curve and support the varial¡Ie pattern distribution. They also

acknowledge different patterns fo:: each condyle which was elaborated by

Strasser (1917) (riq. L7).

Recently Soudan et af . (L979) reviewing methodology, emphasized

that the earl-ier instant centre concept ì-s only valid for planar movement

(which was recognized by the original authors), and that three-dimensional

movements when presumed to be two dimensional can give misleading

results. Hov/ever, they calcufate the instant centres to be more linear
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FI GURE 17 . AXIS OF FLEXION AND TXTEi'ISION OF THE KNEE

Soudan et at . (1979)

Harding et at. (1977)
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(Ei.g. \1) but stated that further examples were needed for conclusÍons

to be made.

In summary, the instant centres exist somewhere at the level- of

t.he l_ateral femoral epicondyles, posteríor to the long axis of the

tibia. 1

Medial- and Lateral- Rotation Axis

Earlier the vertical àxis which allows mediat and lateral rota-

tion to occur was difficult to find because of the fimited movement in

that plane (Haines , I94I). Flowever/ more recently Lhere have been

stud.ies which do not demonstrate unanimity. The literature is surnmarized

for three areas: I) Iateral region

2) intercondylar region

3 ) rnedial region

Lateral Regíon

I(elly (1971) states that the axis is in the centre of the lateral

tibial condyle.

Barnett (1953) states that it is between the two horns of the

lateral meniscus.

IntercondyLar Region

A second group of centres \^/ere in this region (Trent et al-, \976)

(Fig. 18).

Shaw and Murry (1914) in their unloaded study stated that the axis

passes through the medial intercondylar tubercl-e of the tibial pleateau.

This concurs with Kapl-an's earlier work (1962) -
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(From l,lang et al ., L973) .
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MedLaL Regíon

Brantigan and Voshelf (f94I) stated that this axis was near the

medial femoral- condyle with which Steindl-er (1955) agrees, stating that

the lateral condyles rot.ate around the medial condyles.

Wang et aI. (1973) calculated the centres of rotation from O-f2Oo

of movement and they all occurred in the medial condyle and aII but one

of Trent's group concurs rvith this location (Trent et al-' L976) (fig.

IB) .

Analysis of Knee Movement

The study of the movement of bones is cal-led osteokinematics

(MacConaill and Basmajian, I977) .

Viewed anteriorly, the l-ongitudinal axes of tìre shafts of the femur

and tibia are not vertical but subtend an angle of ITIO on their lateral

aspect (Engin and Korde, 1914). The knee joint surfaces are capable of

slide/ spin and rolf movements (rig. 15). As the femur and tibia

move on each other a combination of rollrng and sliding occurs simuf-

taneously. At the end of extension a spin (or rotation) occurs. The

direction of the spin, roll and slide depends on which component is

moving on the other. For example, in walking, where the femur moves on

thre rel-atively fixed or stationary tibia/ because a male surface is

rrucving on a female surface, the roll and slide are in opposite direc-

tions and the spin is medial.

In kicking a ball, however, where the tibia is moving on a rela-

tively fixed or stationary femur, the female component is moving on the

male, here the ro11 and slid.e are in the same direction and.the spin is
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lateral (Gray , Lg73; MacConaill and Basmajian, L9'77). The rotation in

knee extension is the well known "scre\,r home" (Lewin, 1952) and locking

mechanism of the knee (Helfet. 1959; Hallen and Lindahl, 1966; Smillie,

1970) .

Iseki and Tomatsu (1976) describe three phases

flexion: I) Early "hinge" phase from full flexion to

of extension from

600 (a slide)

slide)2) A "rofling" phase from 600 to I5o (with a

3) Final "screw home" phase from l5o to Oo

The knee is considered "]ocked" in extension, the greater radius of

curvature of the anterior part of the femoral condyles effectively

tightening the ligaments in extension. However, a similar state of ten-

sion in the ligaments and resi-sted hyperextension occurs when the natural

condyles are replaced with spherical ones. This v¡ork by Goodfellow and

O'Connor (f978) postulates an anterior location of the contact areas

and a posterior location of the tension elements (posterior part of the

capsule and anterior cruciate ligament primarity) . These are responsible

for the development of a force which is capable of resisting hyperextension.

In "unlocking" of the knee, for example, in walking, which occurs

on the rel-atively fixed tibia, the femur rotates laterally. The con-

formity of the joint surfaces and the position of the ligaments is

important but the action of popliteus has been demonstrated to be of

principal significance (Basmajian and Lovejoy, l-91L) .

The quantification of rotation phase has been mentioned earlier and

variations in time and extent occur. Barnett (1953) ' for example,

states that rotation occurs through the Iast 3Oo and is maximal in the

last lOo in locking, but in "unlocking" the rotation is "confj-ned" to

the first few degrees of fl-exion.
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Range of l(nee Motion in Stair Climbing

The method for measuring and recordj-ng ranges of knee motion rvill- be

based on the Neutral Zero Method (Cave and Roberts, 1936) which has been

accepted by the major orthopedic association of the world (Heck et aI.,

re6s ) .

In Lhis thesis, the largest functional range of the knee, i.e-,

flexion and exLension, is studied. Studies on the movement of the knee

in the sagittal plane have been many but primarily rel-ate to a wal-king

gait rather than to aclimbinggait (Saunders et aI., 1953; Elftma¡, 1955;

Smith, L956; FinÌey and Karpovich, L964¡ Adrian and Karpovich, 1964¡

Gollnick and Karpovich, L964; Go]Inick et al., L964¡ Murray et al-.f L964¡

Tipton and Karpovich, 1965; Liberson, 1965; Inma¡r, L966; Murray et aI.,

L966¡ Murray, 1967; Morrison, 1968; Kettlekamp et al., L97O¡ KettLekamp,

1973; Townsend et al., 1977).

Flexion,/trx bens ion

The following papers relate to stair climbing and have been

summarized.

Laubenthal 's e L al-. Q972) elecLroqoniometric study was of knee motion

during actj-vities of daily living in 30 subjects with a mean age ot 25.

The average maximum flexion was 83o for ascending and descending stairs,

however the stair dimensions were not staLed though a slope of 32o

with only two steps was used. The cadence and temporal parameters

were not defined.

In Berry's (l-952) cinematographic technique five subjects of

urrstated age climbed six steps which measured 16.5 cm rise x 30.5 cm tread

run and had a sl-ope of 28o.



The average maximum and ralnimum

but calculated by this author from the

and minimum Bo, descending maximum 92o

ascending ll8, descendinq L2L.

The cadence for ascending

It is stressed that these

7L.

flexion ranges which were unstated

graphs lvere¡ ascending maximum B9o

and minimum l7o. The cad.ence was

86 and for descending 81.

approximate values calculated from

Shinno (1968), in a mathematic calculation, stated that the opti-

mum slope for stair climbing was 30o, and that 85o of knee flexion was

required. The optimum stair height or rise was 16.6 cm and tread run

was 28.6 cm. A 2Oo-5Oo slope lvas considered "ordinary and convenient".

At 35o slope. maximum flexion was calculated to be B9o, and with a slope

- -^ôof AOu maximum knee fl-exion was 9lo. Because of the nature of the

study, caclence and other variables \^/ere not considered.

lr{cleod et al ., (1975) in their s'uudy of repetitive activities of

the knee during 50 hours--with an electrogoniometer, did not state the

range. However, from the graphs in the paper a maximum of 85o flexion

was estimated in ascending and BBo in descending, The minimìtm ranges

were -3o and -5o respectively.

!üas

are

the graphs in the paper.

Sturman's (L916) electrogoniometric study was of ascending stairs

on1y, with 15 subjects who had a mean age of 22 yeats.

The 4 steps had a rise of I5.2 cm, tread run of 2-7.9 cm and a slope

of 29o. The average maximum flexion was 85o and the average minimum was

1Oo. The average weight bearing occurred at 560 of knee flexion. The

cadence was not stated-
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Abduc tion/Adduction RotatÍon

Only one paper studies rotation

knee during stair climbing. Laubenthal-

f igures ín ascênding: an a-]¡duction and

rotation 160, and in descending I4o and

repeating the test the correlation was

and val-gus-varus movement at the

et aI. (1972) gives the following

adduction movement of 17o, in

J-5o respectively. However/ on

poor (i.e. <.45) -

Compression Forces at the Knee Joint ín Stair Climbing

Morrison (1969) states in his study of the tibiofemoral component

of the knee, tha't al-though no definite trend can be deduced, it may be

stated that the average values of maxinrum joinl* force are greater by 12

Lo 25 percent in stair clinrlcing than in walking. Both in ascending and

descending there are force peaks at the beginning and end of stance

phase which are three to four times body weight (cadence 40-50).

paul- (L976) sLates that the patellofemoral force in ascending

stairs is 1.7 times body weight, and in descending stairs is 2"7 times

body weight.

Reilly and l"lartens (L972) describe similar results, stating a

patellofemoral joint reaction force of 3.3 times body weight in descend-

ing stairs.

Seedhom and Terayama (L976), in thei-r study of knee forces in

getting out of a chair unaided, state that both the tibiofemoral and

patel-lofemoral component forces were simil-ar to that of walking. This

study is mentioned here because of the flexed knee position.

As an indication of the relation of these units to more strenuous

activity, Smith (1972), studying a drop landing from a height of
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approximately one meter, calculated the

body weight and the patellofemoral to be

I4USCLES OF THE ¡O{EE JOINT

tibiofemoral force to be 24 times

20 tj:nes body weight"

The muscl-es studied in this thesis are the major muscles that pro-

vide knee movement in a sagittal plane. These are quadriceps femoris,

biceps femoris, semitend.inosus and semimembranosus. The laLter three are

studied as the medial and l-ateral hamst.rings .

Quadriceps Femoris (nig. l-9)

This i-argest muscle of the body with its "four heads" or bellies

is the prime extensor of the knee (Last, L972) . Il- covers the anterior,

medial and lateral aspects of the thigh, and each of its four muscle

components are given separate names and will- be described separately.

Rectus Femov'ís. This muscle originates in two heads from the

ilium above the acetabulum and is the only part of the quadriceps to span

both the hip and the knee. This bipennate fusiform muscle attaches to

the base of the patella via a thick, broad aponeurosis -

Vastus Me&iaLis. This muscle is often fused with vastus inter-

medius (Gray, L973) , which in earlier texts resulted in the presently

known quadriceps femoris being known as the femoral triceps (Duchenne,

1866). It originates from the lower part of the intertrochanteric line

and the medial lip of the linea aspera to be inserted for the most part

into the medial border of the patella. Though considered as a single

entity by most standard texts (Cunningham, 1972¡ Gray I 1973; Last, 1972;
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FTGURE 19.

A) RIGHT THIGH--Anterior view.

B) RIGHT THIGH--Anterior view with rectus femoris removed and

vastus lateral-is hurned aside.

(from CunnJ-ngham, I91 2)
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Grant, 1978), the lower fibres which ínsert "almost horizontally" (Gray'

L973¡ Last, Lg72) have been differentiated from the upper fibres. Lieb

and Perry (f968) ca}led the upper fibres vastus medialis longus and the

Iower fibres vastus medialis oblique, and this terminology has been used

subsequently by others (Caitliet , Lg'73; speakman arrd weisberg, 19'7'7) '

Vastus Latez,alis. This muscle is the l-argest of the quadriceps

fernoris group - It arises from the lateral aspect of the greater tro-

chanter a¡d the lateral lip of the linea aspera- The extent of the ori-

gin varies from the upper half of this line (Gray, L9'73) to the totaf

length (Last , I972¡ Grant, 1978) . Its major insertion is into the

lateral l¡order of the Patella.

vastus IntermedLus. This muscle is separated by a cleft from

vastus medialis, or fused with it, and originates from the arLterolateral

shaft of the femur under the cover of vastus lateralis and rectus femoris'

It fuses with the latter to insert into the patella via its common tendon

(cray, Lg73). This muscle was also cal-Ied crureus (Piersol, L9o7; Davis,

\924¡ Buchanan, L946) -

LigamentuÍn PateLLae.

tendon in which its sesamoid

from the patellar aPex to the

medial and lateral Patellar

quadriceps (Fi9. 19).

This is a continuation of the quadriceps

bone, the patella, is inserted. It extends

tu-Ì¡ercle of the tibia and also receives the

retinacul-ae, the fíbrous expansions of the



Nerve Supply and Blood SupPly of'the Quadriceps Femoris

_ 
The quadriceps femoris is supptied by the femoral nerve from L2,

L3 and L4, mainly from the latter two roots (Gray' f973)-

The main arterial supply is via the profunda femoris artery and

its branches (Gray, l-973) .

Function of the Quadriceps Femoris

Basmajian (f978) repeats the question asked in his previous edi-

tions, "why are there four heads for a muscle that has most of its inser-

tion on the restricted edges of the patelta? Do the various parts have

individual- fr:.nctions?" Early EMG studies of this muscle concluded

that the three vasL.i functioned in a simitar manner (Pocock, L963; Close,

1964). However, the apparatus and methodology were noL the same as more

recently have been used. For example, in Close's stud.y the results were

obtained by single channel recording and not by simultaneous multichannel

recording.

Basmajian et å1. (I97 2) , more recently studied the interplay of the

quadriceps with fine wire technique and demonstrated, amongst other things '

a striking variation of activity between the different heacls. A differ-

ence in function of the heads was afso indicated, by wheatley and Jahnke

(I951). Furthermore, RavagJ-ia (1957) demonstratedthal- the different heads

acted in different ways in various phases of knee movement"

Rectus Femoz.Ls. As the only two-joint muscle of the quadriceps

femoris, its fu¡ction is undoubtly that of hip flexion and knee exten-

sion (Basmajian, 1978) . (rvo-joint function is expanded on in the Hamstrings
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section.)FuijiwaraandBasmajian(1975)statethattheeífectofcon_

traction of rectus femoris is not limited to one joint and influences

knee extension more than hip flexion. This is apparently confirmed by

Houtz and Fischer (I959) who demonstrated that during cycle pedalling

rectus femoris was more active during knee extension than hip flexion'

In single joint action of l<nee extension or hip flexion Carlsðä and

Fohlin (1969) demonstrated activity in rectus femoris'

Markeeetal.(1955)stated'thepossibilityoflimitedactionto

a single joint rvith which both Fuijiwara and Basmajian (1975), Basmajian

(L951) disagree.

ït is also a lateral rotator of the hip and not a mediat rotator

(Basmajian, I97B) , and it aids in abcluction of the hip (wheatley and

Jahnke, 195I) -

It is usually supptied by two branches of the femoral nerve

(Wheatley and Jahnke, l-95I; Markee et al ', 1955; Grant, 1975) '

Vastus l,tedialis. A variety of functions have been attributed to

this most controversial component of the quadriceps '

De palma (1954) attributes the "scre\nr- home" movement to the vastus

medialis, while a protective fr:nction against valgus joint sLress is

stated by Palmer (1938).

The most accepted function is that of patellar alignmenL due to

the obliquity of the loiver fibres (Lieb and Perry, L968; Basmajian, I97O;

Basmajian et al., 1972¡ Brunnstrom, 1972i Last, 1972). Perhaps the most

controversiat literature relates to the selective action of vastus

medialis as a terminal extensor of the knee. Confusion arises as to the

specificity of the term "selective " aS this can mean "exclusively" a

terminal extensor or "mostly or primarily active" in the finat degrees
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of extension. Nevertheless both these vietvs or variations on these views

impty or state a selective action in terminal extension -

-I-ewin (L952) states that the vastus medialis is responsible for

the lasL l-Oo-15o, while Nicotl (1943) states the l-ast l5o of extension

even against minimal stress cannot be effected without the vastus

medialis. Steindl-er (1955) emphasizes that vastus medialis especially

is responsible for final forceful- knee extension; and Smillie (f970)

emphasizes the importance of vastus medialis as a terminal extensor,

stating it to be the "key of the knee". He does, however, acknowledge

that it may be used throughout the range of extension in overcoming

marked resistance. Gardner et al - (L915) more cautiously state that,

"it is usually stated that the vastus medialis contracts strongly only

during the last phase of extension, but this has not been confirmeC" -

The original concept of vastus medialis as a terminal extensor

appeared to originate from the clinical observation of apparenL sel-ec-

tive wasting of the vastus medialis and l-oss of function at the knee

manifested by lack of knee extension (Lieb andPerry, 1968). This was

well accepted (De Lorme and Watkins, L94B¡ Steindl-er, l-955; Brueckman,

1962¡ Mennel, L964¡ D'Eshoughes and Waghemacker, 1970) and is repeated

in the current Gray's Anatomy (1973).

Ho\,fever/ Brev¿erton (l-955) in an early EMG study refuted the cur-

rent concept in a series of experiments. Subsequently, further publica-

tions by others concurred, refuting the sel-ective action, and demonstrat-

ing activity throughout extension without a signíficant increase in

vastus medialis compared with other heads (Pocok, 1963; Close , L964¡
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Francis, L967; Halten and Lindahl, 1967¡ Basmajian, L97O; Lesage and

Le Bar¡ I97O¡ Lieb and Perry, I97L¡ Perry, 19'72¡ Knight et aI., L979).

Lieb and Perry (1968) reporting an in uitro mechanical study, al-so

stated their views opposing terminal extension as a function, arid rvith

their later paper (1971) state that the apparent marked wastíng of

vastus medialis is an indication of generalized quadriceps weakness

manifested more in the vastus medial-is because of its thin fasciaÌ covering

and the obliquity of its fibres. In addition, the terminal l5o of

extension requires a 60% increase in force.

It would appear then, that the matter had been resolved, i.e.,

that there is no sel-ective terminal extension function, although as

indicated previously it has not been acknowledged by the textbooks.

Finally, however, Francis and Scoi:t tn L974 limited the ten¡inal

extension of the knee in one group duríng exercise and compared Èhe

hypertrophy of the muscfes of this group to a control group who

were allowed to fully extend the knee. A signj-ficant difference was

found in the hypertrophy of the vastus medialis in the control " Perry

(L975), however, was critical of the technique used by F::ancis and

Scott and their response to the criticism has not l-ed to any final

agreement on vastus medial-is fr:¡rction as a terminaf extensor -

This muscle is al-so supplied by two branches of the femoral nen¡e

(Woodburne, L957¡ Lieb and Perr)¡, 1968) -

Vastus Lateralis. fhis muscle is a powerful knee extensor and

specialized functions have been attributed to it (Basmajian, ]-97B) .

is more active keeping the knee extended during hip flexion wíth the

no

It
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tibia medially rotated than laterally rotated (Wheatley and Jahnke,

l-95I). The efficiency of its pull is dependent on the corresponrling

contraction of vastus medialis (Lieb and Perry, Ì968) .

Vastus Intermedius.

and no specialized function

t978) .

Hamstrings (FiS. 20)

This muscle is a po\.^/erful knee extensor

has been attributed to it (easmajìan,

The muscles on the flexor aspect of the thigh are collectiveJ-y

known as the "hamstringts" and are the biceps femoris, semJ-tendinosus

a¡rd semimembranosus.

BÍceps Femoris

The long head of this two-headed muscle arises as a conìmon tendon

with semitendinosus from Lhe ischial tuberosity. The short head arises

from the lateral 1ip of the l-inea aspera. The major part of the muscle

inserts into the head of the fibu1a dividing into two slips around. the

fibular colfateral ligament whil-e other slips attach on to the lateral

tibial- condyle (Sneath, 1955). However, Marshalt et a] . (I972)

do not agree with the precise details of the ínsertion.

Nerve Suppl-y and Blood Supply of the Bíceps Femoris

The short head may be absent and the dual nerve supply from both the

tibial and peroneal parts of the sciatic nerve (short head via the peroneal_

branch) (L5,S1,52) indicatesthe derivation from both ventral- and dorsal musculature
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FTGURE 20.

RIGHT THIGH--PosterÍor vierv shorving hamstrings.

(from Cunningham, \gi2)
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(Gray, 1973) . The blood supply is via the perforating branches of the

profunda femoris artery (Gray, I973) .

Semitendinosus

This musc1e arises as a common tendon with biceps femoris from

the ischial tuberosity, inserting via a long tendon into the tibia vrith

the muscles of the pes anserinus. A tendinous j-nterruption is usually

present (Gray , Lg13) which is often bridged by a number of fascicles

(l'{arkee et al-., 1955) -

Nerve Supply and Blood Supply of the Semitendinosus

This muscle is supplied by two branches from the tibÍal divj-sion

of the sciatic nerve (L5,S1,S2) (Markee et aI., 1955)- The blood supply

is via the perforating branches of the profunda femoris artery (Gray, 1973).

Semimembranosus

This muscle originates from the ischial tu-berosity and is deep to

semitendinosus. Its main insertion with four minor slips (Cave and

Porteous, 1958,1959) is into the tubercul-um quadratus tendinitis, a

tubercle on the posterior aspect of the medial condyle of the tibia'

Nerve Supply and Blood Supply of the Semitendinosus

There is usually a singte branch from the tibial part of the

sciatic nerve (L5,S1,s2) (Markee et aI., 1955; Gray, f973) ' The blood

supply is via the perforating branches of the profunda femoris artery (Gray, I973) -

Functions of the Hamstrings

The three hamstring muscles act both on the hip and knee joint-

Basmajian (1957) demonstrated that two-joint muscles when moving a
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single joint do not have a selective muscle fibre contraction towards

the joint moved. For example, proximal- muscl-e fibres do not contract

for movement of the proximal joint and vice versa as suggested in single

joint movement of two-joint muscles by Markee et aI. (1955). This is

acknowledged not to apply to different or parallel heads of the same

muscle (easmajian and Latif, L957, see quadriceps function) .

As a group, the relative strength of the hamstrings as hip

extensors is double that of the other hip extensors as the hip is flexed

to 9Oo from extension. As a group they contribute between 3L-48% of the

total strength of the hip extensors depending on the hip position

(Irlaters et al ., L974) .

Biceps FemorLs. In addition to hip extension and knee flexion,

this muscfe is active in lateral rotation of the extended hip and in

adduction against resistance of the abducted hip (W.heatley and Jahnke,

f95f) . Furlani et af. (L977 ) demonstrated that the two heads of biceps

had different functions in extension of the thigh- Also, only about

half the subjects in their study demonstrat.ed activity in the muscfe

during lateral rotation of the flexed knee, although this is commonly

stated as a function (Gray, 1973) . Skopintseva (1969) ín an EMG study

of the Iong head under dlmamic conditions, differentiated both proximal

and distal- activity as being al¡Ie to be both simultaneous and independent,

and rel-ated this to its anatomical structure.

In an ín uitto study Marshall et aI . (L912) emphasized the func-

tional importance of l-ateral- stability of the knee by the expansion of

biceps femoris tendon.
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Setnumemby,ano;us and Semitendinosus. These muscles are active in

hip extension and adduction against resistance of the aJcduc-ted hip, and

in flexion and medj-a1 rotation of the tibia attheknee (Basmajian, f978)

Finally, there appears to be no specialized regional differences

of muscles that act only sel-ect.ively on one of the trvo joints (Basmajian,

L951). However, it is still mentioned as a possibil.ity in Gray (1973)

cJ-ting tvlarkee et al-. (1955) , despite the fact that Markee's functional

study \elas on dogs with only a morphological- application to ma¡ -

Thigh Muscle Activity in Standing

It is we1I establ-ished that during relaxed standing both the qua-

driceps femoris and the hamstrings are minimally active or quiescenL for

varying periods of time (Weddefl- et aI ., )-944; Kel-ton and wright, L949;

I{heatley and Jahnke, 1951; Joseph and Nightingale, L954; Joseph et al-,

1955; Portnoy and Morin, Lg56; Joseph and \¡7illiams, L957¡ Furlani et aI',

L971 ¡ Basmajian, 1978) .

EMG of the Thigh Muscles During Stair Climbing

There is tittle published data in this area (Basmajia¡r, 1979).

Joseph and Watson (1967) were the first to publísh EMG data on stair climb-

ing. They used a single channel te.lemetered system and cine with surface

el-ectrodes. Eight muscles rvere investigated separately- Six su-Ìrjects

were studied cl-imbing three stairs with a rise of 16-5 cm and a tread run

of 28 cm (slope 30.50). The cadence was not stated. The electrode site

for the hamstrings was over both the medial and lateral- groups and the



quadriceps was li]-.ewise generatiy represented by a pair of electrodes

spanning vastus lateral-is and vastus medialis (eaLtye and Joseph, 1966) -

The results were as follohTs:

Ascending

Quadriceps:

Hamstrings:

Descending

Singl-e phase of activity in early stance -

Biphasic in swing and early stance.

Quadriceps: Biphasic aL end of swing arLd start of stance.

Hamstrings: single phase between end of stance ì-o end of swing-

A seconcl paper by Fujikawa (1968), using a cinematographic, analyzed

ascending stairs on}y, however stair size, subject number, and technique

to justify conclusions of "impelleni" and "balance" musclesv¡ere not stated.

A third paper by Freeman et al. (1976) rel-ates io a single step-

down and a comparison r.¡ith descending stairs v¡ou1d be inappropriate..

Finally, Townsend et al., recently published two papers (L9:78,

f9784) . These t\,¡o papers will be considered together. Nineteen subjects

were studied, the majority of v¡hom were highly trained athletes and seven

of rvhom v¡ere not. Both groups sustained knee injuries" No cadence was

stated though a velocity calculation ascertained the cadence to be I40

ascendilg and l-53 descendíng. However, in a personal communication with

one of the authors (n. Shiavi, 1979) , he stated the velocity calculation

to be related. to progression Ín a horizontal plane and this converted to

87,6 ascending and 95.4 descending,

The rise was 19 cm, the tread run was 30.5 cm and the tread width

76 cm (stair slope 32o). The "on time" or synergy pattern was studied
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in ttrree individual muscles and the medial hamstring group. The resufts

were as follows:

Ascending (this sholved the greatest numlcer of variant patterns)

Quadriceps: Monophasic from early to middle stance

Hamqtrings: Monophasic from end of swing to middle of stairce, but

many biphasic variants.

Descending

euadriceps: Biphasic: first phase start of stance, second phase end of

stance. Half the subjects rvere monophasic through stance -

Hamstrings: Monophasic from end of stance through to swing ending in

earllr stance. Biphasic activiLy was seen in a quarter of

the subjects.

Although comparisons are made with the Joseph and Watson (1961)

paper, it may be worth notíng that the electrode position for the quadri-

ceps and hamstrings is different in the two groups of investigations '

For example, Joseph and Watson's paper (1961) had el-ectrode positions

for the quadriceps over a cornlf,ined. vastus medialisr/vastus lateralis area

as melltioned previously and Townsend et aI. (1978'19784) used rectus

femoris. This may account for the "very different pattern" found in

descending. No goniometric analysis was performed, and in the summary,

the authors state "clearly, continuing investigation is required Lo

relate efforts, muscle activity and motion".
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SYME'S A]VIPUTATTON

Introduction

James Syme (i.199-L870) , a Scot, rvas the l-ast and greatest of the pre-

Listerian surgeons. He lvas renowned in his day as the most emineàt surgeon in

the English-speakingworld (Harris, 196I) - WefI-informedandwel-I-trave1led,

he obtained improved results in the surgical treatment of disease at a

time when anaesthesia and antisepsis wereunknown. Joseph Lister came to

work with Syme who was considered a leader in the movement towards con-

servative timb surgery/ namely the removal of parts of bone that were damaged,

rather than radical l-imb amputation which was the current vogue. Lister in

fact marriedSyme's el-dest daughter, Agnes (Davis and Christopher, L972) -

During Syme's occupancy of the Chair of Clinical Surgery at the

University of Edinburgh, he developed and perfected many new surgical proce-

dures. Time has outmoded atI except his disarl-iculation amputation through the

talocrural (ankle) joint, with the preservation of the heel flap to permit weight

bearing on the end of thestump. This end-weight bearing amputation through

the ankl-e joint still- carries its origilator's name. Followinghis earliest

paper in 1843 (S1ane, I8434), Syme subsequently pubfished further on this

amputation (S1nne, I8438 ,L844, 1845 ,1846.,I857) . Ho\n/ever, a símilar surgical

technique was actually propounded earlier by Baudens (L842) in Paris but v¡as

discarded due to poor results (Shelswell, 1954) - It is known that Syme

developed his method t3 years after studying.other amputation techniques

in Europe in the late 182O's, and in fact he performed the first Chopart's

amputation in Great Britain. This amputation \¡¡as a disarticul-ation at the

midtarsal joint with a long plantar skin flap and had greater success than

the othertechniques against the "hospital diseases", primarily infections, in
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the earl-y lgth century. It is not knov¡n why Syine spent so many years

developing the method of his ankle joint disarticulaLion (Harris, 196I).

The Syme's amputation was used successfully and widely in many

parts of the world, butby 1920 the technique seems to l-iave been abandoned

by surgeons everywhere in the Western worl-d except Canada where good results

were being achieved (Oale, t96l) . One reason why the below-knee amputation

is preferred to the Syme is in the name of more radical treatment against the

cost of repeated operations and long hospital ization which occurred if an

attempt to preserve as much of the limb as possible rvas attempted (Lindquist

a¡d Riska,1966). But the two major reasons against the use of Syme's pro-

cedure \,vere, firstly the poor cosmetic results of the amputationwith the bul-

bous stump, and secondly, the difficulty of providing an ankle mechanism in the

lirnited space below the stump. Forthese reasons, therefore, the below-knee

amputation became the operation of choice. These two major limitations were

largety resolvedbyimproved surgical techniques (Sarmiento et al., 196t;

Mazet, f968; SarmienLo, Lg72) and the development of the Canadian pJ-astic

lanúnated Syme prosthesis with a rubber foot (Boccius, 1961) - The rubber

foot design r^ras first introduced by Marks (1889) (fig. 25) -

The use by the Canadian group, aL Sunnybrook Hospital, of an elastj-c

material for the heel- to provide a nrotion equivalent for the ankle, led to a

review of the original concept of Marks (1889) and resulted in the solid ankle

cushion heel (SACH) laminated foot introduced in l-956 by the Biomechanics

Laboratory of the University of California. The SACH foot, now produced in

a nroul-ded version, accounts for the majority of artificial feet in Western

Europe, North America and many other parts of the world (Wilson, L9l2).

The SACH foot is availa-ble from over nine commercial manufacLurers and has

been the subject of intensive testing (Daher, I975)
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Indications for S)rme Surgery

The Syme's amputation is not indicated in patients with chronic

occlusive vascular disease. An intact undamaged heel- skin is essential.

Severe crush injuries with contaminated open fractures of the metatarsus

and tarsus, diabetics with infected or gangrenous process confined to the

forefoot, fooL deformities secondary to trauma (both physical and thermal) ,

or congenital abnormalÍties and obvious intractabl-e infection are al-I

indications for the Syme procedure (Shea, L972) . ft is also used in rare

conditions, for example, focal- scleroderma (Hinterbuchner et aI-, I972)

and is also appropriate when sensation Ioss occurs , e .g ., Ieprosy (Srinivasan,

L973). The technique of the Syme's amputation is shorvn on Figure 21.

ft is a successful amputation in chíIdren, havÍng the advantage

that the epiphyseal plate is left intact and tire skin of the lower l-imb

grovrs appropriately with the bone, the limb having minimal growth changes

(Harris, t956,L96L; Thompson et aI., L957; Mazet, L968; Davidson and

Bonnet 19/5) -

Harding (1967) felt that the indications were fe\^/ for adults,

stating its lack of ¡ropularity particularly with women because the pros-

thesis is bulky and unsightly. Thus the below-knee amputation may be

preferred. Mazet (1968) contends that this is no longer a problem with

the surgical techniques availabl-e.

The Syme's amputation through the talocrural joint has, however,

r.rndergone few changes (nale, 1961; Harris , 196I; Harding, L967; Davis and

Christopher, 1972) . A smaller, less bulbous weight-bea::ing end due to bone

trimming and early prosthetic fitting forming a more firmJ-y fixed heel pad is

a modification (Sarmiento et aÌ., 1966). Despíte some modifications
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FTGURB 21. TECHNJQUE OF T,FB SY¡ß A}ÍPU .

A) Skin Íncision on the medial side.

B) Skin incision on the l-ateral side -

C) Division of collateral ligaments from within the joint.

D) Dislocation of the tafus downward from the mortise oi the

ankle joint-

E) Talus dislocated. Calcaneus separated almost completely

from the heel flap by subperiosteal dissection. The tendo

Achitles is about to be divided at. its insertion.

F) Anatomy of the field of operation after the talus has been

removed from the heel f1ap.

G) Closure of the wound with drainage.

(from Harris, 1961)
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strict adherence to the basic principles and operative technique ori-

ginal-ly stated by Syme is essential for successful surgery (Harris,

L956,f961; MazeL, 1968; Shea, L972) (îrg. 22) -

Figure 23 shows a typical conventional stump.

The unique end-bearing characteristics of the Syme's amputation

(Sarrn-iento, L972) have been questioned by Hornby and Harris (L91 5) who

state that the majority of patients require fitting with a prosthesis

designed to rel-ieve end-weight bearing.

The success of the Syme's procedure is well documented (Alldredge

and Thompson, 1946¡ inlarren et al ., 1955) and long-term studies have

estabLished its effectiveness (Robertson, 1955; Dale, 1961; Gladstone

and Iuliucci, 1961; Mazet, 1968). Specific longevity of 44 years (Ratliff'

L967) , 64 years (Haig , 1972) , 66 years (Catterall, 1961) and 74 years

(Shel-swetl, l-9544) have been demonstrated. More recently with the greater

awareness of energy expendÍture of amputees, a comparative study of the

energy costs of rvalking in l-ower limb amputees of different leve1s was

undertaken (Waters et aJ-., L976). The results indicate that the amputee

performance was significantly better the lower the amputation. There-

fore, at the present time when preservaLion of function is the chief

concern, they betieve amputation should be performed at the lowest level.

Syme Prosthesis

In the introduction to this chapter, brief mention was made of the

prosthesis used following Symers amputation. C.enerally¡ early designs usÍng

wooden sockets a¡d steel reinforced sockets (I^linkley, 19 I0; Gaines-Erb,

1915) and even aluminum sockets (Marks, 1889) were available (FiS. 24 and 25)

They had a variety of wooden and rubber feet and some were more complex
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FTGURE 22. SYME AMPUTATION.

A) The proper revel for transection of the tibia and fibula in

the Syme amputation (from Harrj_s, 196l-)

B) Modiíied and conventional techniques. The conventional-

technique tends to produce a broad bulbous .stump.

The modified technique necessit.ates :

1) The metaphyseal frares of the tibia and fibula trimrned.

to create a narrow end.

2) The heel frap fat l-ocul-es are retained unclisturbed by

removing a thin wafer of the calcaneal plantar surface

and fixing it to the distal_ tibia (from Shea, Lg72).
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FIGURE 23. A CONVENTIONAL RIGHT SYME STU¡4P.

A) Anterior view- including knee,

B ) Distal- view -

C) Anterior view- detail.

D) Medial view.
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FIGURE 24. SYME'S PROSTHESES

WINKLEY
circa 1910

with articulating
ankle joint

GATNES-ERB
circa l-9l-5

allows proximaÌ
weight-bearing
of tibia

LATERÄL VIEW

(From l,tilson 1961)

ANTERIOR VIEW
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FIGURB 25, SYI.{E'S PROSTHBSES

T'{ÃRKS

early 2Oth century

Shanl< socket in
aluminum with a rubber foot

BOWLER

Patented in 1919

First lateral opening
prosthesis.
Also posterior cable
provided resistance to
dorsiflexion without
placing ankle parts in
tension.

LÀTERAL VIEW ANTERTOR VfEhI

(From Viilson 196I)
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FÏGURE 26. CANADIAN SYME PROSTTMSIS.

A) Anterior view.

B) Medial- view-

C) Posterior view.

D) Posteri-or view--shovring interior.
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LATERAL VIEII

MEDII$, VTEW

FIGURE 27. SYME'S PROSTHESES

Typical prosthesis
prior to the era of
laminates,

Veterans Administration
Prosl-hetic Center
New York
Nylon -dacron-pol ye s te r
socket,

(From \^]ilson 1961)

ANTERIOR VIEI^I
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FIGURE 28. WTNNIPEG TUCK-ER-SYME PROSTHESTS.

A) Lateral- view-

B) Mediat view with cut-away through SACH foot.-

C) Anterior view.

D) Media1 view of SACH foot.
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in design accommodating for both cosmetic and functional use (Bowler,

1919) (Fiq. 25). rn the mid-fifties the Canadian Department of Veteran

Affairs developed the firstplastic posterior opening Syme's prosthesis

with a SACH foot which is still extensively used (Fig.26 ). The Veterans

Administration in New York desiqned a prosthesis with either ä posterÍor

or medial opening Syme prosthesis (Fí9. 27) . These were not without

early failures (Wilson, 196 l) . Iulore recently in 1965 the University of

Míami Prosthetic and Orthotics Laboratory devel oped a windowl-ess pros-

thesis with an expandable inner wall that is also patellar tendon weight-

bearing and affords greater conLact and stability (Sinclair, I9j2) . At

approximately the same time other centres devetoped. their modifications,

ê . g " , the bal-l-oon prosthesis (MazeL, 1968 ) .

Perhaps the latest in Syme prostheses is the fVinnipeg Tucker-Syme

prosthesis. This has an open frame design of a self-suspending socket

with a rubber-bonded foot. This prosthesis is exclusive of metal and

wood and has a continuous external skin with increased moi-sture resis-

tance' added lightness and improved cosmesis v¡hen compared with previous

desÍgns (Cochrane, L9'79; Cochrane and Tucker, L979) (fig. 28) .

A REVIEW OF DATA ACQUISITION OF EMG SIGNALS

The EMG signal has to be received via electrodes, transmitted from

the muscl-e site to the amprifiers, amplified, left in the unprocessed,

natural- or "ra\¡/" state, or processed and finally recorded for a method of

evaluation.



Electrodes

Electrodes may be surface or

are either inserted su-bcutaneously

(Basmajian, 197B) .

l-06.

indwelling. The indwelling electrodes

(BroughLon, L916), or intramuscularly

Surface Electrodes

These are of varying size and tYpe, construcLed of metal (e.9.,

silver, platinum,or gold), or a combination of a metal and one of its

sal-ts, o.g., silver-silver chloride (Quanbury, 1972). The

silver-sÍlver chloride commercial electrodes, e.9., Beckman type are

widely used and are excel-lent (Basmajian, 1978) . The use of a metal- and

its salt minimizes .the effect of el-ectrode poÌarization. Furthermore,

a bipolar arrangemenL, i.e., a pair of "active" electrodes with a separate

ground electrode, greatly reduces any conìmon noise signal picked up by

both active el-ectrodes (Quanbury, I912) .

Skin preparation v/as more critical prior to the advent of high

input impedance amplifiers. It involved shaving, washing, alcohoÌ rub-

bing and abrading the skin with abrasives ranging from coarse tissue

paper to fine sandpaper. Scott et al. (f970) studied the characteristics of

different appj-Ícations of el-ectrodes in their report. However, some present day

amplifiers with high input impedance (> 7 megohms) allow the skin resis-

tance not to be a critical- factor (Quanbury, l-9-79) . The devefopment

of high impedance amplífiers is recent and was dependent on the

state of the art of semiconductor technotogy- These newer amplifiers

allow a greater amountof the muscle signal to reach the amplifiers.

In addition, and of even more importaace, is their staloilization
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of the variaì:ions in pathv/ay resistance that may occur during movement

and time so that these variations do not affect bhe muscle signal.

Surface efectrodes are usually applied with a saline contact paste

or get to increase conductivity and reduce electrode/skin resistance.

The efectrodes may be attached to the skin by adhesive tape /

elastic straps, double-sided adhesive coll-ars or a vacuum. The latter

two techniques are very suitabte because they restrict any relative motion

between the electrode and the skin and form a seal- which prevents the

saline contact jeIl from drying out (Quanbury, L972) . The needle elec-

trode first assembled by Adrian and Bronk (1929) was also modified by

Becker and Chamberlin (1960). This type of electrode is primarily used

for diagnosis. It is extremely localizing and therefore is seldom used

in kinesiology (Basmajian, 197B). Grieve (f976) is more emphatic, statÍng

that this type of elecLrode is utLerl-y unsuited for studies of movement

and shoufd be dismissed" In addi*¿ion, with large muscle movements the

artifact generation is increased and in general needle electrodes have a

much higher el-ectrical impedance than do surface elec'trodes (Quanbury,

Ig72). The variation in needle electrodes is carefully documented by

Basmajian (1978) -

The fine-wire electrodes introduced by Basmajian and Stecko (1962)

are routinely used in kinesiological studi-es - They are inserted j-nto a

muscle,using a small (27) gauge hypoderrn-i:cneedle as a carrier which is

withdrawn, Ieaving two fine wires of 25y in situ. The wires are connected

to smgll brass springs (Basmajian, f97B) or wound around a cont.act post

(Brandell, 1979) at the insertion site for signal transmission.
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APPLICATION AND LMITATIONS OF SARFACE VERSES TNDWLLING ELECTRODES

Fine wire electrodes have the following advantages:

1) They are extremely fine and therefore do not limit or inhibit

measurement through pain

2) They are easily implanted and withdra\¡¡n.

3) They are as broad in their pick-up from a specific muscle as are

the best surface electrodes.

4) They produce sharp signals.

(Basmajian, 1978)

Surface electrodes have the following advantages:

1) They are non-invasive.

2) They are convenient to use and easy to apply

3) They cause no discomfort to the patient.

4) They are less costly than fine wire el-ectrodes and can be

purchased commercially -

5) They are more acceptable to patient and doctor than fine wire

electrodes.

The choice of electrodes j-s dependent on the objectíve of the

study (Kon1i and Buskirk, I97O¡ Kelly, I97l¡ O'Connel and Gardner, f963) -

It shoul-d not be made on the basis of convenience or lack of understanding

of EMG technique. This means that the limitatíons of both techniques

should be considered.

The major timitation of surface electrodes is that they can be

u'sed only with superficÍat muscles, and then pick up is generally wide-

spread. This means that they should not be used in the study of fine
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movement or for deep muscles (Basmajian, I97g) . perhaps the chief useful_

ness of surface electrodes is rvhen the sirnul-ated activity or interplay

of activity is being studied in a fairly Iarge group of muscles under con-

ditions where pal-pation is impossibre, €.9., in the muscres of the l-ower

l-imbs during walking (Basmajian, lgTg). The case is put more strongly by

others who feel Lhat where there is a targe muscle mass the surface

technique is more appropriate because it samples a greater muscre mass /

whil-e with the fine wire technique only a smal_l vol_ume of muscle is
sampled (o'connell and Gardner, 1963; Lippold I 1967; Jonsson and Korn-i,

L973; Grieve, L976) -

Gouisset and Maton (1912) in comparing both surface and indwelJ-ing

el-ecLrodes suggested that the activity of the muscles fibres near the sur-

face is representative of al-l the fibres involved in a given activity; and

that because of the l-inearity of the relationship between both surface and

indwel-1ing electrodes the apparent difference was a constant coefficient.

Bottomley (1965) stated that surface electrodes get most of their
signals from a fa-ì-rly sniall group of muscl-e cells immediat.ely beneath them.

Kramer et al. (L972) showed that the electrode surface was not as important

as pressure of application a¡rd interelectrode distance. The cl_oser the

electrodes the more localized is their pick-up.

Komi and Buskirk (1970) have stud.ied the reliability of both su-

face and wire el-ectrodes during a day, and from day to day. within one

day the surface electrode reliabil-ity was higher (0.9 to 0.6 reliability

coefficÍent); and the day to day reliability of surface electrodes was .J,

and for practical purposes nil- for fine wire. In isotonic condit.ions Lhe

day t.o day rerialrility for surface erectrodes was greater than .9.
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Surface electrodes have been used extensively in the study of the

quadriceps and hamstrings (Wheatley and Jahnke, I95l-; Pococl<, L963¡

deAndrade, Lg65; Battye and Joseph, L966; Steiner, 1969; Tisel-ius, L969;

Gough and Ladley, I97I¡ Murphey et aI., I97I; Merrifiei-d and Kukulka,

L973; Jackson, 1973¡ Arsenault and Chapmanr L9'74¡ Brandel-l- , L9'76,1977 i

Viitasal-o and Komi, I97B; I,Jahrenberg et. aI ., L978¡ Alon et aI ., 1979¡

Boccardi et al ., I91 9¡ Kurnamoto , Lg79; Shirai et a1 -, lt9'79¡ I.nTeiss and

Hayes, L979; Grantham and Peat, 1979; Hardt and Mann, L979; Wol-Iey et aI-,

L979¡ Vanden-Abeele et aI., L919¡ Shiavi et al., L979) .

Transmission of EMG to Amplifier

This may be done with cable ("solid wire"), or via a radio frequency

signal from the subject to the receiver" The latter method is called

"EMG tefemetry". A number of excellent teJ-emetry systems have been

described (InTinter and Quan-Ìrury, L975) and good standard equipment is

available from commercial sources (Basmajian, 1978).

The El"lG signal from the elecLrode may be "buffered" or "pre-

amplified" at. the electrode site when usj-ng cables¡ to present a lower

impedance to the long flexible cables (t"tilner, Basmajian and Quanbury,

1971)- The cabl-es must be of a.special kind to reduce the noise due to

the tríbo electric phenomenon (Quanbury, 1972). Basmajian (1978) uses a

device cal-led a dual fiel-d-effect transistor source-follower, which,

whÍl-e giving no amplifícation at the source¡ completel-y removes inter-

ference noise from the cables.
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Amplifiers

There are many commerical EMG ampl-ifiers available. l'{any kinesio-

logists are confi-ned to using discarded electroencephalographic equípment

and if this equipment is not appropriately adjusted for the EMG spectrum

it records a completely different phenomenon and should not be used

(Basmajian, 1978)

Basically an elecLromyograph is a high gain amplifier v¡ith a fre-

quency range of about I0 to several thousand,hertz. Hayes (1960) sug-

gests that the sharply peal<ed spectra of motor unit ,ootentials derived

from surface elecLrodes make the use of amplifiers with a limited frequency

response of 2O-2OO Hz practical. This allows amplifier noise, general

non-muscular "tissue-noj-se",and movement artifact to be el-iminated without

significant loss of moLor unit potential-s- Basmajian (1978) states that

l-000 Hz as the upper limit of the band rvidth is excel-lent but prefers

Lhe provision of high and low frequency cut-off switches.

EMG Signal Display

The El'1G sj-gnal may be displayed in its unprocessed or natural

"raw" form or be processed in some way.

There are a variety of processing methods of which the most conmon

are summarízed by Winter et al-. (1919) -

First, the natural or "ra\d" EMG signal rnay be full wave rectified,

and then low pass filtered to form a linear envelope. The signal may

also be integrated in a variety of ways. First, integration may occur

over a period of time during an activity; or integrated over a small time

unit (e.9., 50 ms) and then reseLi or integrated to a preset voJ-tage,then

re set.
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The futl wave rectification and low pass filtering which produce a

linear envelope are the most suitabl-e of the methods for demonstrating

peak activity. This is because the amplitude of the envelope cJ-osely follows the

amplitude of the peaks of ûre raw EMG, as opposed to the integrated sig-

nal which is a given measure of the product of the El"lG amplitude and

time (Quanbury, 1979) . ft is usefuÌ to have the capability to display

the raw and processed signal as a method of checking the display.

Another method of EMG dispJ-ay is to consider instead of the ampli-

tude of the EMG signal, the number of turning points (NTP) of the signal-

across a baseline. This detects low l-evels of activity but does not

emphasize the peaks (Grieve , 1916). This is a similar concept to the

zero crossing (of the baseline) described by Fusefeld (1970). A compre-

hensive discussion of this area is given by Basmajian et al-. (1975).

Re c o r d i n q=_E!_G_S_r g 19 I s

The most convenient and cheapest recorder is the pen-writing

recorder which has the serious drawback that- the inherent responsiveness

of the mechanical system fimits the frequency response to l_00 l{2.

In recent years, horvever, modified pen recorCers have been produced that have

proved to be efficient for many experiments (Basmajian, I97B) . The draw-

back mentioned above by Basmajian would be more significant in apparatus

thal was measuring the raw signal as opposed to the processed signal which

has a lower frequency band width (Quanbury, L9l9) .

Recorders may have up to 24 independent channels circuiting on a

moving strip of paper. There are other types of recordersusing both

ultraviol-et and infrared components of the e.Iectromagnetì-c spectrum
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relayed via fibre optic systems (Honel¡wel-I' 1969) .

The most accurate technique is the multichannel FM tape recorder

alJ-owing great versatility of manipulation of the EMG data. However,

at present this system is expensive (Basniajial, 1978) -

Evaluation of the EMG Signal

There are a variety of ways the EMG signat can be evaluated- Per-

haps the most comprehensive method at present is the use of an analog to

digital conversion of the EMG signal using a computer which allows the

most comprehensive qualitative and quantitative measurements to be made

with the appropriate programming.

Basmajian, from the first edition (1962) to the fourth edition

(1978) of his classic text "Muscfes Alive" repeats the statement that

evaluation of recordings, whatever their type, is tire most aloused part

electromyography. At the 4th Congress of the International Society of

Electrophysiologj-cal Kinesiology (ISEK) in Boston, l"lass-' Winter et

al. (1979)'expressed concern regarding the units terms and standards ín

the reporting of EMG research.

The computing method is not necessarily superior to other techni-

ques and Basmajian (1978) states human judgement and tedium is stilt

applicable in the writing of computer programs; and the problems and

variations of analytical method.s and the standard for quantification

still exist when using a computer.

Shoul-d expensive and sophisticated computerizaLLoî not be avail-

able other methods of EMG evaluation are possible-

the

of
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other methods of studying the EMG siglnal are used for phasic

activity or "on time": a particul-ar duration for which a muscle is active

during a specific activity. In this type of analysis there has to be an

estal¡lishment of a baseline siginal which is used as a reference point.

This can be a value usually stated as a unit above the basic -relaxed

muscl-e signal, which, since there is no signal from a relaxed muscle

(Clemmesen, 1951; Basmajian, L952¡ Ralston and Libet, I953) is the noise

level of the equipment. This can also be a percentage of the maximum

activi-uy level, for example, Battye and Joseph (1966) used a level of

15%, of the maximum contraction as the indicai:ion for when the muscle

was active. Thís type of analysis can be used when the understanding

of muscle co-contraction is required (Joseph and Watson, 196'l¡ Rau and

Vredenbregt, L973¡ Townsend et al., L978,19784) - However, if this

method is used exclusivety the shape and intensity of the signal are

not known, particularly during complex movements-

Some investÍgators have attempted to emphasize the general form

of the envelope of the v/ave form by tracing around it (Sheffield et aI.,

1956). Others have studied peak EI4G activity (Lopata et aI-, 1977¡

Johnson, Ig'78; I,Íahrenlcerg et aI .. 1978¡ Anderson et al.' L979¡ Hurbon et

aI, I9l9).

The amptitude component can be expressed as a percentage of the

maximum during a specified contraction; or the maximum that is seen

during the activity, all other units being expressed as a percentage of

this maximum. Hirose et aI. (L974) showed that visual evaluation com-

pared favourabl-y with computer analysis.
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Perhaps Lhe last word should be from Dr. J.V. Basmajian (1978)

"Experience has shown that the easiest and in most cases, most reliable

evaluation is by the trained observer's visua] evaluation of resul-ts

colored by his knowledge of the technique involved."



CHAPTER I T I

MATERIALS AND I{ETHODS
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INTRODUCTION

Trvo groups were investigated, a normal group and a Syme's amputated

group. The four major areas of interest in this investigation of stair

climbing of the two groups are as foll-ows:

f) Temporal data

2) Electrogoniometric data

3) Peak EMG sequence data

4) Relationship of peak EMG to electrogoniometric data

The descriptive data for each group is shown in Table l-.

The criteria for the normal group were that they had no previous

history of injury, ê.g. t fractures/ or surgery of any icind, ê.g -, menis-

cal removal or ligamentous repair of lower 1imb, and that they could

cl-inb up stairs, step over step

The criteria for the Syme's amputee group was that they had a dis-

articulated amputation through the tal-ocrural joinL j-n one limb only and

that they had no other history of knee injury or surgery to eithel: knee or

lower limb. They would also have to be good functional walkers and cap-

able of climbing stairs step over step. This, of course, excluded most of

the older Syme's group and those rvith additional problems which rnight

influence stair climbing. There lvas one exception in the Syme's group to

those criteria in that one subject had minor surgery at the age of two to

one knee.

Although there are many v/ays of climbing stairs the step over step

front approach was used for al-l- subjects.
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TABLE ]- - DESCRIPTIVB DATA

¡,TORMÄL GROUP

18 Su-bjects (l-2 male, 6 female)

AGE: MEAN 27 .1 ! 7-6 yrs.

RANGE 20 - 53 yrs.

WEIGIIT: MBAN 66 .5 t Il.2 kq .

RANGE 49.9 - 89.2 kg.

HEIGHT: IUIEAN 17I.3 r- 8.0 cm.

RANGE I52.5 - 181.5 cm.

AMPUTEE GROUP

I0 Subjects (9 male, 1 female - 5 right,5 left)

AGE : I'{EAN 40 .7 t 13 .0 yrs .

RÄNGE 19 - 56 yrs.

I{EIGHT: MEAN 16.2 x I0 kg.

RANGB 62.6 - 92-4 kg.

HEIGIT: MEAN L76.3 + 6.I cm.

RANGE 165"1 - 185.4 cm.

STUMP LENGTH: 39 + 5.4 cm.

WTNNIPEG TUCKER-SYI\4E PROSTHESIS: 4 Subjects

CANADIAN SYI'{E PROSTHESIS: 6 Subjects



The "handedness" of the subjects

difficulty in defin-ing precise criteria

evaluated. For example, to define that

he kicks a ball with that foot may have

vidual who is not a football- player.

1t9 -

was not evaluated. Because of the

for "footed.ness" this was also not

a person is right-footed because

l-imited application to an indi-

times for each leg.

minimíze acceleration

Subjects !^zere selected on the basis of availability inboth groups

Because of the strict criteria required for the Syme's group, the

minimum number accepted by the Thesis AdvÍsory Committee Í{as met but not

exceeded.

. The Syme's subjects were al-l- at some time patients of the foJ-lowing

prosthetic departments or clinics in the city: f) Rehabilitation Centre,

Heal-th Sciences Centre, 2) Deer Lodge Hospital , 3) lhe lvlunicipal I-lospitals,

4) Anderson's House of Orthopaedic Appliances Ltd.

Statistics and data regarding availability of these patients were

also obtained from the Manitoba Health Services Commission (To11 , 1977,

1979) some of which is summarized in Table 2 .

All patients contacted for this study agreed to participate even

though they were aware that there would not be any financial remr:neration.

However, all the studies were done at a time of the subjects' choosing and

transportation rvas offered in al-I cases, Each amputee was sent a letter

of thanks for participating in this study.

òaâañ

Fíve stairs \¡/ere ascended and descended three

The middle step was the only step to be arralyzed to

and deceleration effects during climbing.
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TABLE 2.

SYM-B I S AMPUTATION

INCIDENCE OF SURGERY IN MÀNITOBA. L972 - 5

L973 - 7

L974 - 6

1915 - l
1976 - 6
L971 - 3

1978 - 5

NU¡{BERS OF PROTHESES MADE IN MANITOBA

CANADIAN TYPE MODTFTED TOTA],

(a) = 9 Patients-

(b) = 15 patients, 4 received two devices, one of whom was a double

amputee.

(c) = 3 patients, 1 received two devices.

(d) = f0 patients/ l- received two devices, one double amputee received

four.

cosrs (L978/79)

Surgery and six weeks postsurgical care

r971

I91 8

, 
(a)

n 
(c)

.^(b)L9

-.(d)I4

ao

-L tJ

$167 . sO

24.50

695 .00

7 17 "OO

Anaesthesia basic value, plus time value fees

Prothesis : Canadian'IVpe

Modified T\zpe
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The size of the stairs was as follows. Each step had a rise of

23 cm, a tread run of 28 cm, and a tread width of 99.7 cm. The resultant

stair slope was 3Bo (Fig. 29) . The stairs were placed against a corner of

the laboratory so that the walls would have an added degree of security

for the patients. No ha¡d raits were constructed though subjects were

allows to place a hand on the wall for bal-ance if necessary. At the top

of the stairs a platform 63.5 cm x LO6.1 cm had a protective guard rail.

The minimum height clearance for all stairs \das I.98 m and the maximum

was 2.44 m. The clearance over the platform was 2 - 17 m-

The stairs were used in the University of Manitoba l"iedical College

prior to this study and met the Provincial Building standards with

respect to dimensions. The provincial standards al-low a conìbination of

rise. and tread which affordsaslope range of 2Oo to 4lo. Shinno.(1968)

considers a slope of between 2Oo to 5Oo as normal-. Fitch et al. (L914)

in a study of stair dimensions state that stairs having a rise of 16.0-

22.6 cm and a tread run of 19.6-36.f cm result in stairs that are likely

to be safer to c1imb. Their sLze of step for "fairJ-y l-ow rates of

energy expenditure (at normal speeds) and low rate of missteps" is a

rise of LO.2-L7-B cm and a tread run of 27.9-35.6 cm. Their stair slope

affords a range of 160 to 33o. The signÍficance of slope and stair size

.-.wil-l be discussed in the results and discussion chapter.

The subjects lvere asked to climb at their own speed, and not to

rush. The reason for this was predicatedon the findings of Bard and Ralston

(I959) where a correlation was made between differet cadences and energy

expenditure. It was found that the free cadence had optimal energ-y con-

sumption and both higher and lower speeds had greater energy expenditure.
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TEI{PORAL DATA ACQUrSrrroiÌ

The use of foot switches for temporal gait anatysis is wel-]

estal¡lished and widely used. The switches may be separate and applied

individuatly Lo the shoe (Kettlekamp et aI., L97O¡ Gyorg et al., L976)

or may be incorporated into the shoe (Winter et aI. , L912) . 'The fotlow-

ing is the development of the customized insole with foot switches used

in this study-

Tn a preliminary study ten thou (.0f0") brass shim stock,insu-

lated by radiographic film, was used- However, thís proved to be more

cumbersome than the final- design of a commercial foot srvitch which is

prod.uced by the Tapeswitch Corporation of America, New Jersey. The

three foot switches used were connected in paialle} 'nrith specified

resistances so that when a switch or series of switches was closed a

different signal output was obtained (Figs. 30 and 31). A similar

system has been used in other foot studies (Letts et al. , 1975) . The

output is dispJ-ayed as a series of steps.

The foot switches are connected to the resistors via a fine

multiplex cabl-e and the resistors are miniaturized into the body of

the foot switch outtet pJ-ug (l'ig. 32). The foot switches were attached

to radiographic film (.18 mm thick) which was cut out to the outline of

the insol-e of the subject's shoe. A series of these insoles were made

and the appropriate one chosen, prior to the attachment of the switches,

by fitting it with the subject's shoe. The posítion of the switches

stated be1ow was determined by using, the subject's foot as an

"anatomical template" (fig. 32).
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FTGURE 32. FOOT SWITCHES.

A) Foot switches attached to customised insol-e of x-ray materiar

with multiplex cal¡te and output plug.

B) Details of minaturised circuitry of foot switch resistors

in output pfug.
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Under the hallux-electrode size 2.5 cm x 1-5 cm

Under the metatarsophalangeal joints-electrode size 6.5 cm x

1-5 cm

3) Under the calcaneum-electrode size 2.5 cm x I.5 cm

The triggerit'rq weight of these switches was 1I.B-15.7 newtons

force. When placed inside the shoe it was hardly detectable as the

radiographic fil-m was placed uppermost in the shoe, and only a smooth

surface \^/as presented to the foot which was covered with a sock. The

su-Ìrject was asked to climb the stairs at his norrnal pace, and not to

rush- At the end of the run, the connectors of each of the foot

switches was checked to ensure continuity. With some of the amputee

group l-he foot switches were placed on the outside of the shoe as

there !{as no a¡ratomical reference point to use and the position was

approximated to the non-amputated side.

This customized insole desigrr provided a simple r¡¡icluttered foot

switch unit which allowed accurate placement of the foot switches com-

bined wiLh minimal f inanci-aJ- expenditure.

In this thesis only swing ancl stance phases are studied.

ELECTROGON]OI'ÍETRIC DATA ACQUISITION

lntroduction

It \^/as necessary to obtain accurate knee measurements through a

large knee range, therefore knee angle measuring devj-ces were reviewed.

A goniometer is an instrument for measuring angles (Dorland,

1974) - The customary design used for clinical measurement of angles is

that of two arms attached together at a sÍngIe point near one end- The

angular change between the two arms is assessed by a protractor attached

1)

2)
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to one arm at this axis. A simple electrogoniome.ter has a potentiometer

at the axis, inst.ead of the protractor, so that an el-ectrical signal

proportional- to the angle between the arms is obtained. This variable

signal is then transferred to displ-ay and recording equipment (Liberson,

1965). The gravity reference goniometer differs from the above design

(Brorvn and Stevenson/ 1953). Its subsequent improvement and el-ectronic

modification (Jones, L97O; Peat et aI., 1976) would subserve the mea-

surement of single plane movement but its application is l-imj-ted to

rel-atively slow movements \^/ithout fast changes of dÍrection, and excludes

movements v¡hich occur around a vertical- axis. The most accurate mea-

surement of single-joint movements involves a consideration of the bio-

mechanics of l-he joint studied, and a subsequent design to al-low compÌete

freedom of t-he joint motion while the goniometer is attached to both

proximal and distal components of the joint. The section on the axis

of flexion and extension in the review of the literature demonstrates

that at present there is no accurate determination of the axis of move-

ment except that it varies and occurs in the region of the lateral-

femoral- condyle. Because of thj-s, a single and fixed axis goniometer

is unable to reproduce accurately the movement occurring in the saggitat

plane. In addition, the accurate determination of the centre of rota-

tion in the living subject is almost impossible (Xettlekamp et aI.,

1970). To overcome this problem, various linkage systems have been

devised to ascertain the relative positions of the thigh and the lower

leg irrespective of the changing axis of the joint (Johnston and Smidt,

1969) ' The tinked hinged parallelograms design of goniometer, originally a

finger goniometer, (Thomas and Long, L964¡ T_ang and Brorvn, 1964)has been enlarged
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accoÍunodate the knee joint, and ís used in the Pathokinesiology

Service of the Rancho Los Amigos HospitaJ- in Cal-ifornia. However¿

this electrogoniometer has an error of t6o at I0Oo of knee flexion

( Sturinan , 19 764) Another design uses a variation of thì s parallelo-

gram principle (Lamoureux, f97I) , and this has been modified with a

sliding bar (Banerjee et aI", L976). Double parallelograms and paral-

lellogram chains in polyurethane elastomers have also been designed

(Cousins, L973) .

More sophisticated systems of simultaneous three-dimensional

analysis of knee range of movement have also been devised (Kettlekamp

et aI., I9'7O¡ Doyle et al., L975; Townsend et aI., L977). Other

electrogoniometers rvere reviewed that had limitations that precluded

their use (Kinzel et al., 1972¡ I'oort and Cousins, I974).

The desigir-r of an electrogoniometer for this study required

the accurate measurement of knee flexion-extension over a wide dynamic

range buL not the measurement in other dimensions of knee motion-

Thus, although the lack of joint restriction offered by some of the

above mentioned desigins was appealing, their complexity of design for

our requirement of only fl-exion-extension measurements was not. Con-

sequently, an electrogoniometer was designed to permit all degrees of

joint freedom without limiting the accuracy of the fl-exion and exten-

sion measurement. The instrument has a flexible junction bar connect-

ing two main electrogoniometer arms, and tJee apptication of a trigono-

metric relationship for the determination of the actual joint angle.

It permits easy alignment and calibration because its tv¡o bars can be

used as a conventional goniometer which is aligned to bony points.
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Some details of this goniometer have been pubtished (Tata et al.,

L979). However, a more comprehensive description is given a,s its

design and development are an integral part of this study.

Principle

The electrogoniometer funci:ions as a 3-bar, 2-joinL mechanism

that provides freedom of posil-ion for the undetermined instantaneous

centre of rotation of the anatomical joint across which it is attached.

the joint "intersection" (which subtends the desired joÍnt angle) is

free l-o take up any pos-ition as indicated by the virtual intersection

of the two arms A and B (Fig. 33A) . Since the double axis mechanism is

a non-restraining one, the range over which this intersection can move

is determined by the length of the intermedÍate junction bar C. In

the u¡it constructed, this length was chosen -'o permit movement over

the path traversed by the j-nstant centre during flexion and extension

of the knee joint, since this was the intended application of the

electrogoniometer .

From Figure33A, the desired joint angle, between arms A and B,

is angle y. A common trigonometric relationship states that y = t8O -

(o + 6¡ where o and ß are physically reali-zable and measurabl-e angles.

Thus, as long as arms A and B are parallet to the timb segments on

either side of the joint the sum of the two angles q, and g subtracted

from a constant will yield the d.esired joint ang1e. l{hen the two arms

are parall-ef to each other, either angle ß = angle s = 0, or angle

ß = - angle q, as in Figure 338 and in either case the summation yields

the correct joint angle at 0o. TVo potenLiometers were used to obtain
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electrical analogs of angles ß and s and a summing circuit reproduceC

the trigonometric relal,ionship.

Description

I'{echanical Components

Since the study required flexion-extension measurements the

design could be considerably simplified over a three degrees of free-

dom goniometer mentioned earlier that woufd respond to aII joint motions.

Ho\^/ever, attention was given to the fact that the knee is not a simple

hinge joint as wel-l as to the fact that the instant centre of rotation

varies with joint.position and is presently undetermined.

The arms of i-he goniometer were fashioned from a lightweight

aluminum alloy and lined with Vel-cro on their inner sides. They were

contoured, as can be seen in trigure 35, to fit comfortal¡ly over the

contours of the lateral aspect of the thigh and lower leg. In order

'bo permit long axis rotation and abduction and adduction at the knee,

the junction bar was made from thin flexibl-e plastic that could be

easily deformed in Lhe above directions without affecting the accuracy

of the flexion-extension measurements. The bodies of the potentio-

meters were attached to this thin plastic and their shafts to the alumi-

num bars (Fig-ure 35 ) . The linkage system offered no appreciable

resistance to knee motion and the completed unit weighed I81 gm.

Electronic Components

The potentiometers were chosen for their ful-l 3600 rotationl

smal-l size and high degree of Iinearity (Bourns-Model 35305-1-502-

linearity + .5%). Each potentiometer was mounted so that the wiper
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FIGURE 35. ELECTROGONIOMETER.

A) Anterior view showing potentiomet.ers and serectivety fl_exibl-e

intermediate junction bar.

B) Lateral view of A.

C) Details of waist-belt pack.

D) EJ-ectrogoniometer attached.
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contact vras approximatety at mid-position, with angles ß and c (Fig'

338) equal to Oo so that there was IBOo of movement availabfe in either

direction. The circuitry is shoryn in Figure 36. The 2 Kilohm trimpots

were used to ad.just each potentiometer output to exactly O volts when

the angles equalled 0. The conventional method of recording knee range

of movement is tì.e accepted neutraL zero method mentioned earlier

(Heck et al., 1965) . I^7ith the knee fully extended and the 1eg there-

fore straight, this position is considered to be zero degrees rather

ttran LBOo - The l-BOo constant term in the trigonometric relationship

d.oes not need to be included, and I-he desired output is then the sum of

signals from the two potentiometers. The summing and balancing cir-

cuit shown in Figure 36 was mounLed on a waist belt (Fig. 35) and

flexibte multiconductor cable connected it \,vith the potentiometers -

The output of the summing circuiL vras connected via an overhead cable

to the chart recorder.

Evaluation

Three methods of evaluating the electrogoniometer lvere used'

one dynamic and two static. These methods permitted an accuraLe

assessment of performance, noL only in fixed positions but also during

a dynamic walking test"

Dynamic Test

The electrogoniometer was attached with Velcro straps and

reflective markers were placed on the leg over the greater trochanter'

lateral epicondyle of femur, head of fibula and l-ateral mal-Ieolus. A

video movement measuring system (Winter eL aI.' L972) was used Lo
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measure the knee joint angle during walking. The electrical output

of the goniometer was displayed on a chart recorder along lvith a pulse

train l-ocked to the TV fiel-d rate to synchronize this data v¡ith the

video data. The curves from these two measurements rvere then com-

pared as shown in Figure 34. As can be seen there is a close correl-ation

with a maximum discrepancy between the two curves of 40 at the maximum

fl-exion position. The overal-l accuracy of the video movement mea-

suring system is in the order of t2o. Shoul-cl the maximum error of the

video movement measuring system coj-ncide with the maxímum discrepancy

shown the error would be no more than 60 which occurs at. maximum

fl-exion.

St.atic Tests

POLAROID

In the first static test, reflective markers rvere again placed

over the greater trochanLer, lateral epicondyl-e of femur, head of

fibul-a and lateral malleol-us. The subject then held fixed angles of

knee fl-exion whiLe the electrical- output of the goniometer was mea-

sured with a Hewlett-Packard digital multimeter and a Polaroid photo-

graph was taken. Joint angle was measured with a protractor from the

photographs, using the reflective markers as anatomical landmarks.

The results wereplotted and show a maximum d.eviation of f-50 between

the two measurement methods.
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RADTOGRAPHIC

The second static test involved radiography to permit angle

measurement. directly between ti-bia and femur as revealed by roentgeno-

grams (FiS. 37) . The el-ectrogoniometer was attached to the right

Ieg and the signal relayed to a llewl-ett-Packard digital multimeter.

Four ful-I-Ieg roentgenograms were taken using a General- Electric 1200 m.a.

generator at a focat fitnr distance of '12 inches. The four positions

were full extension, full flexion, and two arbitrary positions between

tjrese two extremes of range. In the four positions, the electrogoni-

ometer signal was recorded. Bony points on the X-rays \"/ere then marked

in a uniform manner and the angle between the femur and tibia measured

with a protractor.

From Table 3 the measured angle on the X-ray in the four posi-

tions can be seen. The actual degrees moved for each position is

obtained by suJctracting four degrees from these measurements as fuII

extension l-acked iour degrees rvhen measured via the bony points on Lhe

X-ray. The signal output from the electrogoniometer v/as noted for

each position and the equj-valent degrees per volt derived by dividing

the actual range of movement in degrees by the voltage signal. The

data from Table 3 rvas plotted and a straight li¡re with a slope of 32

degrees/volt dernonstrated the overal-I sensitivity of the electrogoniometer.

Attachment

The Velcro straps are attached

lower leg. The leg is fully extended

aligned using the greater trochanter

to the thigh and two to the

and the electrogoniometer is

and the lateral femoral condyle
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FIGURE 37. ROENTGENOGRAMS OF ELECTROGONIOIIETER Il'l SITU -

A) Knee extended.

B) Slight f lexj-on.

C) More flexion.

D) Ful-] fl-exion.
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as the proximal reference points, and Lhe head of the fibula and the

lateral malleolus as the distal- reference points. The Velcro on the

arms is firmly pressed onto the Vel-cro straps on the leg. Should

the placement not be satisfactory, removal and re-application is

quick and simpte. The alignment is not critical- as long as tËe junc-

tion bar is placed over the region of the l-ateral femoral condyle.

Varying dimensions of the lower limbs as a result of quadriceps bulk

are compensated for by the fl-exible junction bar.

Calibration

The goniomeLer was calibrated for the Honeywell Chart Recorder:

An enlarged diagram wi-th specified angles was used. The arms were

aligned in these specific angles with varying junction bar positions.

Viith the varying junction bar positions and constant arm positions the

signal shoul-d noL vary, and this was confirmed

[Vith varying arm positions the recorded deflection on Liie chart

recorder was compared v¡ith the angle, andthe degreesmovedpermillimeter

catcul-ated- The sensitivity of the instrument remained constant at one millimeter

chartdeflectionrepresenting a three degree angle change- The goni-

ometer was checked for calibration regularly thror.'ghout the study.

Accuracy

The precision of the electrogoniometer is dependent on l) the

inherent inaccuracies ín the mechanical and electronic components, and

2) error in attachment.

The potentiometers have a t0.5e¿ linearity over a 3600 range.

Assuming a dynamic range of L2Oo of motion, which is considerably
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higher than the range required for activities of daily tiving

(Laubenthal et al., I972), the total maximum error per poLentiometer

^^is 0.3" which is negligible.

In addition errors resuJ-ting from non-linearity in the elec-

trÒnic circuit are negl-igible (QuanJcury, 1919). The major errors

re1ate to the attachment of the electrogoniometer and even the maxi-

mum error in the video conrparison would be acceptable. It should be

noted that the video system's accuracy in measuring joint angle was

not correlated with the actual bony position as was the electro-

goniometer used in the study. The radiographic data is perhaps the

most convincing in terms of accuracy as the actual positions of the

tibia and femur were compared with signal- output and the linearity is

very high. The attached insLrument accuracy on this basis is t2o.

In summary, an accurate single pl-ane electrogoniometer with a

minimum of mechanical components that is light, unencumbering, easy to

align and attach to the lower limb was designed, constructed and

evaluated.

EMG DATA ACQUISITTON

The purpose of this component of the study was to evaluate the

sequence of peak EMG activíty in the thigh during the cl_imbing cycle.

Though the phasic activity witl be described this was not the objective

of this part and the rigorous statistical- analysis was applied only

to the peak El"lG sequence.
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Electrodes

Beckman silver-silver chloride surface el-ectrodes with an

overall- size of 16 mm diameter and an active electrode size of 9 mm

were attached in pairs. The interelectrode distance was )<ept.con-

stant by the use of Beckman adhesive col]ars (kit 650429) which were

used as a guide. The importance of this constancy was mentioned in

the review of the literature. The interefectrode distance of the

two cl-osest points is 2.l- cm

Skin Preparation

As expJ-ained in the literature rer¡iew, the high input impedance

amplifier has certain advantages with respect to skin preparation.

However, all subjects were shaved using a professional electric clip-

per from the Charlescraft Corporation Ltd., and the sl<in was rubbed

firmly with 95% ethyl alcohol- at each electrode site. The reasoning

for this was that the electric clippers woul-d assist in the slight

debridement of the skin, the alcohol woul-d remove the sebum and the

friction would assist both the above objectives.

Skin Resistance

This was not

necessary because of

data) .

recorded for each subject as it \das not thought

the equipmenL design (see review and equipment
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¡il-ect.rode Sr-te

Six muscle s-ites were chosen:

Quadriceps Femoris: 1) Vastus medialis oblique

2) Vastus medialis longus

3) Rectus femoris

4) Vastus lateralis

Because vastus intermedius has no superficial muscular component and

oniy surface electrodes were used, it was felt that this muscle could

not be adequately represented using this technique -

Hamstrings: 1) Lateral hamstrJ-ngs

2) Medial hamstrings

Because of the surface technique no differentiation was made between

the long and short heads of biceps femoris on the one hand and the

sernimembranosus and semitendinosus on the other.

Vastus Medialis

As has been noted in the review of the literature, the vastus

medialis rnay be considered to have two functionally distinct parts,

the vas hus medialis oblique and vastus medialis longus.

To make the electrode positioning as accurate as possible a

preliminary photographic study of the dissected vastus medialis was

conducted. T\¡tenty-four cadaver knees of L2 subjects from the University

of Manitobars Depart-ment of Anatomy Gross Laboratory were used. The

subjects had a mean age of 61 years + Il years. Pins were placed at the

following bony points:
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1) apex of the patella

2) base of the patella in the nuidline

3) tibial tubercl-e

and also at the lowest point of the insertion of vastus medialis. A

photograph was then taken with a scale rul-er in situ, to record the

position of knee flexion.

The 35 mm negatives \À/ere dispJ-ayed on B" x I0" prints and the

foJ-lowing dat.a collected after appropriate scaling using the ruler in

the print:

Mean patellar length = 4.2 cm f 0.6 cm (range 3.1-5.3 cm).

Angle of lorvest fibres of vastus medialis oblique entering the

patell-a = 59o + 5o (range 48-73o) .

Point of lowest fibres on patella 3/5 the distance from apex to

base from the apex = 4OZ t LAZ (range (25-9leó).

Details of these findings are shown in Figure 38"

Lieb and Perry (1968) in thej-r study of six cadavers had a

range of 50-550 from the vertical- of the fibres of vastus medialis

obligue. This corresponds cl-osely with this study particularly when

considering that we cal-culated the angle of the l-owest fibres of vastus

medialis oblique which have the greatest angle, and Lieb and perry

(1968) included al-t the fj-bres of vastus medialis oblique.

The l-imitations of a cadaver study of this kind are v¡ell known

to the author and the major purpose of this study hras to gain a better

un<lerstanding of the fibre alignment and orientation to the area to

obtain information about the lowest point at v¡hich the vastus medialis

oblique electrode could be placed-
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FIGURE 38. PRELIMINARY STUDY OF VASTUS MEDIALIS INSERTION.
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V-astus Medialis Oblique. The f irst pair of vastus med-ial-is

electrodes was placed over the oblique fibres, the lower electrode

of the pair being placed near the base of the patella-

Vastus Medial-is Longus. The second pair of vastus medialis

electrodes was placed nore lateralJ,y and as high as possible. Rectus

femoris was palpated and avoided.

Rectus Femoris. The thlrd pair of el-ectrodes \eras placed on

the middle of the belly of rectus femorrs

Vastus Lateral-is. The fourth pair

vastus lateralis belorv the rectus femoris

the midline of the thigh when viewed from

of electrodes was placed on

electrode, and anterior to

the lateral aspect.

of electrodes was placed onLateral Hamstrings. The fifth parr

the belly of the biceps femoris alcove the proba-Ìrle origin of the short

head after palpating resisted flexion of the knee in standing. Care

was taken to avoid vastus l-ateral-is.

Medial Flamstrings. The sixth pair of electrodes \ras placed on

the bellies of the semitendinosus and semimembranosus. These muscles

could not be differentiaLed with suriace electrodes. Care vras taken to

avoid the adductors.

The ground el-ectrode rvas placed on the anterior aspect of the

thigh for both limbs.

Figure 39 is an exampJ-e of the electrode position for a normal-

and an amputee subject.

Electrode Cross TaIk and SpatiaJ- Selectivity

In this study serj-ous consideration rvas given to cross tal-k and

the area from which Lhe muscfe signaJ-s were being received. Cross tal-k
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FIGURE 39. SUBJECT PHOTOGRAPHS WITH ELECTRODES AND ELECTRO-

GONÏOMETER .Tfi ,917U.

A) Anterior viev¡--normal subject 16.

B) Lateral view (right limb)--normal subject 16.

C) Posterior view--normal subject 16.

D) Lateral view (l-eft limb) --norma1 subject 16.

These four photographs represent the furr set for each subj-
ject for electrode and erectrogoniometer positions.

E) Anterior view--Syme subject 2.

F) Lateral- view (right 1imb) --Syme subject 2.
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may be defined as the transfer of signals from one channel to another

This cross tal-l< may occur at the signal sit.e, i.e., at the electrodes

or within the amplifier itsel-f .

In quantitative EMG investigation by surface el-ectrodes on

Iarge skeletal muscles the amplitude of the signal is dependent on the

distance betrveen the electrodes (Kramer and KuchJ-er, 197f) . Kadefors

et aI. (1969) found that decreasing el-ectrode distance decreased the

RMS val-ue of the signal though increased the upper frequency limit of

it. When using a pair of surface el-ectrodes, the closer the el-ectrodes

are to each other the greater wil-l- be the relative contribution of the

superficiaf muscle fibres to the signal (Shwedyk, 1979) .

ff the el-ectrode pair is aligned along the long axis of the

muscl-e fibres a signal is almost certainly to be received from these

muscle fibres rather than from a muscl-e at a different angle to it.

the signal- from another area of the n',uscle wil-I be at its l-owest when

the electrode pair is at right angles to that area of muscl-e. This is

because of the direction of depolarization of the muscl-e cel-l- (Shwedyk,

L97e) .

The amplitude of the action potential is dependent on f) the

diameter of the muscle fibre, 2) the distance between the active muscle

fibre and the recording site, and 3) the filtering properties of the

el-ectrode (De Luca, L979) - In human muscle tissue the amplitude

increases as V = t<a1'7, where a is the radius of the muscle fibre and

I( ís a constant (Rosenfalck, 1969), and decreases approximately

inversely proportional to the distance between the active fibre and

the recording site (Buchthal- et aI. , L95l). The filtering properties
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of a bì-polar electrode are a function of the size of the recording

contacts (Geddes , I912) , the distance between the contacts (Lindstrom

et aI ., 1970), and the chemical properties of the metal- el-ectrol-yte

interface (De Luca and Forrest, 1912) .

Slnce the recording electrodes, distance between them and

electrode jets remained constant, the filtering properties of the

electrodes rvere constant. As there are no studies comparing differ-

ent muscle fibre radius in the quadriceps or hamstrings an assumption

is made thaL they are not signi-ficantly different in any particular

area. In addition, since the signal amplitude decreases inverseJ-y bo

the distance between the active fibre and recording site the signal

pick-up of the surface elecl-rode relates more sLrongly bo Lhe area

under it- t{hen the peak actÍvity from two different groups of fibres

occur at different times the peak detected by surface electrodes will-

almost surely represenL the peak activity of the fibres directly

beneath il--, particularly when considering the signal attenuation that

is discussed in the fol-l-owing paragraphs.

A fundamental consideration of t-he probJ-em of cross talk relates

to Lhe achual capability of picking up an electrical signal from an

action potential at a specified distance from the propagation of the

signal . There j-s no dou-bt that theoretically there is a capability of

picking up an electrical sÍgnal from an electrode from any elecerically

excitable tissue that is far away.

However, in the study of volume conduction of action potentials

in human muscle, there was a 90s" attenuation radius of the action

potentiat recorded with a 25 micron electrode at approximatel-y .2 mm
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from the el-ectrode (Gath and Stalberg, I97B) . Others also consider-

ing voltage drop all give significant losses within a miltimetre

(Krnjevic and Miledi, 1958; Rosenflack, 1969) - Gath and Stalberg

(1978) do, however, caution that the resul-ts cannot be generaLízed,

since they depend on the fil-t-er function of the electrodes, the fre-

quency spectrum of the signal and on the medium involved. However,

they mention ttrat their recent study (f978) agrees with their pre-

vious studies (L915, 19'76) that the higher frequency content is attenu-

ated more steeply \.vith distance than is the low frequency content-

Fina1ly, in a preliminary study, our complete equipment unit

was studied for cross tafk. El-ectrodes were placed over the vastus

medial-is and the muscles of the pes anserinus, especiall-y sartorius.

Resisted fi-exion and exLension were performed and varying electrode

distances and even the closest posÍ.tion (i.e-, when the el-ectrode

cuffs were touching) were tesled. There was no cross tal-k recorded

between the electrodes. This was demonstrated by the fact that when

fl-exion r,vas resisted, no signaJ- was received from the extensor (vastus

medialis) electrodes and vice versa.

From al-I the above evidence, it would be reasonable to state that

the signal received from the electrodes related to the area under them.

Photography

For each subject, all electrode and goniometer attachments and

pl-acements were photographed with a scafe rule ín situ.(Fig.39) . Initially,

a Pentax ESII rvas used and l-atterJ-y a Pentax l4E camera using Kodak Trí-X

pan film (400 ASA). Both cameras had 35 mm format and were fuJ-ly

automatic.
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EMG Equipment

The E¡4G equipment has been used in previous studies (Peat and

Grahame, 19'77 , I977A). The following data details follow the guide-

lines on terminology suggested in the first interim report of,the

International Society of Elecbrophysiological Kinesiology's Committee

on EMG Terminology (Í^Iinter et al ., 1979) .

The EÞ1G signals from the electrodes passed through appropriat.ely

shielded cables to the amplifier. The signal amplifier for this study

was devel-oped. designed and constructed in the Electronics Shop of

the Biomedical Engineering Research Departrnent of the Rehabilitation

Centre for Children, I{innipeg (formerly the Shriners Hospital). The

circuit diagram for a single chan¡:rel is shown in Figure 40.

The eight channel system provided two possible outputs, the

raw or processed signal. The processed signal was used in the study-

Amplifier Details

The input impedance is 20 megohms and t-he coûunon mode impedance

I0 megohms-

Band width is from 20 herluz (Hz) to in excess of 5 Kilohertz (KHz)

The common mode rejection rab.io extends from B0 to 100 db at

60 Hz

The overall voltage gain of the amplifier is 4700.

The signal was processed by means of full wave rectification and

first order low pass filtering with a 3 db cut off frequency of LO Hz
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FIGURE 40. CIRCUIT OF A SINGLE EMG CI,IANNEL.
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Ink Recorder Details

A Series 25OO, eight. channe] Honel¡.rell- Pen Recorder (Model

1508) was used for all the record.ings (nig. 42).

This ink-writing oscillograph tvas bench-mounted and capable

of simul-taneously recording from a maximum of eight channels at fre-

quencies varying from direct current to 50 Hz (with a 20 ru¡ peak to

peak deflection). The flat frequency range and frequency response

are shoryn in Figure 40.

Using this recorder there \^¡as no orzerlap of channels during

recording, each channel having a separate recording width of 40 mm.

The signals were attenuated by a Honeywell Accudata l-25 attenu-

ator which has nine ranges from 0.5-200 V/cm.

AI1 subjects runs for the study v¡ere done at a paper speed of

50 mm/sec. The specified accuracy was within +2>". The paper speed

accuracy could be determined by measuring the distance on the paper

of the timing marl<er. There was never any measurable variation.

The recorder was operated within the specified environment.al

conditions. A sample of the ink recorder printout is shown opposite

page I55.

The scheme for data acquisition is shown on page 1554.

CONSENT FORM

This project v¡as approved by the Faculty Committee on the Use

of Human Subjects in Research. A copy of the consent form signed by

all suJrjects prior to their partication is shown in Figure 43.
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FIGURE 41. INK RECORDER PRINT OUT.
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FIGURE 42.
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SUBJECT ROUTINE

The following was established for the routine to be carried

out for each subject:

1) Explain procedure. Recheck no injury or surgery.

2) Sign consent form.

3) Record: a) age, b) height, c) weight.

In addition, for amputees: Date of amputation.

Prosthesis type, Canadian or Tucker-Syme.

Functional limitatíon.

Associated injuries.

Measure stump length.

4) Record subject nurûber and code and place j-n holder.

5) Palpate muscles and shave appropriate areas of both legs.

6) AlcohoL rub skin (minimum 10 times firmly).

7) Attach foot switches.

B) Attach el-ectrodes (12 pairs) 
"

9) Attach goniometer and belt (sicle chosen by coin toss: Right = heads

Left = tails) .

f0) PhoLograph ensurj-ng scale on number holder in view.

lf) Check on position for five switches.

L2) Check electrode positions: a) hip flex

b) extend knee

c) flex knee

f3) Do maximum contractions 3 second hol-d, three l-imes.

14) Record atLenuator sensitivity for all channels.
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15) Do first limb run- Ascend and descend three times.

16) Check run printout-

I7) If okay change leads to opposite leg and reattach goniometer.

fB) Photograph other 1eg-

19) Repeat 12 and 13.

20) Check run printout.

21) If okay subject run complet.ed.
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DATA COLLECTION

The data were recorded on capture sheets. The develo¡rment and

design for the capture sheets is part of the project. Four of the

seven data sheets are appended (see Appendix A). The other three are

similar to the appended sheets except that, they are duplicated.for the

opposite limb. Since three steps in each cycle were analysed, all the

sheets have three readj-ngs for each variable. Each of the three read-

ings for each varj-able had to be coded a¡d identified for the limb

studied and for the cycle. Four hundred and fifty-six manual measure-

ments were recorded on the capture sheet for each su_bject. Each of

these measurements was remeasured for accuracy.

¿\11- measurements were recorded to the nearest hal-f millimeter. In

the temporal unit, which is measured horizontally, this is the equivalent

in time to -01- secondor l-O mill-iseconds. In the electrogonj-ometric unit,

which is measured vertical-Iy, this is equivalent to 1-5 degrees.

The data from the capture sheets of each subject necessitated

the use of thirty computer cards each capable of storing eighi_y r.mits

of information. The data was punched on the cards twice using the

standard verification method.

A Statistical- Package for the Socíal Sciences (SPSS) program

estabrished in the computing Department for the Health sciences was

adapted to obtain the appropriate data. The precise program was con-

sidered to be too lengthy to be appended to this thesis, as in total

it vreighs in excess of eighteen kilograms. Hovrever, the cal-culations

folfow established mathematical and statisticat procedure.

The statistical method establ-ished in this study is adaptable

to other loconrotion studies -



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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TNTRODUCTTON

The results are presented in the follovring order:

1) Temporal data

2) Electrogoniometric data

3) Peak electromyographic data

4) Electrogoniometric data correlated with peak electromyo-

graphic da-ua

Within each of the above four major sections there are the fo1-

Iowing eight sub-groups.

f) Normal- group during ascending cycle, right limb

2) Normal- group during ascendlng cycle, left J-imb

3) Normal- group during descending cycle, right f.imb

4) Normal- group during descending cycle, left limb

5) Amputee group durÍng ascending cycle, amputated 1ímb

6) Amputee group during ascending cycIe, non-amputated l-imb

1) Amputee group during descending cycÌe, amputatecl limLr

B) Amputee group during descending cycler non-amputated limb

RELIABILITY

The concept of reliability refers to how accurate, on the aver-

age, the estimate of the true score is ín a population of measurements

of a particular variable, and is a form of analysis of variance,

The mathematics of this are derived frorn Specht (1976) and is

stated in the following way. If all the variation in the observed

scores is due to errors of measurement the reliabitity coefficient will
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be zero. If there is no error of measurement the reliabilitv coefficient

will be one.

This calculation was made for each variabl-e on the raw data for

all eight combinations. Appendix A shows the data coltected for v¡hich

this cal-culation was applied and it is presented in appendix B.

SAMPLE SIZE::=:==:::

This statistical- test gives an indication of the capability of

detecting a true difference of a certain degree within a specified pro-

balcil-ity with the number of subjects used in the study (Snedecor and

Cochran, 1967). This could not be used prior: to the study as is the

usual case as even roug'h estimates of the variables sought were not

available in most cases.

For the number of subjects studied the probability of showing a

statistically significant dífferencs (p = .05) in the sample when -uhe

true population has a certain degree of difference is .8.

The size of this true population difference varies in -uhe two

groups studied as vreIl as from variable to variable, and it is presented

in appendix C.

DATA ACCURACY

The data are recorded to the sig,nificant digit that is possible

on the measuring instruments.

Most sources of error \^/ere considered to be constant because al-l-

rneasurements were made by a single observer and repeated at later tj-mes.
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Temporal Data and Electromyographic peak position

These are horizontal- measurements. The accuracy was estimated

to no less thanhalf amill-imeteras determined by the ruler marksr paper

speed, paper marking and other variables.

El-ectrogoniometric Data

These are vertical- measurements. Since it was not possibl-e to

determine fractions of a degree with the electrog'oniometer, only whole

numbers are presented (see section on electrogoniometer accuracy) .

Electromyographic Peak Activel_y Expressed as percentage of the

Maximum Contraction

These are vertical

express units in fractions

to the nearest whole number

measurements. lt was not thought valid to

of a percenL. OnIy whole numbers corrected

are presented.

DATA PRESENTATION

To clarify the data presentation all the data tabl-es for each

variable studied rvilt foll_ow the format shown in Tabl_e 4.

1) Normal Group Data. The data for both limbs during ascending

and descending is presented. rn the far right col-umn a comparison is

made between the right. and left limbs in the appropriate cycle. rn the

lowest line a comparison is made between the ascending and <lescending

cycle of each limb. when comparisons are made only the l-evel of signi-

ficant difference or l-ack of it is noted.
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TABLE 4. VARTABLE

Unit.

NORM.AL GROUP

A¡4PUTEE GROUP

NORMÀL GROUP COMPARED WITH AMPUTEE GROUP

RTGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

ASCDND DIFFERENCE

DESCEND DIFFERENCE

ASCEND vs. DtrSCEN )IFFERENCI )]FFER-ENCE

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AIyTPUTATED vs.
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCI]ND DTFFERENCE

DESCEND DIFFER-ENCtr

ASCEND vs. DESCEN )IFFER.ENCI )IFFERENCE

NORM.AL vS. AMPUTATED NORMÀL vs. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHÎ LEFT RÏGHT LEFT

ASCEND DIFFERENCtr DIFFERENCE

DESCEND DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE
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2) Amputee Group Data. This fottov¡s the format of the normal

group except the limbs are designated amput.ated and non-amputated. In

the far right column a comparison is made beiween the amputated ancl

non-amputated l-imb in the approprj-ate cycle. rn the lowest line a com-

parison is made between the ascending and descending cycle of each limb.

!{hen comparisons are made only the level- of significa¡t difference or

lack of it is noted.

3) Normal- Group Data Compared with Amputee croup Data. This

section first compares the pooled normal data with the non-amputated limb

of the amputee during ascending and then descending. Second1y, the

pooled normal dat.a is compared with the amputated limb of the amputee

during ascending and then descending. In these four comparisons the

rarv data is excl-uded. for brevity as the actual units can be seen in the

first two groups; only the fevel- of significant difference or lack of it

is noted.

Exceptions. Shoul-d the normal limb data demonstrate a signifi-

cant difference betrveen either timb, pooling the data for the purpose of

comparing it as a group of "normal limbs" may not be appropriate. ln

this case, when the final- "between group" difference or comparison is

made. Lhe right and left limbs which are amputated or non-amputated are

identified. thi-s atlorvs the eval-uation of the difference occurring

because it rvas from the right or left. side of the body, and not

necessarily because it was amputated or non-amputated, Fortunately the

amputee group had five right and five left amputees.
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When discussing the dataf the word "dj-fference" is used only

where there is a statistically significant difference in the comparison

being made. The words "statistically significant" will- be omitted for

brevity -

The following key words assist in identification:

1) OnIy two groups are described, normal and amputee.

2) Right limb and left limb refer onÌy to the normal group.

3) Amputated and non-amputated refers onJ-y to the amputee group.

4) Norma1 limbs refers only to the pooled right and left limbs

in the norrnal group, when the pooling is appropriate.

Should there be fewer than IB subjects for the normal group or

l-0 for the amputee group a number will be recorded in parenthesis after

the appropriate title. However, theprecise case comparisons are pre-

sented in the EMG section.

The significance levels on all- tables wil_l record onJ_y one of

the fol-Iowing levefs of significance: .05, .0f, .005 and.00I. If the

calcul-aLed signíf icance is greater than .001, ê.g. , .0001, ì-t is

expressed by < . 00 J- .
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ÎEMPORAL DATA

In this section the following data are examined:

1) The cycJ-e time in seconds.

2) the cadence.

3) The swing phase as a percent of i-he total cyc1e.

4) The stance phase as a percent of the total cycle -

5) The swing time in seconds.

6) The stance time in seconds.

RELIABILITY - See Appendix B.

SAMPLB SïZE - See Appendix C.
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TABLE 5. CYCLE TII'IE.

Unit - Seconds.

NORMAL GROUP

AI'1PUTEE GROUP

NORMÃI GROUP COMPARED WITH AI\,IPUTEE GROUP

RIGHT LEFT RTGIIT vs'.
LEFT

ASCEND L.68 r 0.24 1.70 r 0.28 NS

DESCEND 1.61 r 0.20 1.61- + 0.19 NS

ASCEND vs. DESCEN .001 \.uf

ASCEND

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED AMPUTATED vs.
NOT]-AMPUTATED

2 -O2 t 0.62 I-89 I 0.58 < .05

DESCEND r.9t 1 0.69 r.86 r 0-57 NS

ASCEND vs. DESCEND NS NS

NORMAL vs. AI"IpUTATED NOR¡,IAL vS. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RTGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS* NS

DESCEND \lc * NS

*Dispersion Significance <,Ol-. Amputee > Norma1.
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CYCLE TI}{E (TABLE 5)

Unit - Seconds.

Cyc1e time is the time it takes from the start of swing in one

cycJ-e to start of swing in the next cycle, climbing stairs step over

Normal

There was no difference between either limb during ascending or

descending. l{owever, comparing ascending to descending, the cycle time

was l-ess during descending for both l-imbs.

Arnputee

The amputee did not follow the normal pattern. Durì-ng ascending

the cycle time was longer for the amputa-ued limb but there was no differ-

ence during descending. However, comparing ascending to descending no

difference \eras found between the cycles.

Normal versus Amputee

There vras no difference between any of the comparisons between

t.he groups. Florvever, the dispersion of the data was greater for the

amputee in each of the comparisons.

Summary

Normal group subjects have a J-onger cycle time when ascending

than descending and amputees do not. Ho\,vever, during ascending the

amputated limb has a longer cycle time than the non-amputated limb.
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TABLE 6. CADENCE

Unit - Number of stePs/minute.

NOR¡'I.AL GROUP

À¡,IPUTEE GROUP

NORMAL GROUP COMPARED WITII AMPUTEE GROUP

RIGHT LEFT
RTGHT vs.

LEFT

SCETID 73 1 lO 12!LO NS

DESCEND 16!9 '/5!9 NS

ASCEND VS, DESCEND < .001 < .05

AMPUTATED NON-ÀMPUTATED
AMPUTATED Vs.
NON-AMPUTÀTED

ASCEND 63 + l4 61 + L2 ^É

DESCEND 6B + l6 68113 NS

ASCEND VS. DËSC < .05 NS

I.JOR¡4ÀL vs. AMPUTATED NORMÀL vS. NON_AMPUTATED

RIG}IT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS

DESCEND NS* NS

*Dispersj-on Significa¡rce <.05. 1\mputee > Normal .
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CADELICE (TABLE 6)

Unit - Number of stepsr/minute.

Normal-

There \.¡as no difference between limbs d.uring ascending or descend-

ing. Hov/ever, comparing ascending to descending the cadence was faster

during descending for both limbs.

Amputee

The amputee did not follow the normal pattern. During ascending

the non-amput.ated limb had a faster cadence, but during descending no

dífference r,vas found between either limb. Comparing ascending to descend-

ing only the amputated limb had a lower cadence during ascending.

Normal- versus Amputee

During ascending the amputated limb had a sfower cadence than

normal . No differences \.{ere found in any other comparisons. However,

during descending the amputee cadence had a greater dispersion than the

normal.

Summary

Normal subjects have a faster cadence during descending and

amputees only dernonst.rate this in the amputated limb. During ascending

the amputated limb has a slower cadence than the non-amputated limb,

and also the normal limbs-
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CYCLE TTME AND CADENCE DISCUSSION (FIGURE 44)

It might appear that the significant differences found when com-

paring the data of these trso variables shoul-d be the same, since cadence

is a function of cycle time. As can be seen this is not so. The reason

for the difference is that although cadence is indirectly proportional

to the cycle time, it Ís not a l-inear transformation. Cadence is the

cycle time divided j-nto slxty- This accounts for the differences and

highlights the fact that these Lwo variables are different entities.

The cadence of the suÌrjecLs in this study is slower than those

of Berry (1952) rvho in his five subjec'ts had an ascending cadence of fIB

and a descending cadence of l-21-. This greater descending cadence is

similar to the present study. Townsend et al. (1978, 1978.A,) had an

ascending cadence of B'7.6 and a descending cadence of 95.4. This cadence

is faster than those of our study, l¡ut simil-ar in that the descending

cadence is faster. The faster cadence may be due to the younger age

group and the hiqhly trained athletes used in the a]¡ove studies. Our

study most cl-ose1y reserÙcles the cadence in I'4cl,eod et al-. (1975) which

showed an ascending cadence of 86 and a descending cadence of 87. This

cadence was cal-culated by this author from the graphics in 1-he paper.

Tt is interesting to note that although there is a difference in

the ages of our two groups there is no sign-iificant difference in the

cycle time a¡d cadence except for the amputated 1imb. This fact tends

to make the comparison of the two groups more meaningful. Should there

have been any signifj-cant differences in cycle time and cadence in both

ascending group comparisons it might have been due to age differences.

Hov/ever, this was not the case.
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TABLE 7. SWING PHASE (The Non-lnleight Bearing Phase of the Cycle)

Unit - Percentage of the cYcle '

NORMAL GROUP

AI\TPUTEE GROUP

NORMÀL GROUP COMPARED WITH AMPUTEE GROUP

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT 'vs.

LEFT

ASCEND 39r3 36!4 <-05

DESCiiND 4I t 3 40r3 NS

ASCEND vs. DESCEND / ^tr .ool

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATI]D
AI.,iPUTATED vs.
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND À. L Ê 32t6 <.00f

DESCDND 50r7 37t6 < .01

ASCDND vs. DDSCEND <-05 < .01

NORI'ÍAL vs. AMPUTATED NORMÃL vs. NON_AMPUTATtrD

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LBFT

ASCEND .05 .05 NS* NS

DESCEND <.001_ <.05 NS* NS

*Dispersion Significance <.01-. Amputee > Normal.
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SI^¡ING PHASE (The Non:weight Bearing Phase of the Cycte) (TABLE

Unit - Percentage of the cycJ-e.

Normal

During ascending the right limb swing percent was greater than

the left, however, there was no difference betrveen either limb during

descending. In comparing ascending to descending, a smal-ler percent of

the cycle \,¡as spent in swing during ascending.

Amputee

The amputee did not follov¡ the norma1 pattern. During both

ascending and descending the amputated timb had a greater percentage of

swing than the non-ampuLated limb. In comparing ascendingtodescending

a small-er percent of the cycle was spent in swing during ascending.

Normal versus Amputee

As there were differences between normal right and left limbs the

inter-group comparisons shoul-d be made between right and left lirnbs. As can

be seen during ascending and descending the amputated limb had a greater

swing percent than the normal. During ascending and descend.ing the right

non-amputated limbs had a greater dispersion than the right limbs.

Summary

During ascending the right liml¡ had a larger swing percent than

the l-eft. Comparing ascending to descending both ascending right and

left l-imbs had smal-ler swing percents.

t)

swang

had a

During ascending and descendíng the amputated l-imb

percent, and like the normal group both linibs during

smaller swing percent.

During ascending and descending the amputated l_imb

percent.

had a J-arger

ascending

swl-ng

had a greater
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TÀBLE 8- STANCE PHASE (The VJeight, Bearing phase of the Cycle)

qnit - Percentage of the cycle.

NORMAL GROUP

AMPUTEE GROUP

NORI{AL GROUP COMPARED I^IITH AMPU'IEE GROUP

RÏGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

ASCEND 61 13 64!4 < .05

DESCEND 59 l3 60+3 NS

ASCtrND vs. DESCEND < .05 - 001

AMPUTATED NON-ÀMPUTATED
AI"IPUTATED vs.
NON_AMPUTATED

ASCEND 58r5 68r6 <.00r

DESCtrND 50 17 63 16 < .01

ASCEND vs. DE < .0r

NORMAT vs. AMPUTATED NORMÀL vS. NON-¿fMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND .05 <. 05 NS* NS

DESCEND < .001 < .05* NS* NS

*Dispersion Signj-ficance <.01-" Amputee > Normal.



STANCE PHASE (The Weight Bearing Phase of the Cycle) (TABLE B)

Unit - Percentage of Lhe cycte.

Here the sigrnificant differences that exist in the

are the same as those of the swing percent because swing

complementary namely swing ancl stance = f OOe¡ cycle.

SWING/STANCE DISCUSSION (FIGURE 45)

t79.

comparisons

and stance are

Normal-

Perhaps the most striking observation that can be made in

observing the swing/st,ance clata is the high degree of si-milarity of

normal stair climbing to normal- walking, namely 40% swing, 60Z stance

(Murray et aI., 1964¡ Murralzet al., 1966¡ Murray, 1967). This may relate

to some optimal biologically efficj-ent ratio between swing and stance

i¡r horizontal and vertical locomotion. This v¡as also noted. in Townsendrs

studies (1977, L977A) .

Duríng ascending a greater part of the cycle is spent in weight-

bearing on the left reg than on the right ]eg. Although there is a

significant difference the means are simil-ar. The significance of this

is not apparent and may be rerated to dominance of a limb. However

this dominance is not. demonstrated in descending and thus may be related

to the more energy consuraing activity of ascending. As explained

earl-ier in the Materials and Methods section, detecting d.onuinance in

the lov¡er limb is not feasible as in the upper limb.

During descending stairs less of the cycle is spent in weight-

bearingthaninascending. Thiscould bedue to the gravity assistance of
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descending and perhaps more significantly, the longer time needed in

weight-bearing during ascending to oppose the force of gravity.

Amputee

During ascending and descending the amputee spends longer on the

non-amputated limb than the amputated fimb. When comparing ascending to

descending a pattern similar to the normal group is seen, namely that

there is greater weight-bearing during ascending than descending. The

most distinctive feature is perhaps the equal weight-bearing and non-

weight-bearing of the amputated. limb during descending which may indi-

cate a rel-uctance to bearinq weight through the prosthesis when going

d.own stairs. AJ-though there \das no signif icant dif ference between the

weight-bearing of the non-amputated limb and the normal_ in ascending

there Ís a tendency for the amputee to spend longer on the non-amputated

timb.

Normal versus Amputee

During both ascending and descending the amputated lirnb spent less

of the cycle in weight-bearing than the normal. The non-amputated limb

was not significantJ-y different to the normal limbs but showed a tendency

for a higher percent of the cycle to be spent in weight-bearing.

This tends to indicate that the amputee spends less time bearing

weÍght through the prosthesis than the non-amputated limb and normal

Iimbs.
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TABLE 9. SWTNG TIME (Duration of Non-l,leight Bearing)

Unit - Seconds

NORI'IAL GROUP

AI{PUTEE GROUP

NORIVIAL GROUP COMPARED WITH AMPUTEE cROUp

ÀSCEND

RIGHl LtrFT RIGFIT vs.
LEFT

0.66 t 0.I0 0.61 I 0 -84 < nq

NS
DESCEND 0.66 t 0. fo 0.64 t 0.08

ASCEND vs. DESCEND t!¡ < .05

ASCEND

DESCEND

AMPUTÀTED NON_ÀMPTJTATED AIVIPUTATED vs,
NON_A.i{PUTATED

.001

NS

0.83 I 0. Ì6 0.58 I 0.07

l_.00 I 0 .55 0.67 1 0. to

ASCEND vs. DESCEND NS < .05

NORI'{.¡\L VS. AMPUTÀTED NORI"IAL vs - NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT

NS <. 05*

NS

RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND

DESCEND

<.05 < .05*

<.01_ NS*

*Dispersion Significance <.01. Amputee > Normal--
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SWING TII'IE (Duration of Non-Weight Bearing) (TABLE 9)

Unit - Seconds

Normal

During ascending the right limb swing time was longer than the

left, however, there was no difference betr+een limbs in descendÍng. In

comparing ascending to descending no difference was found in the right

leg but during descending the left reg had a longer swing tÍme.

Amputee

The amputee followed a silnilar pattern to the normal in 1imb dif-

ferences and cycle differences. During ascending the amputated. limb had

a longer srving time than the non-ampuLated, however in descending there

was no difference betlveen l-imbs. fn comparing ascending to descending

there was no difference in the amputated limbs, however the non-amputated

Iimb had a longer swing time in descending.

Normal- versus Amputee

During ascending the amputated limb had a longer srving time than

the normal-. During descending the amputated limb had a longer swing time

Èhan normal in the right but not left timbs.

During ascending the non-amputated Iimb had a shorter swing time than

the normal- in the teft limb but not the right. During descending there was no

difference between the norma] and the non-amputated limbs swing tÍme.

Summary

Both groups showed similar patterns.

dj-fference between limbs in both groups but

ing groups the only instance where the swing

in both l-imbs was in comparing the amputated

During ascending there vras a

not in descending. ln compar-

time difference was evident

Iimb to the normal fimbs.
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TABLE l-0. STANCE TIME (Duration of !{eight Bearing)

Unit - Seconds.

NORMAL GROUP

AI4PUTEE GROUP

NORMAL GROUP COMPARED I.ITTH AMPUTEB GROUP

RIGHT tEFT RTGHT vS.
LEFT

ASCEND 1.02 r 0.17 1.09 r 0.2 3 NS

DESCEND 0.95 r 0. 12 o.91 ! O.L2 NS

ASCEND vs. DESCEND < .001 <. 01

AMPUTATED NON_AMPUTATED AI'IPUTATED vs.
NON-AMPUTATED

NSASCEND 1.19 t 0.48 1.3r r 0.56

DESCEND 0.9I t 0.17 1.19 r 0.53 NS

ASCBND vs. DESCEN < .05 < .005

ASCEND

DtrSCEND

NORMÀL vs. AIvIPUTATED NORMÀI VS. NON-AI\.IPUTATED

RIGI{T LEFT RIGHT LEFT

NS* NS*

NS NS*

*Dispersion Significance <.01_. Amputee > Normal.
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STANCE TIME (Duration of WeighL Bearing) (TABLE t0)

Unit - Seconds.

Normal

During ascending and descending there was no difference between

limbs. In comparing ascenðing to descending the stance time was longer

during ascending.

Amputee

The amputee followed a similar pattern to the normal in linrb

similarities and cycle differences. During ascending and descending there

$/as no difference betr¡/een l-imbs. In comparing ascending to descending the

stance time was longer during.ascending.

Normal versus AmpuLee

There v/as no dif.ference between any of the group comparisons.

There h¡as a significantly greater dispersion in the amputee than the normal

in the comparisons marked with an asterisk.

Surnmary

Both groups shovred similar patterns, the ascend.ing time being

longer than the descending. Therev/ereno differences between groups.

STANCE AND SWTNG TTME D]SCUSSION

The presentation of these two times is for the possible use in

fi¡nctional el-ectrical_ stimul_ation

Discussion of the significance is difficult as a frame of refer-

ence is not present as in comparing the percentages.

It is perhaps interesting to note that d.ifferences do exist between

the groups in the swing time but not the stance time.
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ELECTROGONIOI"IETRI C DATA

In this section the following data are examined:

f) The knee joint angle at the start of the srving phase.

2) The knee joint angle at the start of the stance phase.

3) (a) The maximum knee flexion during stair cycle-

(b) The position of this maximum knee flexion with respect to

the cycle.

(c) The time of this maximum knee flexion with respect to the

start of the cycle.

4) (a) The minimum knee flexion during the stair cycle.

(b) The position of this minimum knee flexion with respect to

the cycle.

(c) The time of this minimum knee flexion with respect to the

start of the cycle.

5) The total range of movement the knee moves through during the

stair cyc1e.

ELECTROGONIO}ßTRY

The start of the stair cycle was chosen to be the start of the

swing phase, which means that the sequence demonstrated is swing to

stance. The sequence swing to stance as opposed to stance to swing was

chosen because the electrogoniometric changes occurring from the svrj-ng

to stance phase showed a more complex transition than from the stance to

swing. In stance to swing in both ascending and descending cycles there

is only a smooth transition from weight beari-ng to non-weight bearing
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from swing to stance there is awhile the knee is flexing. However,

significant change in knee motion.

The fol-lowing is a description

Ascending

of the stair cycle.

The ascending cycle demonstrates two dynamic angular changes per

cycle (figs . 46, 47) . The knee is flexing from a nearly fully extended

position as the foot leaves the step below being relieved of its weight.

Srving phase cornmences with the knee flexing rapidly to clear the step

above. Maximum flexion is reached three-fifths of the way through the

svring phase. After the step is cleared the foot is lowered and the knee

extended. As contact is made lvith the step, knee extension plateaus or

extension increases more slowly, as weight is transferred to the step.

Extension increases as the body is lifted towards the next step. Mini-

mum flexion (or maximum extension) occurs during stance phase near the

end of the cycle. Flexion nov/ begins again as weight is mostly being

born on the opposite leg, and swing phase starts again.

Descending

The descending cycle also demonstrates two dlmamic angular changes

per cycle (fig. 44 49). The knee is flexing to near its maximum fl-exed

position as the foot l-eaves the step being relieved of its weight. Swing

phase conmences with the knee in a fl-exed position reaching maximum

flexion al¡nost immediately for the foot to clear the step it is leaving.

The knee is rapidly extended as the foot seeks the step below reaching

minimum flexion nine-tenths of the way through srving. The knee begins
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flexion again in the swing phase. At the start of stance the knee is

only slightly flexed and weight-bearing pl-ateaus or slows flexÍon ini-

tiaIly. Frexion continues as the body is rowered to the next step and

concurrently weight is slowly relieved from the foot to commence the

swing phase again

It is interesting to note that one

knee during ascending in swing phase, but

during descending in swing phase. In the

change occurs during ascending and never

Stair Size

angular change occurs at the

both angular changes occur

stance phase one anguJ-ar

during descending.

There is no doubt that the size of the stair is important in the

consideration of the goniome-Lry. unfortunately, the recording of the

size of Lhe steps and the number of stairs and the stair slope is not

consistent in the l-iterature" For example, in Laubenthal's et al - (1972)

electrogoniometric study the dimens-ions of the tv/o-step platform were

not stated but the stair slope was. This alone does not alrow a car-

culation of the stair dimensi-on as can be seen below where two identicat

slopes have different stair size

FIGURE 50 STAIR SLOPE
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FIere the rise of the stair is over twice as great in (B) than in (A) but

the slope is the same. It may be assumed that the higher the step t-he

greater the flexion needed.

Other considerations should also be taken.into account, such as

the number of stairs. In short flights, è-g. two steps, the body may

not need to incline the same \day as when there are more than two steps.

This inclination would most probably modify the knee angle.

The stair slope does give an idea of angle of inclination and the

follor,ving are the slopes in all the stair studies-

Tata,3Bo

Tor,^¡nsend et al-. (1978),
(197BA) , 32o

Lau-benthat et aI . (L912) , 32o
Shinno (1968) , "calcuJ-ated

most convenient sloPe", 3Oo

turman (Lg76) , 29o
Berry (L952) , 2Bo

Building Code range 20-ALo

"optimal energy ex¡renditure" l-6-330

Shinno (1968)
"ordinary ran
20-5oo

FIGURE 5I. STATR SLOPES IN STUDIES
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TABI,E I].. KNEE ANGI;E A1 TTIE START OF SWING PIIASE

Unit - Degrees -

NORMAL GROUP

AI{PUTEB GROUP

NORMÀL GROUP COMPARED l¡lITll AI'IPUTEE GROUP

RIGHT LEFT
RTGHT vs.

LEFT

ASCEND r0t7 13 17 L\5

DESCEND B7-'9 90t7 NS

AþlPUTATED NON-AI'lPUlATED
AI'IPUTATED vs.
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND Bt6 13 17 NS

DESCEND 16 t I6 84t8 NS

NORMAL vs. AMPUTATtrD NORMAL vs. NON_AMPUTATED

RTGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS NS

DESCEND <.05* NS

*Dispersion Significance <.05. Amputee > Normal-.
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A1I the following electromyographic data is accurately transcribed

to the appropriate electrogoniograms in the previous Figures 46 Lo 49 -

KNEE ANGLE AT THE START OF S!.JING PHÀSE (TABLE 1I)

UnÍt - Degrees.

Normal

There was no difference between either limb during ascending or

descending. Comparing ascending to descending statisticalty is not mean-

ingful because they are obviously different as can be seen from Figures'

46 to 49-

Amputee

The amputee fol-l-owed a similar pattern to the normal - There was

no difference between either limb during ascending or descending -

Normal versus Ämputee

The only difference was found during descending, ín that the

amputated limb flexed less than the normal and there was a greater dis-

persion of the amputee d.ata.

Summary

During descending stairs the amputaLed limb did not flex as much

as the normal-. This may be due to the fact that the prosthesis does not

al-l-ow dorsiflexion of the ankfe which in turn limits the amount of

flexion at the knee.
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TABLE 12. KNEE ANGLE AT THE START OF STANCE PHASE

Unit - Degrees.

NORMÀL GROUP

AI'{PUTEE GROUP

NORMÀL GROUP COMPARED WITH AMPUTEE GROUP

RIGIIT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEPT

ASCEND 69 !9 71 t8 NS

DESCEND Br6 9!6 t\5

AMPUTATED NON-AI.lPUTATED
AT¡IPUTATED vs.
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND 62!16 68 18 NS

DESCEND 6r9 o+A NS

NORMAL vs. AMPUTATED NORMÀL vS. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS* NS

DESCEND NS* NS

*DÍspersion Significance <.05. Amputee > Normal.
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KNEE ANGLE AT TFIE START OF STANCE PHASE (TABLB ].2)

Unit - Degrees.

Normal

There rvas no difference between limbs during ascending or descend-

ing- Comparing ascending to descending statisticatly is not meaningful

because they are obviousry different as can be seen from Figure 46 to

Figure 49.

Amputee

The amputee followed a sj-milar pattern to the normal. There was

no difference between ei'ther timb during ascending or descending.

Normal versus Amputee

There was no difference in any of the group comparisons. However,

in ascending and descending the amputated limlc had a greater di-spersion

of the data than the normal.

Summary

There was no difference in the knee angle at the start of stance

between the two groups.
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TABLET3.MAXIMUM}3.TEETLBXIONDURfNGTHESTAIRCYCLE

Unit - Degrees-

NORMAL GROUP

AI"'TPUTEB GROUP

NOR¡{AI, GROUP COMPARtrD I^JITFI AI\'IPUTEE GROUP

RIGI{T LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

NSASCEND 90itI 93 r I0

DESCEND 91 t l0 94!B NS

ASCEND VS. DESCEN \lq NS

AI'îPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AI'IPUTATED VS.
NON_AMPUTATDD

ASCEND o2 -t- I3 90rB NS

DESCEND ol + 1) 90!7 NS

ASCEND vs. DESCEN NS NS

NORMAL VS. AT{PUTATED NORMAL vs- NON-ÀMPUTATED

RIGHÎ LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS NS

DESCEND NS NS
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MAXIMUMKNEEFLEXIONDURINGTHESTAIRcYcLE(TABLE13)

Unit .- Degrees -

Normal

There was no difference between limbs during ascending or descend-

ing. In comparing ascendíng to descending cycles there were no diferences

found -

Amputee

The amputee followed a similar PatLern to the normat in limb

similarities and cycle similarities. There v/as no díf ference bett'veen

limbs durlng ascending or descending. In comparing ascending to descend-

ing cycles there were no differences '

Normal versus AmPutee

There was no difference between any of the group comparasons.

SummarY

Amputees and normals fl-ex their knees to the same extent during

both stair cycles. This occurs during the swing phase for both cycles

and it is interesting to note that the lack of flexion in the amputee at

the start of swing is made up during the swing phase '
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TABLE14.POSITIONoFj"IAXII"IUMKNEEFLEXIONWITI]RESPtrCTToTHECYCLE

Unit - Percentage point in the cycle '

NORM¡.\L GROUP

AI\'IPUTEE GROUP

ASCDND

DtrSCEND

RIGHT LEFT
Rf Gl{T vs.

LEFT

NS

NS

24tI ZJ ! J

A+) 4!2

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATtrD
AI',IPUTATED VS.
NON-AMPUTATED

<.00r

NS

ASCEND

DESCDND

23t3
'ro + ¿

tr+l

NOR}4ÀL GROUP COMPARED WITTI AMPUTEE GROUP

NOR¡,IÀL VS. AMPUTATED I.¡ORMÀL vs. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHT LETT RTGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS
<-005

DESCEND NS NS
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POSITTON OF I'IAXTI'ÍUM IÕTEE FLEXION WIT TO THE CYCLE (TABLE 14)

Unit - Percentage point in the cycle

Normal

TherewasnodifferencebetweenLim]csduringascendingordescend-

ing.Comparingascendingtod.escendingstatisticallyisnotmeaningful

becausetheyareobviouslydifferentascanbeseenfromFigure46to

Figure 49.

Amputee

The amputee did not follow a similar pattern to the normal '

Duringascendingmaximumflexionoccurredearlierinthecycleinthe

non-amputatedlim]c.However,therev/asnodifferencebetweenLirnbs

during descending'

Normal versus Amputee

During ascending the non-amputated

earlier in the cycle than the normal limb'

any of the other group comparisons'

SummarY

Duringascendingthenon-amputatedlimbreachedmaximumflexion

earlierinthecyclethantheamputatedlimbandthenormallimb.The

reasonforthismaybebecauseduringmaximumflexionofthenon-amputated

Iimb, the amputee is bearing weight through the amputated limb' Since

thereisapreferenceforweight_bearingthroughthenon-amputatedlimb'

possiblybecauseofthegreatersta.lrilityandsensoryinput,etc.,maxi-

mum flexion occurs earlier in the cycre as a¡ indication of the shorter

swingphase.Thekneeiscontrolledwellenoughnottobeflexedsigni_

ficantly more than the normal limb' but just earlier in the cycle'

limb reached maximum flexion

There was no difference in
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TABLB15.TIME04MAXIMUMKNEEFLBXIONWITHRESPECTToTIJESTARToF
TI]E CYCLE

Unit - Seconds.

NOzu4AL GROUP

AMPUTtrE GROUP

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LELT

NS

NS

0.39 t 0.07
ASCEND

DtrSCEND

0.40 t 0.06

0.06 I 0-03 0.06 t 0.03

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AMPUTATED vs -

NON-AMPUTATED

<-005

NS

ASCEND

DESCEND

0.48 t 0.10 0.35 t 0.04

0. rI t 0.07 0.06 t 0.03

NORIqAL GROUP COI"IPARED WITI{ AMPUTEE GROUP

NORMAL VS. AMPUTATBD NORM.AL vs. NON-A¡4PUTATED

RIGTiT LEFT RTGHT LEFT

-05
ASCEND < .005

DESCEND NS* NS

*Dispersion Significance <'O0l-' Amputee > Normal'
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TII,E OF MAXIMUM KNEE FLEXTON WITH RESPECT TO THE START OF THE CYCLE

(TABLE 15)

Unit - Seconds '

Normal

As for maximum ftexion Position '

Amputee

As for maximum flexion Position'

Normal versus Amputee

During ascending the normal and non-amputated Iimbs follow the

maximumf}exionposition.However,d.uringascendingtheamputatecllimb

takes longer to reach maximum flexion than the normal '

SummarY

Thefindingsofaquickermaximumflexiontendtocorroboratethe

statementinthemaximumflexionsummaryoftheamputeehavingaprefer-

ence for weight-bearing through the non-amputated linù'

Duringascerrdingthedelayedamputat-edliÛìbpeakcomparedwiththe

normar may be due to the signiiicantly longer swing time i-n the ascending

cYcle of the amPutated timb'
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TABLE }6. MINIMUM KNEE FLEXION DURTNG THE STAIR CYCLE

NORMAL GROUP

L¡JT'T

/ao

RIGHT vs.
LETT

NS

NS

TÏ
6!6

ASCEND

DESCEND
5!6

NS

ASCDND VS ' DtrSCtrND NS

A¡,IPUTEE GROUP

NON-AMPUTATED
AI,TIPUTATED vs '
NON-AMPUTA'TED

NS

NS

AMPUTATED

o+¿

516

ASCEND 518

DESCEND 4tI0

<.0I
ASCEND vs. DESCEND NS

NOR}/IAL GROUP COMPARtrD I¡]ITTI AMPUTEE GROUP

¡f On¡fel vs - NON-AI'4PUTATED

LEFTRIGHT

ASCEND

DESCEND

NORI4AL VS. AMPUTATED

*Dispersion Significance < ' 05 ' Amputee > Normal'

NS
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MINII4UM KNEE FI,EXION DURTNG THE STAIR C (IABLB 16)

Unit - Degrees.

NormaI

There was no difference between timbs during ascendíng or descend-

ing.Incomparingascendingtodescendingcyclestherewasnodifference.

Amputee

Theamputeedidnotfollowasimilarpatterntothenormal.There

was no difference between limbs during ascending or descending' In com-

paringascendingtodescendingcyclestherev¡asnodifferenceinthe

amputated limb- However, the non-amputated limb did not extend as much

intheminimumflexionpositionduringascending.

Normal- versus Amputee

Therewasnodifferencebetweenanyofthegroupcomparisons.

However, during descending the amputee data has a greater dispersion than

the normal.

SummarY

Amputeesandnormalsextendtheirkneestothesameextentduring

both stair cycles- However, in comparing ascending to descending the

non-amputatedtimbextendslessduringascend.ing.Thismaybedueto

minimum flexion during ascend.ing being in the non-weight-bearing period

and during ascending in the weight-bearing one ' The greater flexion (or

lack of extension) may be for greater stability during weight-bearing '

(Stabilityrefersnottothestabilityofthekneejointbutthe

stability of the subject during the stair cycle. This is amplified in

the electrogoniometry summary )
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IABLE }7. POSITION OF MITIIMUM roTEE FLEXIoI-I^íIIE R]ISPECT TO THE CYCLI

Unit - Percentage Point in the cYcle.

NORMAL GROUP

RIGHT vs.
LBFT

NS

ASCEND

DESCEND

NORMAL GROUP COMPARED WITH AMPUTEE GROUP

¡TON¡,TAi, VS. NON_AMPUTATtrD

RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND

DESCEND

*Dispersion Significance < ' 05 '

**Dispersion Significance <'05'

Amputee > Normal '

Normal > Amputee '

AMPUTEE GROUP

NON-AI.{PUTATED
AI"IPUTATED VS.

NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND

AMPUTATED

cl I + g NS

NS

96f3

JJ = ()

DESCtrND 43t13

NORMAL VS. AÌ.IPUTATED

RIGHT LET'T

<.00r**

NS
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POSITION OF MINIMUM KNEE FLEXION VTITH RESPECT TO THE CYCLE (TABLE 17)

Unit - Percentage point in the cycle '

Normal

There was no difference between tir,.ù¡s d.uring ascending or descend_

ing. Comparing ascending to descending statistically is not meaningful

becausetheyareobviousJ-yd.ifferentascanbeseenfromFigure46to

Figure 49.

amputsg

Theamputeefollowedasimilarpatterntothenormal.Therewas

no difference between limbs dur5-ng ascending or descending'

Normal versus Amputee

Duringascendingtheamputatedtimbreachedminimumflexionlater

inthecyclethanthenormal,andthenormaldatahadagreaterdistri]¡u-

tionthantheamputatedlimb.Although-therervasnodifferenceduring

descending between the amputated linùl and the normal' the amputated limb

data had a significantly greater dispersion than the normal '

SummarY

Minimum frexion occurs later in the cycre in the amputated limb

than in the normar. This detay or slower extension may be to arlow the

opposítenon-amputated].imbmoretimetoreachthestepaboveandthereby

theamputeej.smorestableasminimumextensionisreached.ltis

interestingtOnotethatthenormaldataismoredispersedthanthe

amputee.Thisiscon-urarytothemajorityofdispersionsignificance

and highlights the greater uniformity of the amputees in this regard'
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TABLE 18.

CYCLE

Unit - Seconds -

NORMAL GROUP

AI'1PUTEE GROUP

NORMÀL GROUP COT4PARED WITI{ AMPUTEE GROUP

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

NS

NS

ASCEND 1.50 r 0.23 1.50 t 0.21

DESCEND 0.60 I 0.09 0.58 t 0.08

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AMPUTATtrD VS.
NON-AMPUTATtrD

-05

NS

ASCEND

DESCDND

I.94 I 0.59 I.69 I 0.40

0.91 i 0.57 0"60 t 0.06

NORMÀL VS. AMPUTATED NORMÀI VS. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGIIT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND <. o5 NS*

DESCEND NS* NS

*Dispersion Significance <'05' Amputee > Normal'
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WITH RESPECT TO THE START OF THE CYCLE
TI}4E OT MINIII,IUM KNEE FLEXION

(TABLE 18)

Unit - Seconds.

Normal-

As for minimum flexion Position'

Amputee

Duringascendingtheamputatedlimbtooklongertoreachthemini-

mumflexionpositionthanthenon-amputatedrimb.However,therewasno

clifference in descending"

ThesignificantdifferenceistheSameaSfortheminimumflexion

position. There vras a significantly greater dispersion of the data for

theamputeethanthenormal,indescend'ingnormalcomparedwíthamputated

and ascending normal comparecl with non-amputated'

sumàary

Duringascend'ingminimumflexionoccurslaterintheamputated

limb than in the non-amputated limb and the normal
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TABLE 19. TOTAL RANGE OF KNEE MOVEI,ENT DURING THE STAIR CYCLE

Unit - Degrees '

NORMAL GROUP

LtrFT
RIGI-IT vs -

L.Ër r

l\5

NS

RIGHT

ôE ¿
OJ: IT 85t9

ASCEND

DESCDND 86!IL 87 !9

ASCEND VS. DESCEND NS
NS

AMPUTEE GROUP

ASCEND

DESCEND

AMPUTATED NON_AMPUTATED
AMPUTATED vs -

NON_AMPUTATBD

- 00r

NS

BTTB 81 tB

86 IB 85t7

NS
ASCEND VS. DESCEN NS

NORMÀL GROUP COMPARED WITH AMPUTEE GROUP

NORMAL VS. AMPUTATED NORMAL VS. NON-A},IPUTATtrD

RIGHT LEFT

I\J

RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND

DESCEND

NS

À1S
NS
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TOTALRANGEoFIoIEEI{OVEMENTDURINGTHESTAIRcYcLE(TABLET9)

Unit - Degrees.

Normal

Therewasnodifferencebetweenlimbsduringascendingordescend-

ing.IncomparingascendingtodescendingcyclestherehTasnodifference.

Amputee

Theamputeedidnotfollowthenormalpattern.Duringascending

thenon_amputatedlimbmovedthroughasmallerrangethantheamputated

limb.Ho\¡JeVer,there\^¡asnodifferenceindescending'Incomparlng

ascending to clescending cycles there \¡Jas no dif ference '

Normal versus Amputee

There\¡/aSnodifferenceintotalkneerangebetweenanyofthe

group comParisons "

Summary

Amputeesa¡dnormalsmovetheirkneesthroughthesamerangeduring

bothstaircycle.Ho\^Tever,duringascendingstairsthenon-amputated

]-imbmovesthroughasignificantlysmallerrangethantheamputatedlimb.

Itwouldappearthatthisdifferenceoccursatthekneeextensionor

minimum flexion range and not at the maximum flexion' (see previous data)
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ELECTROGON TOMETRY SU¡fuYARY

There appears to be an overall similarity between the electro-

goniometric data of the two groups with the forlowing exceptions"

]) At the start of swing phase during descending the amputated

limb is not as frexed as the normal, possibiry due to the lack of dorsi-

flexion of the Prosthesis'

2) The position of maximum knee fl-exion with respect to the

ascending cycle is earlier in the non-amputated limb than in the ampu-

tated,andalsoearlierthaninthenormallimb'Thisindicatesfaster

flexion of the non_amputated ]-imb, and is also indicative of the shorter

swing and lack of reliance on the amputated limb'

3)Thepositionofminimumkneeflexionwithrespecttotheascend-

ingcycleoccurslaterintheamputatedtimbthanthenormal.Thisindi-

cates slower extension of the amputated linb'

4)Thetotalrangeofkneemotionislessduringascendinginthe

non-amputatedlimbthanintheamputated.Thetotafrangeofmovement

in both groups, horvever, is not significantly differenL'

Stabilityrefersnottothestabilityofthekneejointbuttothe

stability of the subject during the stair cycle' with the knee flexed

there is a greater capabitity for bala¡ce because the body can be moved

inbothdirectionsbyftexingandextendingthekneetomaintainbalance

of the body. Hov¡ever, rvith the knee more extended the abilit.y to con_

trolmovementislessaslessrangeisavailableinoneofthetwo

directions.
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ELECTRoMYOGRAPHTc DAq4:

Inthissectionthefollowingdataareexamined:

1) The Position of the EMG Peak'

(a)Theposj-tionoftheEt,fGpeaksexpressedwithrespectto

the cycle-

(b) The time and duration of specified peaks with respect to

the start of the cYcle '

2) The sequence of the EMG Peak '

(a)Theconsiderationofsequenceorpatternofthequadriceps

EMG Peaks-

(b)Theconsiderationofsequenceorpalternofthehamstrings

EMG Peaks.

3) The amPlitude of the EMG Peaks'

(a)Theamplitudeofeachofthequadricepsandhamstringpeaks

expressed as a percentage of a maximum voÌuntary contraction '

BE!Iê94f.II - see APPendix B'

944!!E--9lZ! - see APPendix c'

ryr¡gqgçI]9r

prior to the consíderation of the EI4G peaks the folrowing should

clarifY the data Presentation'

r)Vastusmed.iaLisobLiqueisdesígrl.a.tedI4l.Thismuscledemon-

strates only one peak in each cycle '
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2)VasttLsme&LaLisLongusisdesignatedÌnl\.Thismuscledemon-

sirates only one peak in each cycle'

3) Recl;us femoris is d'esignated' M3 ' This muscle demonstrated

three possible pealcs during the cycles:

(a)Anearlypeakwhichoccursinsrvingphase,designatedM3I.

(b) The usual peak' which is the peaJ< that occurs with the

other quad'riceps, designated M32'

(c)lhelatepeakwhichoccursinlateStancephase,designated

M33.

NomuscledemonsLraLedmorethantrvopeaks,i.e.,a}lhadanM32

and others had either an lvl3 I or an M33 but not both'

Inordertounderstandtheincidenceatableforthenormal(ra¡te

20) and amputee (Table 2I) have been completed' As can be seen the pat-

terns are comPlex'

Duringascend.ing22>"ofthenormalsand5Og¿oftheamputeeshad

atleastoneearlypeak;howeverduringdescendingl2>"ofthenormals

and 90% of the ampuLees had at least one peak'

IncomparingbothgroupsT2>"ofthenormalandgOg"oftheamputees

had at least one Peak'

Table22showsthecasenumbersinthecomparisonsofM3lpeaks.

The rate rectus femoris peak was demonstrated only in the ascend-

ingcycle.Inthenormalgrouptherewerethreelefttinr]csdemonstrating

thispeak.Intheamputeegrouptherewerealsothree,allbeinginthe

non-amPutated limb



TêE!E-2-q - TNCIDENCE OF EARIY RE

q¡quP -

2r5.

6ø" ( 1)

6% (1)

6% (1)

6e" ( t)

s0% (e)

(The number

CONSIDBRING

of suJrjects is indicated in parentheses)

BOTH CYCLES

NO PEAK PEAI(

Zge" (5) 72e" t(L3)

ASCENDING ASCENDING DESCEVNDTNG DESCdNDING

RTGHT LEFT RTGFIT LEFT

X

x

rre" (2) 17% (3) 51ø" (1I)

UNTLATERAL

tI% (2)

72e" (L3)

BILATERÀL

6re. ( lr)

CONSTDERTNG ASCENDING

NO PEAK

78% (t4)

CONSIDERING DESCENDING

NO PEAK

¿ ¿Yô, \4 )

*-l
UNILdTERJ\L BILATERAL

t7e" (3) 6e" (r)

PEAK

PEAK

282 (5)



TABLE 2I - INCIDENCE OT EARIY

93qUP.

(The number of subjects is in parentheses)

CONSIDERING BOTH CYCLES

NO PEAK PEAK

216.

10% ( r)

10e¿ ( 1)

ro% (r)

ro% ( 1)

2g+" (2)

roe" ( 1)

tos¿ ( I) 90e" | (9)

...-v- ---- * ^^-J,^-^,^ ñç-q.ç'r\ÌnrNc DESCENDING
ASCENDING ASCBNDlNG DESCENDTNG

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED AMPUTATED NON_AMPUTATED

X
1¿

X

X

50% (3R + 2L) 3g*"(1R + 2L) 60e¿(3R + 3L) 7Oe" (3R + 4L)

CONSIDERING ASCENDING

NO PEAK

50e" (5)

CONSIDERING DESCENDING

NO PEAK

50%. (5)

ü ___I
UNILATER.AI BILATERAL

2Oe" (2) 30e" (3)

9oz, (9)

-tv

UNILATERAL BILATERÃL

;=- *"^,

10% (l)
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PEAKS (M3T)

,IAP'LE 22. CASE NUMBER OF EARLY RECTUS FEMOR]S

NORI'IAL GROUP

LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

I Case
(NSD)

ll Cases

ASCEND

DESCEND

RTGHT

3 Cases
ASCEND vs. DESCEND (NSD)

AMPUTEE GROUP

NON-ASIPUTATtrD
AI4PUTATED vs '
NON_AI"lPUTATED

ASCEND

DESCEND

A¡4PUTATED

Cases

Cases

2 Cases
ASCEND vs. DESCEND 4 Cases

NORMAL GROUP COMPARED I^]ITH AMPUTEE GROUP

NORMAT VS. NON-AMPUTATDD

RTGHT LEFT

2 N (r¡sp)I A'
3N
zt\

13N
4A

ASCEND

DESCEND

IIN
3A

ì

I

I

I
t
t

¡¡ON¡¿¡T, VS. AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT

.¿ t\
3A

3N
zô

I1 N

3A
13N
3A

NSD = Not Sufficient Data
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4)VastusLateraLisisdesignatedl'l4.Thismusc}ed'emonstrates

onJ.y one Peal< in each cYcle '

5) The Lateral hanstrLng g?,oup is designdted M5. some subjects

demonstrate,d two peaks. M5r designates the only peak when a singre peak

ispresentandthefirstoftwopeakswhentwoarepresent.It45lispre-

sent in all subjects, normal and amputee ' M52 in only some'

Thesecondlateralhamstringpeak(¡,t52)in"id.enceisshownin

Tables 23 anð,24. As in M3f, the patterns are complex'

Incomparingbothgroupsg4%ofthenormalandI00g¡oftheampu_

tees showed at least one second peak '

DuringascendingBgg"ofthenorma]-andgOg"oftheamputeeshadat

leastonepeak;andduringdescendingTSg"ofthenormalandS0g¡ofthe

amputees showed at least one second peak'

of the M52 Peaks.Ta-l¡le 25 shows the case numbers in the comparrson

6) The medi,a.L hamstring gnoup ís desígnated M6 '

This muscle also demonstrated trvo possible peaks'

This first peak M61 inctudes the only peak when a

present and the first of two peaks when two are present'

has a futl subject number in both groups (I8 normal' I0

The second medial hamstring peak incidence (M62)

single Peak is

l{6 1 therefore

amputee) "

is shown in Tables

26 and 27.

Asi-ntheothertwo_peakmuscles,thepatternsarecomplex.

Incomparingbothgroupss3g"ofthenormalandI00g"oftheampu_

tees showed at l-east one Peak'

Duringascending.]Bg"oftlrenormatandlO0%oftheamputeesshow

atfeastonepeak,andduringdescendíngT2zofthenormaland90%of

the amputees showed at least one peak'

Table 29 shows the case numbers in the comparison of the M62 peaks.



TABLE 23 - INCID"NCE OF Í."'ERAL

qBqq3.

(The number of subjects is in parentheses)

CONSIDERING BOTH CYCLES

NO PEAK PEAK

6e" ( 1)

2t9.

44e" (8)

ll'g¿ (2)

6e¿ ( I)

6% (1)

LLe" (2)

6% (r)

6ø" ( t)

6e¿ (f)

ASCENDING
RIGHT

DESCENDING
RIGHT

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

x

xX

78e" (L4)

CONSIDERING ASCENDING

NO PEAK

r1% (2)

CONSIDERING DESCENDÏNG

NO PEAK

83e" ( 15 )
'72e" (L3) 612" ( Ir)

BILATERAL

722 (L3)
UNTLATERAL

L7"¿ (3)

PEAK

PEAK

78e" (L4)

þ-rl
IDI!åIE¡åL BILATERAL

ASCENDlNG

22% (4)

22ea (4) 56ø" (10)



ÎÞ3'LE 24 - INCÍDENCE OF I,ATERAI HAl"l

GROUP.

(The number of subjects is in Parentheses)

CONSIDERING BOTH CYCLES

NO PEAK

0e" (0)

DESCENDING DESCENDING

220.

lo% (r)

3oå (3)

lOe" ( 1)

ro% ( r)

10% ( r)

ro% ( 1)

t0% ( r_)

10% ( r)

ASCENDING
AMPUTATED

ASCENDING
NON-AMPUÎATED AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED

X Å

X

x

x

X

x

x

x

X

6Oe. (4R + 2L) 96ø" (4R + 4L) 2Oe"(1R + tL) 80% (4R + 4L)

CONSIDERING ASCENDING

NO PEAK

10e" ( 1)

CONSIDERING DESCENDING

NO PEAK

PEAK

90% (9)

r-_ 1__-
UNILATER.AL BII,ATERÃL

40e" (4)

UNTLAfERAL

60% (6)

50e" (5)

ggø". ( 8 )

*9
i.rçpar. BILATERAL

20e" (2)

20% (2)
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TABLE 25.

NORMAL GROUP

AMPUTEB GROUP

NORMÀL GROUP COMPARED WITH AMPUTEE GROUP

ASCEND

DESCEND

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

13 Cases

10 Cases

ASCEND vs. DESCEND II Cases 9 Cases

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
A¡4PUTATED vs.
NON-AMPUTATED

5 Cases

Cases

ASCEND

DESCEND

ASCEND vs. DESCEN
I Case

(NSD)
6 Cases

NORMAT VS. AMPUTATED NORMAL \/S. NON_AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT R]GHT LEFT

ASCEND
14N
4A

15N
2A

14N
4A

15N
4A

DESCEND
r] Ntxsor rl 

lt*ror
13N
4A

t1 N

4A

NSD = Not Sufficient Data to make a comparison'



TABLE 26 _ INCIDENCE OF ¡4EDIAL HAIV1STRTNGS SECOND PEAK (M62) IN NOR}'Iå],

9899P-

(The number of subjects is in Parentheses)

CONSIDERING BOTH PEAKS

)t)

33eq (6)

1r% (2)

6ø" (I)

11e" (2)

Lre" (2)

6ea ( l)

6e; ( I)

NO PEAK PEAK

63¿.( 15 )17ø" ( 3) oJ'ot\ rJ , _
_-..

f ^-.,^ -.¡uÍmrnrn ntrccENDTNG DEscEhDrl{GASCENDTNG DESCENDINGASCENDING
RIGHT r ç'çrn RIGHT LEFT

X

Y

X

X

x

X

X

x

x

x

X

72% (L3) 67e" (L2) 6te" ( Il)

UNILATERAL

33e" (6)

50% (9)

BTI,ATERÀL

39.-. (7)

CONSIDERING ASCENDING

NO PEAK

22ea (4)

CONS IDERTNG DESCENDING

NO PEAK

2Bz (5)

UNIT,ATERAL BILAIEEåI,

17% ( 3) 61% (1r)

PEAK

PEAK

'78e" (L4)

ü _-r



TABLE 27 _ TNCIDENCEoFMEDIALHAMSTBINçS_€EcoNDPEAK(1462)fNAMPUTEB

GROU".

(The number of subjects is in parenthesis)

CONSIDERÏNG eotH Cvci.ns

NO PEAK PEAI(

0e" (0) 100% (10)

223.

l0e¿ ( l)
AOe¿ (4)

10% (1)

20% (2)

10e¿ ( I)
19ø" ( 1)

ASCENDING
AMPUTATED

ASCENDING
NON-AMPUTAÎED AMPUTATED NoN:4¡alsr4rgP

X

x

X

X

X

x

X

x

X

x

X

X

x

70% (4R + 3L) 96e6 (5R + 4L) 20% (IR + IL) 99ø" (5R + 4L)

CONSIDERTNG ASCENDTNG

NO PEAK

0% (0)

CONSTDERII\G DESCENDING

NO PEAK

10'g¿ ( 1)

,99e" ( t0)

{v
UNILATERÄÍ. BILATERAL

PEAK

4Oz (4) 60% (6)

PEAK

90e¿.(9)

UNILATERÄf, BILATERAL

'toe" ('7 ) 2sz" (2)
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TABLE2S.CASENUMBERINI"IEDIALHA.}ÍSTRINGSSEcoNDPEAK(M62)

NORMAL GROUP

AIV1PUTEE GROUP

NORMÀL GROUP COMPARED WITH AMPUTEE GROUP

NSD = Not Sufficient Data to make a comparrson.

N = Normal -

A = Amputee.

RIGHT LtrFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

1I Cases

Cases

ASCEND

DESCEND

ASCEND vs. DESCEND 9 Cases I Cases

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AMPUTATED vs.
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND

DESCEND

6 Cases

2 Cases

ASCEND VS. DESCBN
I Case
(NDS)

B Cases

NORMAL vs. A-I4PUTATED NORMÀI vs- NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND
13N
4A

12N
lñ

13N
tr^

12N
4l\

DESCEND
II

1 I torsol e, 
I txsol 1IN

5A
Ô\I

4A
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TABLE 29.

Unit - Percentage point in the cycle '

NORMAL GROUP

AMPUTEE GROUP

NORMÂI GROUP COMPARED WITH AMPUTEE GROUP

ASCEND

DESCEND

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

< .0r

NS

46 ! 2' 44!2

84!3 aA+2

ASCEND vs. DESCEN <-o0I < .001

AMPUTATED NON_AMPUTATED
AMPUTATED vs.
NON-AMPUTATED

.o0r

NS

ASCEND

DESCEND

55r5 ¿?+5

a7 t IT 85r6

ASCEND vs. DESC <.001 <.00f

NORMAL VS. AI4PUTATEÐ NORMAL VS. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND < . oo5 .005 * NS* NS*

DESCBND NS* NS* NS* NS

*Dispersion Significance <.05' Amputee > Normal-'
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E PEAK

Unit - Percentage

Normal

point in the cYcle.

POSITION OF VASTUS MEDIALIS OBLT (I"I1) TN THE CYCLB (TABLE 29)

peaked fater than the l-eft' How-

limbs during descending' In com-

the peaks occurred irr different

During ascending the right limb

ever, there was no difference between

paring ascending to descending cycles

parts of the cYcle.

Amputee

The amputee follorved a similar pattern to the normar :-n rlm¡ ail-

ferenceandcycledifference.Duringascendingtheamputatedlirnb

peakedlaterthanthenon-amputatedtimb.However,therewasnodiffer_

ence between lÍmbs during descending. rn comparing ascending to descend-

ing cycles the peaks occurred in differerrt parts of the cycle '

Normal versus Amputee

Astherevrererightandleftlegdj.fferencesinthenormalgroup'

theanalysishad.tobedividedintoeightinsteadofintofourcompari-

Sons.HoweveraSca-ribeseenduringascendingtheamputatedtimbpeaks

Iater than the normal limb. No difference vtas found in any of the other

groupcomparisons.lheasteriskindicatesasigniíicantgreaterdis_

persion of the data for the amputees '

Ð*q'erY-

Duringascendingtherewerelimbdifferencesinbothgroups.

comparinggroups.duringascendíng,intheamputatedlimbvastusmedialis

oblique peal<s later in the cycle than in the normal limb'
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TABLB 30.

Unit - Percentage point in the cycle'

NORMAL GROUP

LEFT
RIGHT vs-

T Fllrn

< .05

RIGHT

49!3
ASCEND

DESCEND

50t3

88t3 'NS
87 X2

<.00f
ASCEND vs. DBSCEND < .00r

AIvIPUTEE GROUP

NON-AMPUTATED
AMPUTATED vs -

NON-AMPUTATED

< -00r

NS

ASCEND

DESCEND

AMPUTATED

58t5 46!5

88!1r 81 !5

<.001
ASCEND vs. DE < .001

NORMÀL GROUP COMPARED WITH AMPUTEE GROUP

NORMÀL VS. AMPUTATED NORMÀL vs. NON-ÀMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT L!;!"r'

NS* <.05
ASCEND .oor <'ool

DBSCEND NS* NS* NS* NS

*DispersionSignificance<.05.Amputee>Normal.
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poSrTIoN oa uorru, *oralts r,oxcus pnar< (t42) rN THB ffi (TABLE 30)

Unit - Percentage point in the cycle '

NormaI

The resurt of the data comparisons, with respecL to differences

de-uected are the same as vastus medialis obtique (M1) '

Amputee

The results of the data comparisons, with respect to differences

detected are the same as vastus med'ialis oblique (M1) '

Norma1 versus AmPutee

The results of the data comparisons, with respect to differences

detected are the same as vastus medialis oblique (MI) ' In addition the

ascendingleftnon-amputated.Iimbpeal<edear}ierthantheleftnormal

Iimbs.

SummarY

Durì.ngascend'ingtherewerelimbdifferencesinbothgroups.In

comparinggroupsduringascending'intheamputatedlimbvastusmedialis

Iongus peaked later in the cycle than in the normal límb' Also in

ascending the left non-amputated lírnb peaked earlier than the left

normal limb.
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TABLE 31. posrtror¡ or nECtUs F

Unit - Percentage point in the cycle'

NORMAL GROUP

AMPUTEE GROUP

ASCEND

DESCEND

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

< .05

NS

52!6 ¡o + q

83 I I3 86 19

ASCEND vs. DESCEND < . o0l <-001

A¡4PUTATED NON-AMPUTATBD
AMPUTATED vs-
NON-AMPUTATED

NS

NS

ASCEND

DESCEND

60t8 50t15

84!9 8l + IO

ASCEND vs. DESCENDI <'001 <.001

NORMÄL GROUP COMPARED WITTI AMPUTEE GROUP

NORMAL VS. AMPUTATED NORMÀ]. VS. NON_A¡4PUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND <.o5 'oo1 <-05 NSt',

DESCEND NS NS NS NS

*Dispersion Significance <'05' Amputee > Normal'
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POSITION OF RECTUS FEIV1ORIS USUAI PEAK M32) IN THE (TABLE 31)

Unit - Percentage point in the cycle'

Thispeakispresentinallcases,thereforedesignated...usual''

(see Introd.uction) -

NormaI

The resurts of the data comparisons, v¡ith respect to differences

detected t aixe- the same as vastus medialis oblique (MI) '

Amputee

Therewasnodifferencebel-weenlimbsduringascelldingor.descend-

inçI. However, comparing ascending to descending' the peak occurred at

different times in the cYcle '

Normal versus Amputee

Thedifferencesareasforvastusmedialisoblique(Mt).In

addition,theascendingrightnon_amputatedlimbpeakedear}ierthanthe

normar. However there was only one significantly greater dístribution

in the amPutee group.

SummarY

During ascending there tnlas a

In comparing groups during ascending

the cycle than the normal' Also in

limb peaked earlier than the normal'

Iimb difference in the normal group'

the amPutated limb Peaked later in

ascending the right non-amputated
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TABI,E 32. POSITION OF RECTUS FEMORTS BARLY PEAK

Unit - Percentage point in the cycle '

I.IORMAL GROUP

AMPUTEE GROUP

NORMAL GROUP COMPARED WITH AMPUTEE GROUP

IN CYCLE

ASCEND

DESCEND

RIGHT LBFT
RIGHT vs.

I FFITI

NSD ( T)

NS ( 1I)

9 I3

(10 t ,ì

46 f L6 40!L7

(30 t 19)

ASCEND vs. DESCEN NSD ( 1) NS (3)

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AIVIPUTATED VS.
NON-AMPUTATED

NS (3)

NS (4)

ASCEND

15 19

(2O ! L2)

zô T1

(3r t 24)

DESCEND

t 2440

(34 2L)

JO I I1

tL) L2)

ASCEND VS. DESCEND NS (4) NS(2)

NORMAL VS. AI"IPUTATED NORMAT VS. NON_AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ÀSCEND NS <.05 NSD NS*

DESCEND NS NS NS t\5

*Dispersion Significance <.05. Amputee > Normal'
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posrTroN oF RECTUS FEMORTS ¡enrv pear tertl re (TABLE 32)

Unit - Percentage point in the cycle

Normal and Amputee

Therev,/asnodifferencebetweenlirnbsinascendinganddescend-

ing,andnodifferencebetweenascendinganddescendingcyc}esinboth

group cÒmParisons -

Inascendingthefunctionofthisearlypeakwouldappeartobe

that of hip flexion as i.L occurs early in the swing phase. This happens

bilaterallyinonly6%ofnormalsubjects(onesubject)andbilaterally

in 30% of amputees (three subjects) '

Indescendingitv¡ouldappearthatthisearlypeakisaneccentric

action in controlling hip extension as the foot reaches for the step

below. This occurred' in 61e¿ of the normals (11 subjects) and 4Oe¿ of the

amputees (four subjects) '

For a more exact distri-bution tefer to Tables 20 and 2l

Normal versus Amputee

During ascending the left amputated

ma}. However 
.since 

there were only three

this comparison, it is difficult to make a

other comparisons \'vere not significant and

sufficient data-

Iimb Peaked later than the nor-

normals and two amPutees in

<1ef initive statement. AI1

one comparison did not have

posrTroN o!' RECÎUS TEMORI€-!êrE-1845 (M33) TN CYCLE

Unit - Percentage of cYcle
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. No table has been presented as I7e" (three subjects) ascending

(leftliÍlb)wereat969a!3%ofthecycleand30%(threesubjects)

ascending non-amputees were gL% t 1% of the cycle. No comparisons are

made because the peaks occur in one limb only and onry in one cycle -

Itwoutdappearthatthislatepeakwhichcoincideswithkneeflexion

is functional for hip flexion in these cases'

InsurnmarYtoftheotherrectusfemorispeaks(M3IandM33)it

appearsthatthis'muscleisnotofprimaryimportanceinflexingthehip

duringascendingstairsanditmoreoftenactsasacontrollerofthe

extending hip during descending stairs in an eccentric capacity.l
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TABLE 33. POSITION OF VASTUS LATERALTS (M4) PEAK IN THE CYCTE

Unit - Percentage point in the cycle'

NORMAL GROUP

AMPUTEE GROUP

NORMAL GROUP COMPARED WITH AMPUTEE GROUP

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

NS

NS

ASCEND 50 13 50 13

DBSCEND a7!4 ^1 
La

ól f J

ASCEND vs. DESCEN <.001 <.001

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AMPUTATED vs.
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND

DESCEND

57X5 46t6 .005

NS89tB 83!IO

ASCEND vs. DESCEN <.001 <.00r

NORMÀL vs. AI'IPUTATBD NORM/\I vs. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND < .005 * <.05*

DESCEND NS* NS*

*Dispersion Sigrnificance <.05. Amputee > Norma].
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POSITION OF VASTUS LATERALTS (M4) PBAK TN THE CYCLE (TABLE 33)

Unit - Percentage point in the cycle'

Normal

Therewasnodifferencebetweenlimbsduringascendingordescend-

ing. However comparilg ascending to d'escending' the peak occurred at

different Parts of the cYcle '

Amputee

The resurts of the data comparisons, with respect to differences'

are the same as vastus medialis oblique (MI) '

Amputee versus Normal

ThedifferencesareaSforvastusmedialisoblique(M1).Inaddi_

tion,duringascendingthenon_amputatedpeal<occurredearlierthanthe

normal Peak-

SummarY

Duringascendingrimbdifferenceswerefoundintheamputeegroup.

fncomparinggroupsduringascendingtheamputatedlimbpeakedlaterthan

the normal, and the non-amputated tirnb peaked earlier'

POSITION OF ADRICEPS PEAKS IN THE CYCLE_-DISCUSSION (EXCLUDING M33)

AII the Peak Positions for

52 and 53.

the two groups are sumnarized in Figures

the groups (Fig- 54) during ascending all the

stance and during descending all the peaks
As can be seen from

usual Peaks occur in earlY
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occur in late stance. This would tend to substantiate the poin'L that

during ascending maximuro contraction occurs early in the weight-bearing

toe}evatethebodyinaconcentricactionofthemuscles.LloweverI

during descending the maximum contraction occurs mainly in a breaking

effect to control knee flexion. Although this is evident, the precise

positionsofthepeakswerenoLappreciatedanditissurprisingthat

they are as polarized v¡ithin stance as they appear to be ' Not only is

the clear porarization evident but also the surprising localization of

the peaJ< position- Ïn vastus medialis oblique the peak extends only

over 4e" of the cycre and has an ascending right and left lirnb di¿ference

with only a le¿ variation in cycle mean'

Certain patterns emerge on observing the data:

Only during ascending were there within group differences; there

\¡¡as no pea)< dif ference in any of the descending ty"rt= '

rn arr the above ascending normal within group differences (Ml'

I,f2and'M32),theleftlegalwayspeakedfirstalthoughthemeandiffer-

ence v/as no more than 3% '

Whendifferencesexistedwithintheamputeegroup(MI,M2andM4)

during ascending, the non-amputated limb always peaked first'

onlyduringascendingweretheredifferencesbetweenthegroups.

Betl,ieen group di-fferences were constant in the ascending cycle

where the amputated limb always peaked after the normal (M1, M2, M32, M4).

V,]here the non-ampuated limb peak was different from the norma]- M2

left,M32right,M4)thenon_amputatedlimbalwayspeakedbeforethenorma]..
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It is difficult to give an expfanation of the above but the high

degree of consistency should lend itsel-f to an explanation'

Limbdominancemayaccountforthenormaldifferencebetween

Iimbs. It appears evident only during ascending possibly because of the

greater work involved in ascending. vÙhen less work is d'one the domin-

ance of the l-imb may not be evident because the load is more equally

distributed between the l-imbs'

Durlngascendingtheamputatedlimbpeaksmayoccurlaterbecause

the less stable of the iwo limbs needs a longer weight-bearing period'

before performing the pea.k contraction. Likewise, the non-amputåtea

limb peaks earl-ier perhaps to relieve weight from the opposite leg and

prosthesis on the step below (Fig' 5a) '

It is not possible to compare the EMG study in this thesis to

others as this work has not been done before '

However,therearesomestrikingsimilaritieswithphasj.cacti-

vity studies.

Joseph and !,laLson (Lg67) using a single el-ectrode spanning vastus

medialis and vastus lateralj-s demonstrated during ascending a single

phase of activity in early stance which is appropriate to the single

peak found in this study, and during descending a biphasic pattern

described'attheendofswingandagainatthestartofstanceissimilar

to that of rectus femoris early descending peak (Fig' 52) '

Townsend et al. QglB, 19784) who used rectus femoris as the

representative muscle for the quadriceps, demonstrated a single phase

ofactionfromearlytomidd].estancewhichisagainappropriatetothe

single peak (M32) found in this study. During descending, half the
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subjectsweremonophasicthroughStanceandhalfwerebiphasicatthe

start of stance and end of stance. This again correlates with the find-

ing in this study (M32 and M31) (Fig ' 52) '

I{hatisinterestingtonoteisthattheabovepapersstudied

phasic activity or on time, and the corre]-ation between this activity

and the peaks in our study is high, since the peaks also indicate the

phasic activity to a certain extent'
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TABLE 34. POSITTON

CYCLE

Unit - Percentage point in the cycle '

NORMÀL GROUP

A!lPU1'EE GROUP

NORMAL GROUP COMPARED T^ITTI-I AMPUTEE GROUP

RTGHT LEFT
RTGHT vS.

LEFT

ASCEND a^ t ??JJ 33t33 NS

DESCEND 44!20 4A!28 NS

ASCEND VS. DBSCEND < .01 NS

AMPUTATED NON_AMPUTATED
AMPUTATED VS,
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND ¿3 t ¿a) 2L!2A NS

DESCEND 6B + 2Y 3I t 28 < .05

ASCEND vs. DESCEN < .05 NS

NORMÀL vs. AMPUTATED NORMÄL VS. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LBFT

ASCEND NS NS

DESCEND < .05 NS
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POSIÎTON OF THE LATERAL HA¡USTRTNG F]RST PEAK (M5T) TU T4E_ÇIÇ!B (TABLE 34)

Unit - Percentage point in the cycle -

Normal

There was no difference between timbs in ascending or descending.

In comparing ascending to descending cycles the right limb showed an

earlier ascending peak position but the Ieft did, not.

Amputee

The amputee did not follow the normal pattern. During descending

the amputated fimb peaked. considera-l¡ly later Lhan the non-amputated limb-

In comparing ascending to descending cycles the amputated limb showed a

l-ater peak in descending. However, no difference was found in the non-

amputated limb.

Normal versus Amputee

During descending the amputaied limb peaked later than the normal-

Iimb. There rr/as no difference in any of the other group comparisons'

Summary

The normal group ín comparing ascending to descending cycles

showed an early right limb ascending peak.

The amputees showed in the descending cycle a later amputated limb

peak than non-amputated limb. In comparing ascending to descending

cycles, the descending amputated limb peal< was later than the ascending

peak.

In comparing groups, during descending the amputated limb peak was

later than the normal- Peak.
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TABLB 35.

CYCLE

Unit - Percentage point in the cycle '

NORMAL GROUP

AI'IPUTEE GROUP

NORMÀL GROUP COMPARED I^IITH AMPUTEE GROUP

ASCEND

DESCEND

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

NS ( 13)

NS ( IO)

59!20

(58 r 20)

68L25

rc9 ! 26)

83t20
(84 ! 19

85t17

(84 r 18)

ASCEND vs. DESCEN .0r(11) NS (9)

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AI"IPUTATED vs.
NON_AMPUTATED

NS (5)

\tc (2)

ASCEND

DESCEND

63i10 61 + I5

(5e I 22)

69!11 69 + 40

(70 + 28)

ASCEND vs. DESCEN NSD ( 1) NS(6)

NORMAL VS. AMPUTATED NORJ4AL VS. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS NS NS NS

DESCEND
NSD NSD NS <.05

NSD = Not Sufficient Data.
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POSITION oF THE T,ATERAL HAMSTBIXq JECOX!-3E45 (M5 2 (TABLE 35)

Unit - Percentage point in the cycle '

Normal

72ea of the normal group (l-3 subjects) showed a bilateral peak

(peaks in both ]imbs) during ascending ' 56e" of the group (10 subjects)

showed bilateral peaks during descending'

Therewasnodifferencebetweentim]csd.uringascend.ingordescend-

ing.Incomparingascendingtodescendingcyclesonlytherightlimb

showed an earlier ascending peak, there wasnodifferenceinthe left timb.

Amputee

50%oftheamputees(fivesu}rjects)showed'bilateralpeaksduring

ascending . 2oe" of the group (two su-bjects) showed bilateral- peaks during

descending.

There was no difference between either limb in'ascending or descend-

ing. In comparíng ascending to descending cycles' there was not suffi-

cientdataintheamputatedlifiÙcandnodifferencewasfoundinthe

non-amPutated limb.

Normal- versus Amputee

Duringascendingtheleftnon-amputatedlimbpeakedearlierthan

the left normal timbs. There was no difference in the other group com-

parisons,andthedescendingamputatedlimbcomparisonscouldnotbemade

for lack of sufficient data'

SummarY

Thenormalgroupshowed'anascendingversusdescendingdifference

in the right leg.

Incomparinggroupsduringdescendingtheleftnon-amputatedlimb

peaked earlier than the normal left limb'
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TABLE 36. POS]TION OF THE MEDIAL HAMSTRTNGS FIRST PEAK (T461) IN THE

CYCLE

Unit - Percentage point in the cycle'

I{ORIVIAL GROUP

AMPUTEE GROUP

NOR}{ÀL GROUP COMPARED WITH AMPUTEE GROUP

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT VS.

LEFT

NS
ASCEND I8 + 2A 34r35

DESCEi\D 42!3L 46!32 NS

ASCEND VS. DESCEN - oo5 Nlc

A.IvfPUTATED NON-AMPUTATBD
AMPUTATED VS.
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND L6!23 L'7 t L4 NS

DESCEND 69 t 33 50 ! ¿t < .05

ASCEND vs. DESCEN < .005 NS

NORMÃL VS. ¡\MPUTATED NORM/{L vs. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGIIT LEFT RTGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS NS

DESCEND < .05 NS
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PoSITÏoN oF TIIE MEDIAL riaMqtnrNcs rrnsr' pner (r.161(TABLE 36)

Unit - Percentage point in the cycle'

Normal

The results of the data comparisons with respect to difference

detected are the same as the lateral hamstrings first peak (M51) '

Amputee

TheresultsofthedaÈacomparisonswithrespecttodifferences

detected are Lhe same as the lateral hamstrings first peak (M51) '

Normal versus Amputee

The results of the data comparisons with respect to differences

detected are the same as the lateral hamstrings first peak (M51) '

Summary

The normal group, in comparing ascending to descending cycles'

showed an earlier right limb ascending peak'

Theamputeesshowedinthedescendingcycleanamputatedlimb

peak tater than in the non-ampuated limb. In comparing ascending to

descending, the descending amputated linrb peak was later than the ascend-

ing peak.

In comparing groups, during descendj.ng the amputated timb peak was

later than the normal Peai<.
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TABLE 37. POSITION OF THE ¡4EDIAT' HAMSTRING S

CYCLE

Unit - Percentage point in the cycle '

NORMAL GROUP

ANlPUTtrE GROUP

NORMÀL GROUP COMPAR¡D WITFI AMPUTEE GROUP

RIGHT LBFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

NS ( 11)

NS (7)

ASCEND

70 + 25

(63 x26)

63 + 2'7

(70 r 28)

DESCEND

'75 + aÀ

(19 t î ?\

a1 +)'l

(82 t 25)

ASCEND vs. DESCEND NS (9) NS (B)

AMPi]TATED NON_AMPUTATED
AMPUTATED VS.
NON-AIUPUîATED

ASCEND

tro + ? 66!27

(68 r 2s)

NS (6)

NS(2)

DESCEND

82tBO 68!40

(16 ! 23)

ASCEND VS. DESCEN NSD ( I) NS (B)

NORMAL VS. AI"IPUTATED NORMAL VS. NON_AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGF]T LEFT

ASCEND NS I\5 NS NS

DESCEND \TC NS NS NS

NSD = Not Sufficient Data.
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POSTION OF THE ¡4EDIAL FAMSTRING SECOND PEAK (M62 TN THE CYCLE (TABLE 37)

Unit - Percentage point in the cycle '

Normal

61% of the normal group (11 su-Ìrjects) showed

(peaks in both limbs) during ascending ' 39e" of the

jects) showed bilateral peaks during descending'

There was no difference between limbs during

ing. In comparing ascending to descending cycles'

differences.

Amputee

60e" of the amputees (six subjects) showed a bilateral peak during

ascending . 2}eo of the group (tr,vo subjecis) showed bilateral peaks during

descending.

The differences are as for the lateral hamstring second peak'

Normal versus Amputee

No differences were found in anY of

ever in descending normal versus amputated

data.

SunÌmary

a bilateral Peak

group (seven sub-

ascending or descend-

there vtere no

the grouP comParisons - Hov¡-

Iimbs there \n/as not sufficient

There were no differences in any comparisons where there were

sufficient data.
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posrTroN oF THE HAMSTRING pn¡48: DTSCUSSTON

In the normal , both the medial and lateral muscle groups sho¡'ved

similar patterns for first and second peaks (Fig' 55) '

Thefirstpeaksofbothgroupshavesignificantdifferencesin

the same comparison. One of the most striking observations is that the

peakdistributionismuchmoredispersedthanthequadricepsandthe

descending amputated limb has a very late peak'

The second peaks have a similar pattern to one another except

thatthelateralhamstringsecondpeakduringdescendingintheleft

non-amputated limb peaks earlier than in the normal'

Ascendinq- Amputee and Normal (Figs' 55 and 56)

Duringascendingthefirsthamstringpeakoccursalmostexclu-

sivelyduringswingphaseandwou]-dapPeartobeforkneeflexion.The

second peak in ascending appears almost excl-usively ín the stance phase'

the means of v¡hich are al-I in the first half of stance. This would

relate to the early weight-bearing phase and occurs just after the quad-

ricepspeak.Thismayrelatetothecontrolofthepowerfulkneeexten-

sion that is occurring as the body ascend's the stairs '

Descending- Normal (Fig- 55)

During descending the first hamstring peak occurs in late swing

early stance, the means in the normal occurring in early stance '

possibte functions are twofold. First, the eccentric control of

extending knee as the foot is reaching fot the step bel-ow; and

and

The

the
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Second, aS the foot reaches the step the hamstrings work to stabilize

the tibia to prevent it from flexing too quickly under the rveight of

thebody.Ineffectthehamstringsareattemptingtoextendtheknee

which is the cause of the d.elayed flexion seen on initial contact' This

appearstobecontrarytotheinitialconcep'tof-'hehamstringsaSa

kneeflexor,whichitundoubtlyis.Inthiscircumstancethefootis

fixedandthebodyismovingaroundthefootwhichpermitsthisapparent

'opposite' action-

Thispea]<couldalsocontro}hipflexionasweightisbearingon

the limb' to prevent the trunk from falling forward'

Asimilarpatternisseenduringlevelwalkingasacontrol

mechanism (Milner et aI', L97I; Battye and Joseph' L966) '

Thesecondhamstringpeakoccursatthesametimeasthepeak

quad.riceps action in the descending cycle, and it would appear to also

have a tibial stabilizing function'

Descending--Amputee (Fig' 56)

Thedescendingpatterninthatamputeeissufficientlydifferent

from the normal to warrant discussion. The first peak in the amputated

limb is distinctfy shifted more into stance phase ' This would indicate

that the amputated limb functions differently, in that tibial stalciliza-

tionoccursmuchlaterinstance.Thisismostprobablyduetothe

lack of ankre dorsiflexion capability because of the prosthesis, and

the unusually equal stance and swing phase discussed early in the Temporal

Datasection.Theeccentriccontrolinswingisnotpresent.

Thenon-amputatedlimbpeakfunctionsmoreaStlrenormallimb,

withthepeakmeanoccurringjustalit'tteearlierthanthenormal.
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Incomparingthisstudytoot}rers,JosephandWatson(1967)

stated that during ascending the activity was biphasic in swing and

early stance. This corresponds to the peak means found in this study'

Hohrever, in descending they describe a single phase though in

this study the majority demonstrated a biphasic pattern'

Townsend et aI. (f978, 19784) in their study describe the ham-

strings in ascending acting as monophasic but with 'many' biphasic

variants, 1n a similar part of the cycle to this study, i.e., end of

swing to middle of stance.

In descending, the activity was described as monophasic with

biphasicactivltyin25%.Inourstudythepercentageofbiphasicwas

higher.

PEAK POSTTTONS T'IITH RESPECT TO TIIE CYCLE

The peak positions in the cycle of the four individual quadricep

muscles has been examined. The quadriceps will now be viewed as a

group, not as individual muscles, and consideration given only to the

peak positions in the cycle. The peaks are identified as first, second,

third and last, and the early and late rectus femoris contractions are not

included. The reason for the latter two exclusions is that it allows the

extent of the usual peaks to be seen more clearly so that a greater under-

standing of the quadriceps muscles can be gained'

No comparison is made betv¡een the ascending and descending cycles

in any of the peak positions because it has been established earlier

that the peaks occur at distinctly different times (Fig. 5a) -
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TABLE 38. FIRST QUADRTCEPS PEAK WITH RESPECT To TIIE CYCLE

{Jnit - Percentage point in the cycle '

NORMAL GROUP

AI',IPUTEE GROUP

NORMAT GROUP COMPARED WITH AI4PUTEE GROUP

ASCEND

DESCEND

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

< .0146!2 44!2

80t11 82!7 NS

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AMPUTATED VS.
NON.AMPUTATED

.001

NS

ASCEND 53 t 3
d)4r¡

DESCEND 8r r 12 80t10

NORMAL vs. AMPUTATED NORMAL VS. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LBFT

ASCEND <.oof < -001 NS* NS

DESCEND NS NS NS Ntc

*Dispersion Significance <.05- Amputee > Normal'
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FIRST QUADRÏCEPS PBAK WTTH RESPECT TO THE CYCLE (TABLE 38)

Unit - Percentage point in the cycle'

Normal-

During ascending the first peaJ< occurred earlier in the right

leg.Therewasnodifferencebetweenlimbsduringdescending.

Amputee

The amputee followed a similar pattern to the normal. During

ascend'ingtheamputatedlirn]cpeakedlaterthanthenon-amputated.

Therev/aSnodifferencebetween1inibsduringdescending.

Normal versus Amputee

Du::ing ascending the amputated limb peaJced later than the normal'

There \^/ere no differences in any of the other comparisons, but during

ascending, the right non-amputated limb had a greaLer dispersion than

the right normal limb-

Summary

Duringascendinginbothgroups,therewerelimbdifferences.

Incomparinggroupstheamputatedlimbfirstpeakwaslaterthaninthe

normal limb.
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TABLE39.LASTQUADRICEPSPEAKWITHRESPECTTqTHEcYcLE

Unit - Percentage point in the cycle '

NORIUAL GROUP

AMPUTEE GROUP

NORMAL GROUP COMPARED WTTH AMPUTEE GROUP

RTGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

NS
(.oss)

NS

ASCEND 54 15 51 ! 4

DESCEND 89 13 90!4

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AIIPUTATED VS.
NON-A¡4PUTATED

ASLIiT\LJ 62!6 47 !5 <.001

DESCEND 9L!6 87 t4 NS

NORMAL VS. AMPUTATBD NORMAI vs. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND <.001 <-05

DESCEND NS* NS

*Dispersion Significance <.01. Amputee > Normal-.
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T,ASTQUADRTCEPSPEAKWTTHRESPECTTOTHECYCLE(TABLE39)

Unit - Percentage point in the cycle'

Normal

Nod.ifferencewasfoundbetweeneitherlimbinascendingor

descending. As can be seen the ascending probability was just too high'

Amputee

T'heamputeedid.notfollowthenormalpattern.Duringascending

the ampuLated limb peaked later than thenon-amputatedlimb' There was

no difference between limbs durinq descend'ing'

Normal- versus AmPutee

During both ascending comparisons there were differences, the

amputatedlimbpeakingafterthenormalandthenon_amputatedlimbbefore

the normal. In descending the amputated limb had greater data disper-

sion than the normal limb'

Summary

Duringascendingtheamputatedlimbpeakedlaterthanthenon-

amputated lÍmb. In group comparison during ascending the amputated timb

peaked later than the normal and the non-amputated l-imb peaked earlier'
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TABLB 40. DURATION OF TI]E DRICEPS PEAKS \'TITH RESPECT TO CYCLE

Unit .- Percentage of cycle '

NOR-}4AL GROUP

AMPUTEE GROUP

NORI{AI GROUP COMPARED WITTI AMPUTEE GROUP

*Dispersion Significance <.05 -

**Dispersion Significance <-05.

Normal > AmPutee.

Amputee > Normal.

ASCEND

DESCEND

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

NS

NS

"+q
o:9

o + 1'l Br9

ASCEND VS. DESCEN NS NS

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AIIIPUTATED VS.
NON-AMPUTATED

NS
( .06)

NS

ASCEND

DESCEND

9r5 )!¿

totI0 7t9

ASCEND VS. NS NS

NORMAL VS. AMPUTATBD NORIV1ÄL VS. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RTGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS NS*

DESCEND NS ** NS
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DURATION OF THE ADRICEPS PEAKS WITH RESPECT TO THE CYCLE (TABLE 40)

Unit - Percentage of cycle

Having considered the differences in the position of the first

and last peak, the information gained does not indicate v¡hether the

duration of the peaks expressed as a percentage of the cycle is differ-

ent. For this reason the differences in cycle percent was analysed'

As can be seen from Ta]¡le 40 there \{ere no significant differ-

ences in any comparison- However it is worth noting that during ascend-

ing the non-amputated lirnb has the shortest duration of peaks and a

significantly smaller dispersion than the normal Iimb. This means that

the peak force from the muscle is applied over a shorter period of time '

Apossiblereasonforthisisthattheamputeeismoredependent

on the non-amputated for greater propuÌsion in ascending than descending'

This can also be described as a more impulsive action. An impulse is a

force acting over a very short time (Duncan and starling, 1927) '

InFigure5Tthefirstandlastpeaksareshown.Thetwogroups

appear to be very similar particularly if one considers the apparent

delay in ascending in the amputee groupi a relationship to its longer

swing phase. (see Page 273)
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THE TIME AND DURATION OF EMG PEAKS I^ITTH RESPECT TO THE START OF THE

CYCLE (TABLES 4l to 50)

The purpose of establishing the time and duratíon of certain peaks

is trvofol-d.

f) It is hoped. that the clinicaf application of functionaf elec-

trical- stimulation will be made at some future date for appropriate

rpatients ín stair climbing. As the previous data regarding pealcs is

expressed as a percentage of or a percentage point in the cycle it cannot

be easily converted into t.ime units. Ho\nlever, with time units thp

maximum stimulation, which would appropriately coincide with the peaks

found in this study, can be triggered from a foot switch unit on the

same or opposite leg. this topic is discussed in the future clinical

application section.

2) The verification of whether a peak sequence exisLs will be

dependent upon the capabilíty of the system to distinguish between peaks.

As calcul-ated earlier, should two peaks exist within .OI second of each

other, the system used would not be able to detect the difference - Ii,

however, the peaks are further apart than this then one can distin-

gruish separate peaks. As can be seen in the following tables the peak

separations are considerably longer than this and establishment of a

seguence is therefore vafid. The next section discusses this.
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TABLE 4I" TII"IE OF FIRST QUADRICEPS PEAK

Unit - Seconds.

NORI'{AL GROUP

AIUPUTEE GROUP

NORI{AL GROUP COMPARED WITH AMPUTEB GROUP

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

ASCEND 0.78 t 0.12 0.74 ! 0.11 NS

DESCEND L.28 ! O.22 r.36 X O.22 NS

AI'lPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AMPUTATED VS.
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND r.l0 1 0.42 0.79 t 0.18 <.01

DESCi]ND r.56 t 0.66 I.47 ! O .42 NS

NORMAL VS. ÀMPUTATED NORMÄI vS. NON_AMPUTATtrD

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND <.05* NS

DESCEND NS* NS

*Dispersion Significance <-05- AmpuLee > Normal'
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'IÞJ;LE 42. TrlE OF LAST QUADRTC

Unit - Second.

NORMAL GROUP

AI4PUTEE GROUP

NORMAL GROUP COMPARED WITH AI4PUTEE GROUP

RTGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LE.FT

NS

NS

ASCEND 0.90 t 0-17 0.87 t 0.14

DESCIlND L.42 ! O.LA 1.45 I O.17

AMPUTATED NON_AMPUTATED
A}{PUTATED VS.
NON-AI4PUTATED

ASCEND L.21 ! O.46 0.88 1 0. IB < .005

NS
DESCEND r.76 ! O.72 1.61 r 0.40

NORMAL VS. AMPUTATED NOR}TAL VS. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND <.005* NS

DESCEND NS* NS*

*Dispersion Significance <-05- Amputee > Normaf'
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TABLE 43. TII{E FROM FIRST TO IÄST QUADRICEPS PE

Unit - Seconds.

NORMAL GROUP

AIVIPUTEE GROUP

NORMAL GROUP COMPARED WITI.I AMPUTEE GROUP

*Dispersion Significance <.05. Amputee > Normal"

**Dispersion Significance <.05. Normal > Amputee.

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LBFT

ASCEND 0.13 t 0.09 0.13 I 0.07 NS

DESCEND o.15 r 0.21 o-ll t 0.11 NS

ASCEND VS. DESCEND NS NS

AMPUTATED I\ON-AMPUTATED
AMPUTATBD VS.
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND o. t7 t 0.12 0.09 t 0.03 <. o5

DESCEND o.2L X O.2I 0.13 r 0. t5 NS

ASCEND vs. DESCEN t\5 NS

NORMAL vs. AMPUTATED NORMÄL vs. NON-AMPUTATDD

RIGHT LEFT RTGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS* NS**

DESCEND NS X- NS
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TABLE 44. TII'IE BETWEEN FIRST AND SECOND AUADRICEP

Unit - Seconds -

NORMAL GROUP

AMPUTEE GROUP

NORM.AL GROUP COMPARED i^]ITH AMPUTEE GROUP

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

NS
ASCEND 0.015 ! 0.04 0.06 1 0.02

DBSCEND 0. 10 t 0.20 0.05 I 0.08 NS

ASCEND vs. DESCEND NS NS

AMPUTATED NON_AMPUTATED
AII'IPUTATED VS.
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND 0.07 t 0.07 0.03 t 0.02 N5

DESCEND 0.07 t 0.06 0.05 t 0.03

ASCtrND vS. NS NS

NORI4AL VS. AMPUTATED NORMAL VS. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFî

ASCEND NS* < .005

DESCEND NS NS*

*Dispersion Significance <.05. Amputee > Normal-.
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TABLE 45. TTME BETWEEN SECOND AND THIRD QUADRICEPS PEAKS

Unit - Seconds -

NORMAL GROUP

AI'TPUTEE GROUP

NORMÄL GROUP COMPARED Í^IITH AMPUTEE GROUP

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

\1C

NS

ASCEND o.o2 ! O.O2 0.03 ! 0.03

DESCEND 0.02 I 0.03 o.o2 ! o.o2

ASCEND vs. DESCEN NS NS

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AMPUTATED vs.
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND

DESCtrND

0.03 ! 0.02 0.04 t 0.03 NS

NS0.07 t 0.14 0.05 I 0.11

ASCEND vs. DESCEND NS NS

NORMAL VS. AMPUTATED NORMAL vs. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGI.IT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS NS

DBSCEND NS* NS*

*Dispersion Significance < - 05 - Amputee > Normal- '
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TABLE 46. TIivIE BETT{EEN THTRD AND FOURT4_-QUADRIçEPS PEAKS

Unit - Seconds.

NORMAL GROUP

AI"IPUTEE GROUP

NORM.AL GROUP COMPARED WITTI ÀMPUTEE GROUP

*Díspersion Significance <.05. Amputee > Normal-

**Dispersion Significance <.05. Normal > Amputee.

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

NS

NS

ASCEND 0.06 t 0.07 0.04 t 0 .05

DESC[ND 0.02 f 0.02 0.04 t 0 .05

ASCtrND vs. DESCE Àtc NS

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AMPUTATED VS.
NON-AMPUTATED

NS
ASCEND

DESCtrND

0.08 I 0.11 o.o2 x o.o2

0.07 t 0.1-1 0.03 t 0.03 NS

ASCEND vs. DESCEND NS NS

NORMAL VS. AMPUTATED NOR¡4AL vs. NON-AMPUTATBD

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS* NS**

DESCEND NS* NS
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TABLE 47. TIME OF FIRST LATERA]' HAMSTRTNG PEAK (M51)

Unit - Seconds -

NORMAL GROUP

AI'IPUTEE GROUP

NORMAL GROUP COMPARED WITH AMPUTEE GROUP

RlGHT LEFl
RIGHT vs.

-!E-ET-

NS

i\5

ASCCND o.37 ! O.49 0.55 t 0.55

DESCEND 0.70 r 0.31 0.76 t 0 .45

ASCtrND VS. DESCEND NS NS

AMPUTATED NON-A}lPUTATED
AI"IPUTATED vs.
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND o.43 ! O.49 0.38 t 0.48 nTc

< .05
D]]SCEND 1. 35 r 0.93 0-55 r 0.48

ASCEND vs. DESC <. 05 Àrc

NORMAL VS. AMPUTATED NORMAL vs. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS NS NS NS

DESCEND NS* NSX NS NS

*Dispersion Significance <.05. Amputee > Normal-
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TABLE 48. TII{E OF SECOND LAÎERAL HAMSTRING PEAK (M52

unit - Seconds.

NORMAL GROUP

AMPUTEE GROUP

NORMÀL GROUP COMPARED WITH AI"IPUTEE GROUP

*Dispersion Sigrnificance < .05 .

NSD : Not Sufficient Data.

RIGHT LBFT
RïGHT vs.

LEFT

ASCEND 1.01 l 0.35 r-L6 ! O.47 l\5

DESCEND 1. 35 t 0.36 1.36 t 0.33 NS

ASCEND vs - DtrSCEND < .05 NS

AI4PUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AMPUTATED vs.
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND r.36 r 0.74 r.24 ! O.46 NS

DESCEND 1.56 t 0.55 L.26 ! O.89 NS

ASCEND vs. DESC NSD NS

NORMÀL VS. AMPUTATED NORMÀL vs. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHT L]]FT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS NS NS NS

DESCEND NSD NSD NS* NS

Amputee > Normal.
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TABLE 49. TrME oF rrRsr MEDTAI M

Unit - Seconds-

NORMAL GROUP

AI\4PUTEE GROUP

NORMÀL GROUP COMPARED WITTI AMPUTEE GROUP

RIGHT LBFT
ÈIGHT vs.

LEFT

NS

NS

ASCEND o.29 ! O.42 0.58 t 0.59

DESCEND 0"68 I 0.51 0.74 t 0.51

ASCEND vs. DBSCEND < .01 NS

AMPUTATED NON_AI.{PUTATED
ÀMPUTATED vs.
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND 0.30 t 0.43 0.33 t 0.25 NS

< .05
DESCEND I.38 I 0.98 o .64 XO.41

ASCEND VS. DESCEN <-05 NS

NORMÀL VS. AMPUTATBD NORX.AI VS. NON_AMPUTATED

RIGHT LBFÎ RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS NS NS NS

DESCEND < .05 NS* NS NS

*Dispersion Significance <-05. Amputee > Normal'
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TABLE 50. TI¡4E OF SECOND MEDIA], HAMSTRING PEAK ([{62)

unit - Seconds.

NORM.¡\L GROUP

¡ìI4PUTEE GROUP

NORMAL GROUP COMPARBD WITH AMPUTEE GROUP

*Dispersion Significance <.05. Amputee > Normal.

NSD = Not Sufficient Data.

RIGHT LEFT
RTGHT vs.

LEFT

NSASCEND L.22 L O.52 r.08 r 0.54

DESCEND 1 )1 + ô ¿q r.36 I 0.34

ASCEND vs. DESCEND NS NS

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AI'IPUTATED vS "

NON-AI'lPUTATED

ASCEND t.l_9 I 0"52 l.28 t 0.54 NS

DESCEND L.48 ! O.67 I.26 r 0.90 NS

ASCEND Vs. DESCEN NSD NS

}JORM.AL VS. A-},IPUTATED NORMÀL vs. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RTGHT LEFT

ASCBND NS NS NS NS

DESCEND NSD NSD NS* NS
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TIME AND DURATION OF BI4G PEAK--DTSCUSSION

As explained earlier in this section, the purpose of presenting

temporal data is for the appJ-ication of functional electrical stimula-

Lion and to quantify the systems capability to estabtish whether a

sequence analysis should be pursued'

the sequence analysis of our daLa which follows has greater

validity since it is now established that the sfstem is capable of

detecting aII sequence differences should they exist'

Inter-peak time differences are not presented for the hamstrings

because the hamstring peaks are more distinctly spaced then the guadri-

cep peaks (rigs. 55 and 56) -

EMG PEAK SEQUENCE

One of the objectives of this study was to ascertain whether or

not there was a consistenl- sequence in the peak EMG activity of the

quadriceps and hamstrings. The reason for this is that should there

be a consistent sequence of contraction it would be more credible to

ascribe specific function to each muscle. If there were no sequence or

a random occurrence, it would be reasona.ble to say that there v/as no

functionat difference between the muscles. It is known that the three

heads of triceps brachii work in different but recognízed ways ín elbow

extension(Travill,1962),howeverthisisnotthecaseinelbowflexion

where there is rarely unanimity of action (Basmajian and Latif, Lg57) '

In this study a seguence analysis v/as made to see if the knee extensors

had a consistent EMG pattern, ê.9., Iike the elbow exterisors' or not,

e.g. , fike the elbow flexors . the same anafysis was done for the hamstrings '
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The method j-n which this \^/as ascertained was by a statistical

analysis caIled Kendall coefficient of concordance in which the hypo-

thesÍs states that when there is no concordance, a low probability rvould

reject this hyPothesis-

To establish the sequence for each subject the peak distance from

the start of the cycle to the appropriate muscle peak was measured ín

each of the three runs for both ascending and descending cycles' The

measurements for each muscle in each cycle were added and the Sequence

for that subject estal¡lished.

when considering the quadriceps sequence only, M32, the usual

rectus femoris peak rvas used.

From the previous data presented one can see that each of the

quadriceps and hamstring peaks occurs at separate and measurabl-y dif-

ferent times. The following analysis now determines concordance or

the esLablishment of a sequence.
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TABLE 51. QUApRICEPS PEAK SEOUBNCE IN NORIVIA]JS USING KENDAIL¡S

CoEFFTCTENT OF CO!!çQ8!êNCB

ASCEND RIGHT

I{EAN RANK - VMO - Vt'1L - RF - VL

I.056 2.8A9 3-278 2"17A

CONCORDANCB SIGNIFTCANCE <.OOOOI (L423)

SEQUENCE - VMO - VL - VML -RF

ASCEND LEFT

MEAN RANK - VMO - Vì4L - RF - VL

t.056 3.000 2.722 3-222

CONCORDANCE STGNTFTCANCE <.OOOOI (L324)

SEQLTENCE - vMo - RF - vI',lL - vL

DESCEND RIGHT

I{EAN RÄNK - VMO - VML - Rr. _ VL

I.333 3.278 2 -722 2.667

CONCORDANCE SIGI\¡IFICANCE .OOO1 (1432)

SEQUENCE - vMo - vL - RF - vML

DESCEND LEFT

¡,TEAN RANK - VMO - VI4L - RF _ \rL

r.444 3.500 2 -444 2 -6Lr

CONCORDANCE SIGNIFICANCE <.OOOOI (L342)

SEQUENCE - VMO -RF -\rL -VMr
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QUADRTCEPS PEAK SEQUENCE

Normal Group (Table 5I)

Ascending. There was a highly significant concordance for the

foJ-lowing sequence.

RIGHT L]I{B - VMO - VL - VI{L - RF

LEFT LI}4B _ \'I\4O _ RF _ \,TML - VL

The muscfes that are consistently in the same sequence are the

two parts of the vastus medialis, being first and third in sequence.

Descending. There \4Ìas a highly significant concordance for the

following sequence.

RIGHT LIMB - VMIO - VL - RF - VML

LEFT LIMB - VMO - RF - VL - VML

The muscles that are consistently in sequence are the two parts

of the vastus medialis, being first and last in sequence.

Normal Group Surnrnary

Vastus medialis oblique was the only muscle to maintain a constant

first position in aII seguences, being the first in both limbs and both cycles -

Vastus medialis longus demonstrated the same position for both limbs

in ascending and descending cycles. Hovr'ever in ascending it is the third

peak for both limbs and in descending it is the fourth peak for boi:h limbs -

Rectus femoris demonstratecl in ascending a fast and second peak and

in descending a third and secondpeak. There appears to be a limb and not cycle

consistency as it is the second peak in the left limb for both cycles.

Vastus lateralis demonstrated in ascending a second and fourth peak

and in descending a second and third. peak. There appears to be a limb and not

cycle consistency as it is the second peak in the right limb for both cycles -
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TABTÈì 52

COEFFIC]ENÎ OF CONCORDANCE

ASCEND AMPUTATED

I4EAN RANK - VMO - VI4L - RF - VL

1.300 3.400 3-000 2.300

CONCORDANCE SIGNIFICANCE .OO2 (L432)

SEQUENCE - VMO -VL -RF -Vl4L

ASCEND NON_AMPUTATED

MEAN RANK - VMO - V¡'IL - RF _ VL

1.500 3.r00 2.600 2.800

CONCORDANCE SIGNIFICANCE .03 (L342)

SEQUENCE - vMo - RF - VL -vML

DESCEND AMPUTATED

MEAN RANK - VMO - VML - RF - VL

2 .000 3 .200 2 .000 2 .800
't

CONCORDANCE SIGNIFICANCE .09 (;42)

NO SIGNIFICANCE SEQUENCE

DESCEND NON-AI4PUTATED

MEAN RANK _ VMO - VM], - RF - VL

2 .'700 3 .450 r. 700 2 .L50

CONCORDANCE SIGNIFTCANCE .O2 (34L2)

SEQUENCE - R¡' - VL - vMo - vI{L
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Amputee Group (Ta-ble 52)

Ascending. There v/as a significant concordance for the following

sequence.

A}.IPUTATED LIMB - VMO _ VL - R¡. - VML

NON-À},IPUIATED LIMB - VMO - RI. - VL - V¡4L

The muscles that are consistently in the same sequence are the

two parts of vastus medialis being first and last in sequence.

Descending. As the concordance significance was .09 in the ampu-

tated limb no significant sequence should be attributed to the limb.

AMPUTATED LIMB - No seguence because concordance is not significant

NON-AI4PUTATED LTMB - RF - VL - VMO - VML

Amputee Group SurnmarY

. 
Vastus medialis oblique maintained its first position in ascend-

ing but not in the single descending cycle available for comparison.

Vastus medialis longus was the only muscle to maintain a constant

and specific last position in atl the sequence analysed'

Rectus femoris demonstrated second and fourth peaks in ascending

and the only first peak in descending, which was unique as vastus medialis

oblique was first in ascending -

Vastus lateral-is demonstrated second and third peaks in ascending

and a second Peak in descending-

The descending amputated limb had no sequence which tends to

indicate a lack of specific function of the muscl-es during this action'
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TABrIì 53 - OUaORICepS pEAK SEOUENCE IN NORMAL AND AMPUTATED LIl"fBS,

usfNG KENDATL' S COEFFTCTEN!- IF-gONCORDANCE

ASCEND RTGHT

MEAN RANK - VMO - V¡'tr' - RF - VL

1.040 3.000 3.260 2 -700

CONCORDANCE SIGNTFTCANCE <.OOO]- (L423)

SEQUENCE _ VMO - VL - VML _ R-T'

ASCEND LEFT

MEAN RANK _ VMO - VML - RF - VL

r. r70 3 .090 2 -740 3 .000

CONCORDANCE STGNIFICANCE <.OOO1 (1324)

SEQUENCE - vMo - R-r' - vML - vL

DESCEND RIGHT

MEAN RANK - VMO - VI\4L - RT' _ VL

1.570 3.170 2-520 2-740

CONCORDANCE SIGNTFICANCE <.OOO1 (L342)

SEQUENCE - VMO - R-r' - vL - vML

DESCEND LEFT

MEAN RAM< - VIIO - \NfL - RF - \IL

].480 3.520 2 .390 2.6LO

CONCOFDANCE STGNIFICANCE <.OOOI (L342l'

SEQUENCE - VMO - RF - vL - vML
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Normal and Amputee Group Comparisons (Tables 53 and 54)

In comparing the two groups, the follorving must be born in mind:

Since the amputees' Iimbs are not designated right and left, no compari-

son can be made unless the amputu."t li*b= are so designated' This

means that ín tJre comparison 18 normal l-inrbs and five amputated limbs

are comparedr and because of the number variation, the possible sequence

comparison may be affected-

what is perhaps most surprising is the constancy of sequence rvhen

the amputee group is added, and the fotl-owing points are worth noting:

1) vastus medialis oblique is consistently the first peal( irre-

spective of group, limb or cycle. This is the only muscle of the four

Lo remain in the same position for the 12 sequences studied

2)Vastusmedialislongusisalwaysthethirdpeakduringthe

ascending cycle and always the last peak, during the descending cycle'

This demonstrates a dj-stinct and differer:t ascending and descending

function

3)Themostconsistentsequenceineightoftheì.2,is:first,

vastus nediatis oblique; second, rectus femoris; third' vastus lateralis;

fourth, vastus medialis longus-

Having established that a c1ístinct sequence of contraction exists,

particularly for the normal group, ascribing function is more speculative.

It v¡oul-d be reasonable to say that the function ascribed to the

vastus medialis obtique, that of patelJ-ar alignment or correction of the

Iateral pull of the other quadriceps woul-d' be more appropriately subserved
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TèE!E_14 - OUApRICEPS PEAK SEOUENCE IN NORI{AL ÄIqD NON-AMPUTATED

LIMBS, USING KENDA]-L'S COEFFICIENT OF CONCORDANCE

ASCEND RTGHT

MEAN RANK - VMO _ VML - RF - VL

1.170 3.040 3.040 2.740

)
coNcoRDANcE srGNrFrcANcE <.ooot (r4;)

J

SEQUENCE-vMO-VL-vML
RF

ASCtrND LEFT

MEAN RANK _ VMO - \A{L _ RF - VL

r.r3o 2.9ro 2.'780 3-170

CONCORDANCE SIGì\iIFICANCE <-0001 (L324)

SEQUENCE - vMo - RF vML - vL

DESCEND RTGHT

MEAN RANK _ VMO - VMl, - RF - \rL

I.7OO 3.220 2.650 2 -430

CONCORDANCE STGNIF]CANCE .OO1 (T342)

SEQUENCE - vMo - RF - VL - vML

DESCEND LEFT

MEAN RANK - VMO - VTV1L _ RF _ VL

r.650 3.590 2-I30 2-630

CONCORÐANCE SIGNIFTCANCE <.OOOI (L342)

SEQUENCE - VMO - RF - VL _ VML
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if this muscle contracted before the other quadriceps so that the

patella is aPProPriatelY aligned

This explanation is appropriate for why the peaks should occur

earlier andnotl-ater. However this does not account for a similar bio-

mechanicaf result if the musqle contraction occurred at the same time-

This may be because there may be a more efficient correction of the con-

siderably higher lateral- torque than medial torque on the patella when

it occurs earlier. The higher Iateral- torque isproducedbythe rest of

the quadricePs.

The evidence

deduction which has

sLructure.

/
a quantifÍed su.]¡stantiation of this

this muscle by reason of its

and descending Pat'ternrand

and at this time the author

patterns seen in the other

in this studlt

been ascribed

is

to

The vastus medialis longus ascending

the most consistent sequence are an enigma

cannot give an explanation for the distinct

muscles.
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TABLE 55 - I]A}4STRING PEAK SEQUENCE IN NORMALSI USING KENDALL'S

COEFFTCIENT OF CONCORDANCE

ASCEND RIGHT (l-2 Cases)

MEAN RANK - LHI - LH2 - MHI - 1"1H2

1 " 583 3.500 r .4I7 3 .500

CONCORDANCE SIGNIFICANCE <"00001 (675162
sz)

SEQUENCE - MHl - LHl - v1H2

LH2

ASCBND LEFT (11 Cases)

MEAN RANK - LHt - LH2 - MHI - l"lÉz

1.636 3.818 L.364 3. lB2

CONCORDANCE SIGN]FICANCE <.OOOO1 (67516252)

SEQUENCE - MHI - LH} _ T4H2 - LH2

DESCEND RIGHT (11 Cases)

MEAN RANK - LHI _ LH2 - MHl _ I4H2

r.636 3.455 L.364 3.545

CONCORDANCE SIGNIFTCANCE <-00001- (675y5262)

SEQUENCE - MHl - LHI - LHz - r'|fl;,2

DESCEND LEFT (9 Cases)

MEAN RANK - LHT _ LHz - MHl - MH2

L.661 3 "556 L.444 3.333

CONCORDANCB SIGNIFICANCE .0002 (6L5L6252)

SEQUENCE - MHI - LHI - I'1H2 - LH2
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HA}{STRTNGS PEAK SEQUENCE

While the quadriceps have a coÍìmon insertion, the hamstrings have

a common origin. This means that the distal insertions, because they

are at different places can more plausibly have different function and

sequence. The hamstrings have all but one head of one muscle spanning

two joints and the quadriceps have all- but one muscle spanning a single

j oint .

Hor,/ever, as mentioned earlier, a Sequence need not necessarily

exist.

It should be noted that only subjects with all-

be con,sidered in the concordance so the case numbers

four peaks could

are not constant.

Ascending. There v/as a highlY

following sequence.

RIGHT LIMB _ MHl - LHl - MH2
LHz

siginificant concordance for the

LEFT LIMB - MH]- - LHT - MH2 - LH2

The sequence of peaks is essentially the same for both right and

Ieft except the last two peaks are tied for the right limb.

Descending. There was a highly significant concordance for the

followíng sequence.

RIGHT LIMB - MHl - LH]- - LH2 _ I'1H'2

LEFT LIIVIB - MHI _ LHI _ W12 _ LH2

The first two peaks are the same for either limb and the third

and fourt.h are reversed.
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TABLE 56 _ H¡\MSTRTNG PEAK SEOUENCE IN AMPUTEES, UETNG KENDALL'S

COEFFIENCE OF CONCORDANCE

ASCEND AMPIIIATED (6 CASCS)

MEAN RANK _ LHI - LHz - MHl _ V}12

r.667 3.833 1.333 3.L67

CONCORDANCE SIGNIFICA}ICE .OO2 (6Y516252)

SEQUENCE - MHI - LHt - I'H2 - LHz

ASCEND NON-AITPUTATED (8 Cases)

MEAN RANK - LHI - LÍ12 MHI- - r{,jj-2

1 .500 3 . 378 1.500 3 .625

CONCORDANCE STGNTF]CANCE .OOO2 (5y5262)
61

SEQUENCE - lirlt - LH2 - MH2

LHl

DESCEND AMPUTATED (2 CASCS)

MEAN RANK - LH]- - LH2 _ MHl _ IUIH2

1.500 3.500 1.500 3.500

CONCORDANCE STGNIFTCANCE .1870 (5152)
(6y62)

NO SIGNIFICANCE SEQUENCE

DESCEND NON-AMpUTATEn (8 Cases)

MEAN RANK - LHl - LH2 _ MHl _ Mú'T2

r.250 3.L25 1.750 3.875

CoNCTRDANCE SIGI{TFICANCE .0001 (5t6t5262)

SEQUENCE - LHI- - MHl - LHz - ¡4H2
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Normal Group Summary

Lateral hamstring first peak (M5I) maintained a consistently

second placed peak in both timbs and both cycles'

Lateral hamstring second peak (M52) was either tied third, third

or fourth peak.

Medial hamstrings first peak (M6I) maintained a consistently

first place peak in both linÙcs and both cycles '

Medial- hamstrings second peak (M62) was either tied third, third

or fourLh Peak.

There was a regular and consistent sequence for the first þeafcs

of the two hamstring grouPs.

Amputee Group (Tabte 56)

Ascending. There vras a significant concordance for the follow-

ing sequence.

AMPUTATED LIMB - MHI - LHl - T4H2 - LH2

NON-AMPUTATED LTMB - I4HT _ LH2 - MH2
LHI

The first peaks of both the hamstring groups appear first.

Descending.

AMPUTATED LIMB - No sequence because concordance is not significant

NON-AMPUTATED LIMB _ LHI - ¡'TiI _ LHz - YTH2

Amputee Group Summary

Lateral hamstrings first peak (M51) was either first, tied first

or second.
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TABLE

USING KENDA],L'S COEFFÍCTENT OF CONCORDANCE

ASCEND RIGHT (16 Cases)

¡,IEAN RANK - LHl _ LH2 - MHl - MH2

r.630 3 .560 l. 380 3 .440

CoNCORDANCE SIGNIFICANCE <.0001- (6L5t6252)

SEQUENCE - MHl - LHl - ¡4H2 - LH2

ASCEND LEFT (13 Cases)

MEAN RANK _ LI.II _ LH2 - MHI _ MH2

r.620 3.850 1.380 3.150

CONCORDANCE SIGNIFICANCE <.OOOI (61516252)

SEQUENCE MHl - LHl - W12 - LH2

DESCEND RrcHT (12 Cases)

MEAN RANK _ LH]- - LH2 _ MHl _ MHz

I.610 3.500 1.300 3.500

CONCORDANCE SIGIñIFICANCE <.0001 (61-5162)
52

SEQUENCE-MHl-LHl-MH2
LH2

DESCEND LEFT (IO C'ASES)

MEAN RANK _ LHl - LHz _ MH] - MH2

1.600 3.500 ]- 500 3.400

CONCORDANCE SIGNIFICANCE <.0001 (6¡5y6252)

SEQUENCE - MHl - LHI- - y.ú12 - LH2
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Lateral hamstrings second peak (M52) was third or fourth.

Medial hamstrings first peak (M61) was either first, tied first

or second peak.

Medial hamstrings second peal< (M62) was either third or fourth-

The first two peal<s were al-ways the first peaks of the two ham-

string groups, namely the second peak never occurred before the other

hamstring group fiist peak. Horvever, there v/as no consistent or regular

pattern.

Normal a¡d utee Group Co rasons (Tabl-es 57 and 58)

had to be

groups could

As in

divided into

be compared.

As can be seen from the tables, the dominant sequence is first,

mediaf hamstrings first peak, second, lateral hamstring first peak' In

one instance they both occur first-

The third and fourth peaks show a more comptex but significant

sequence. fn six cases the sequence is medial hamstrings second peak,

the laLeral hamstring second peak, in four cases they are tied, and in

t\n/o cases the sequence is reversed.

Since these peaks occurred throughout the cycle, unlike the quad-

riceps peaks which are much more localized to specific areas (see pre-

vious Fig. 54), it is more appropriate to consider the first and second

peaks separatel-Y.

the quadriceps

right and left

the amputee sequence

that the aPproPriate

sequence,

limbs so
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TABLE 58 -

ASCEND RTGHT (]6 Cases)

MEAN RANK

CONCORDANCE S IGNIF]CANCE

SEOUENCE

MEAN RÄNK

CONCORDANCE S TG'{TFICANCE

SEQUENCE

DESCEND LEFT (}3 Cases)

I\4EAN RANK

CONCORDANCE STGNIFICANCE

SEOUENCE

HAMSTRINGS PEAK SEQUENCE TN NORMALS AND NON-AMPUTATED

LIMBSI USING KENDALL'S COEFFICTENT OF CONCORDANCE

- LHl

1.560

< .0001

- MHI

LH¿

3 .500

(615y62)
'5.

z

LH1

MH]- - MH2

I.440 3.500

MH2

LH2

ASCEND LEFT (15 Cases)

MEAN RANK _ LHI

1.600

CONCORDANCE SIGNIFICANCE <.OOOI

SEQUENCE - IlHl-

DESCEND RIGHT (l-5 Cases)

LH2-MH1-MH2
3.670 1.400 3.330

(6¡5a6252)

LHl-MH2_LH2

LH2-MHI_l{[12
3 . 330 r.470 3 .670

(6y5y5262)

LH]._LH2_MH2

- LH2 MHI - MH2

3 .460 r.540 3 .460

(6L62)
(51s2 )

- MH2

- LH2

_ LHl

1.s30

< .0001

MHI

- LHI

r .540

< .0001

_ MHI
LHI
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¡.ITST PCAKS

As the knee is flexed during all these peaks a rotatory force can

be applied to the joint.

A possible explanation for the medial group being first to con-

tract could be that this initially produces a more medial rotatory tor-

que to the tibia and in this way moves the tibial tubercle medial with

respect to the femur.

This al-ignment allows the quadriceps a more direct or straighter

pull and they also happen to contract after the hamstrings. This could

be incidental but is appropriate for both the ascending and descending

cycles when considering the peak sequence of both these muscfes- The

amplitude of the peak emg tends torbe, however, higher for the first

lateral hamstrings group.

It is interesting to note that neither descending amputated

limb cycJ-es have a contraction sequence. Unfortunately in the amputee

group the case number is too low to make any significant conclusion but

this correlates with the short stance, and sudden burst'
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TABLE 59. AI4PLITUDB OF VASTUS MEDIALIS OBLTQUE PEAK (MI)-------..:-

Unit - Percentage of maximum elicited contraction'

NORMÀL GROUP

ATTPUTEE GROUP

NORMÀL GROUP COMPAR-ED WITH AMPUTEE GROUP

RI,GHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

ASCEND 144 t 58 L46!9 NS

DESCEND 78 ! 49 ôt t 77 NS

ASCEND vs. DESCEND <.001 .001

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AIVIPUTATED vS.
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND llt r 82 220 ! l-L2 - ool

DESCEND 66 + Atr. LLA ! 78 < nÃ

ASCEND vs. sctrNDl < 'os <.01

NOR¡4AL vs. AMPUTATED NOR.[4ÀL vs. NON.AMPUTATtrD

RIGHT LE¡'T RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS \Íc

DESCEND NS NS
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AMPLITUDE OF EMG PEAKS

The mean valueS for each run were expressed aS a percentage of

Lhe maximum elicited contraction in the method described earlier'

ATuPLITUDE OF VASTUS ¡,EDIALIS OBLIQUE PEAK (I',ll) (TABLE 59)

Unit - Percentage of maximum elicited contraction'

Normal-

There was no dj-fference between either limb during ascending or

descending. Hov¡ever¡ in comparing ascending to descending cycles the

peak amplitude was less in descending.

Amputee

The amputee did not foll-ow the normal pattern. During ascending

and descending there \^/as greater amplitude in the non-amputated limb-

In comparing ascending to descending cycles the peak amplitude was less

in descending.

Norma] versus Amputee

There was no difference in any of the group comparisons.

Summary

Vastus mediafis oblique sho\^¡ed less peak activity in descending

than ascending stairs in both groups -

The amputee demonstrated in both cycles greaLer peak activity in

the non-ampuated limb than the amputated limb.
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TABLE 60. A}{PLITUDE OF VASTUS }4EDIALIS LONGUS PEAK (M2)

Unit - Percentage of maximum el-icited contraction'

NORMAL GROUP

AI'IPUTEB GROUP

NORMÃI GROUP COMPARED WITH AMPUTEE GROUP

RIGHT LEFT
RïGHT vs "

LEFT

ASCEND It6 t 46 L24 ! 74 NS

DESCEND 67 + 31 ol 58 NS

ÀSCEND vs. DESCEN < .001 < .001

AMPUTATED NON_AMPUTATED
AMPUTATED vS.
NON_AIV1PUTATED

ASCEND r27 X 72 210 r 85 <.005

DESCEND 92t61 L24 X 55 NS

ASCEND vs. DESCEN .00I .001

NORMAL vs. AMPUTATED NORjYAL vs. NON_AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS < .005

DESCEND NS < .05
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AIV1PLITUDE OF VASTUS MEDIALTS LONGUS PEAK (M2) (TABLE 60)

Unit - Percentage of maximum elicited contraction.

Normal

The resul-ts of the data comparisons, with respect-. to differences,

is the sane as vastus medial_is oblique (Ml).

Amputee

. The amputee dio not follow the normal pattern. During ascending

the non-amputated li¡nb had greater peak activity than the amputated but

not during descending. i

rn comparing ascending to descending cycJ-es the peak amplitude

was less in descending.

Norma] versus Amputee

During ascending and descending the non-amputated linrlc had greater

peak acting in both cycles than the normal. There *." ,ro difference in

the amputated and normal- limb comparisons in either cycle.

Sumnf¡.ry

. Vastus medj-alis longus showed less peaì< activity in descending

than in ascending stairs in both groups.

The amputee demonstrated during ascending onry, a greater peak

acl,ívity in the non-amputat.ed ri¡nb than in the amputated limb.

ïn comparing groups the non-amputat.ed rimb had greater activity

in both cycles than the normal.
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TABLE 61. AMPLITUDB OF RECTUS FEI4ORIS USUAL PEAK (}43?I

Unit - Percentage of maximum elicited contraction'

NORMAL GROUP

A}IPUTEE GROUP

NORMÀL GROUP COMPARED WITII AMPUTEE GROUP

RÏGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

NSASCEND 42 + 31 48!29

DESCEND 3t t 28 39!26 NS

ASCEND vs. DESCEN < .005 NS

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AII4PUTATED VS.
NON-A¡{PUTATED

ASCEND 26X19 65!42 / 
^1

DESCEND 30!23 43!24 NS

ASCEND vs. DESCEND] NS < .05

NORMAL vs. AI"IPUTATED NORMA]. vs. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS NS

DESCEND NS NS
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AMPLITUDE OF RECTUS FE¡4ORIS USUA¡ PEAK (1"13Ð (TABLE 6I)

Unit - Percentage of maximum elicited contraction'

Rectus Femoris

As stated. earlier this muscle demonstrated two peaks in some

subjects. The extra peak occurred early in the cycle or in the fatter

The usual- peak is first discussed-

Normal-

There \,fas no difference between either limb in ascending or

descending. In comparing ascending to descending only the right leg

showed a smaller peak amPlítude.

Amputee

During ascending the non-amputat.ed }imb had a greater peak acti-

vity than the amputated but- not during descending. Tn comparing the

ascending with the descending cycle onty the non-amputated timb showed

a smaller peak amplitude in descending-

Normal versus Amputee

There was no difference in any group comparison'

Summary

In comparing ascending with d.escending cycle differences' the

d.escending was significantly less in the normal right fimb and the non-

amputated 1imb.
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TABLE 62

Unit - Percentage of maximum elicited contraction'

NORMAL GROUP

AMPUTEE GROUP

AMPLITUDE OF THE EARLY RNCTUS FEMORIS PEAK M3 I)

NORMÀL GROUP COMPARED WTTH E¡IPUTEE GROUP

*Dispersion Significance < '05

NSD = Not Sufficient Data.

ASCEND

DESCEND

RIGHT LBFT
RIGHT VS.

LEFT

NSD(1)
J.L 31

(2r ! 11)

2LXL2 30t19

(23 r 9)

NS ( 1I)

ASCEND vs. DESCEN NSD ( t) NS (3)

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AMPUTATED vs.
NON-AMPUTATED

NS (3)

I\5 ( ¿.\

ASCEND

DESCEND

l? I I3

(rÌ r r1)

t5 + 15

(rB r 20)

2I t L4

(21 r 14)

16t13

(31 ! 12)

ASCEND vs < .05 (4) NS (2)

NORMAL VS. AMPUTATBD NORMAL VS. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LBFT

ASCEND NS* NS NSD NS

DESCEND I\5 NS NS NS

Amputee > Normal
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AMPLTTUDE OF THE EARLY RECTUS FEMORIS PEAK (!'131) (TABLE 62)

The incid.ence of this peak can be seen in lable 20 and 2I.

In the normal group where comparisons were possible there was no

dífference in the data. In the amputee group there was a significantly

, greater activity during descending than ascending which may indicate

Èhis muscle's more important role in controlling the descending ampu-

tated limb rather than ftexing the ascending amputated limb, however,

relative amplitude of both are quite low.

In the group comparison no significant differences were fo-und

where there was sufficient data-

AMPLTTIIDE OF THE LATE RECTUS FEMORIS (M33)

In the normal group the three left ascending limbs the mean

amplitude is 46 x 29%

. In the amputee group the three non-amputated limbs the amplitude

is 51 t 8e".
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TABLB 63. A¡4PLITUDE OF VASTUS LATERÂLIS PEAK (M4)

Unit - Percentage of maximum elicited contraction"

NORMAL GROUP

ANTPUTEE GROUP

NORMÀL GROUP COMPARND WITH AMPUTEE GROUP

RIGHT LEFT
RIGIIT vs.

LEFT

NSASCEND 113 r 54 I08 r 46

DESCEND 59 + 56t40 NS

ASCEND VS. DESCEN <.00f < .0o1

AI.fPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AMPUTATED vs.
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND q) -t La 204 l 101 < .005

DESCEND 61r39 L22 ! 65 < .01

ASCEND vs. ìNDl < . ol <-o0I

NORMÄL VS. AMPUTATED NORM/\L VS. NON-AMPUTATED

RIG¡IT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS <.005*

DESCEND NS ¿ 
^Ê.*

*Dispersion Significance <.05. Amputee > Normal-
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AMPLIÎUDE OF VASTUS LATERALIS PEAK (M4) (TABLE 63)

Unit - Percentage of maximum elicited contraction'

Normal

The results of the data comparisons, with respect to differences'

are the same as vastus medialis oblique (MI) .

Amputee

The results of the data comparisons with respect to differences'

are the same as vastus medialis oblique (uf¡ -

Normal versus Amputee

During ascend.ing and descending the non-amputated limb had

greater peak activity in both cycles than did the normal. There lvas no

d'ifference in the amputated. and. normal timb comparisons in either cycle -

Summary

vastus l-ateralis showed less peak activíty in descending than

ascending stairs in both grouPs.

The amputated l-imb showed greater activity in both cycles than

the non-amputated l-imb and the normal limb.

AMPLTTUDE OF QUADRTCEPS EMG PEAKS--DISCUSSION

Certain distinct patterns emerge in studying the data. Ho*tt"t,

before discussing t-he data it should be noted that means of twíce the

maximum eticited contraction are obtained sometimesi the actual per-

centage as a numerical unit is not important. the reason for this

occurrence is that in some individuals the dynamic and powerful- movement
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of ascending stairs generates a greater EMG signal than an isonetric

maximum resisted movement elicited manuaIly. Another reason for this

is that the mean of three maximum manual resisted contractions was used

to determine the maximum el-icited contraction and this would al-so tend

not to produce the maximum possible generated EllG activity, although it

produces a more uniform reference point. Finally' the signal reference

point could be affected by joint posì-tion and the duration of contraction'

for example, if a]l- the subjects were asked to jump from a three-foot

height on to one leg the EMG generated would be greater than a manual

resisted movement over a period of time.

However, the actual percentage as a numerical unit is not important'

what is important is the relative positions of the pealcs, not the absol-ute

measurement, and the maximum elicited contraction is used only aS a

standard or reference Point.

Normal Group (Figs- 60 and 61)

f) The vasti are more active than rectus femoris in both ascend-

ing and descending stairs.

2) There is a consistent pattern and sequence of activity levels

in both limbs in ascending and descending stairs. The following is the

order of decreasing activity: Vastus medialis oblique

Vastus medialis longus

3) There was

of either the right

no

or

Vastus lateralis

Rectus femoris.

significant difference between the peak amplitudes

left limb in both ascending or descending cycles'
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4) In al-I but one of the eight comparisons bet\^¡een ascending and

descending cycles the descending peak was significantly less than the

ascending peak.

The al¡ove demonstrates aqain that the separate heads of the

quadriceps appear to have separate functions because of the regular and

consistent pattern demonstrated.

Rectus femoris ptays a minor role during stair climbing. This

is not only evident from the distinctly l-ower peak activity compared

with the others bul- also because rectus femoris tended to be in a

shorter position when the maximum elicited contraction v/as perfolmed

because al-l- the subjects were sitting during the resisted movement.

This also wou1d tend to make the EMG signal of its maxj-mum eficited

contracti-on lower

Both tinìbs contributed to each ascending and descending cycle

peak equally as there \^/ere no significant dif ferences between the l-imbs.

The ascending versus descending peak difference is due most prob-

ably to the fact that during ascending the quadriceps are working in a

concentric fashion, that is, the muscles' origin and insertion are

approximate; and during descending the quadriceps are workíng eccentric-

a11y, namely the muscfesr origin and insertion are lengthening. In

addition. during ascend.ing, work was done against gravity and during

descending gravity assists the action. Ascending stairs may l:e con-

sidered to be positive work (concentric muscle contraction) and descend-

ing stairs, negative \^/ork (eccenLric muscle contraction) (Knuttgen et al-.,

I9'1I, Nielsen et af ./ 1972).
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It has been frequently observed that the energy cost in humans

is much less for eccentric work than concentric work (Abbott et al. ,

1952¡ Asmussen, 1952; Kamon, I97O; Monod and Scherrer, 1973) .

Thys et a1. (L972) in their study of the utilization of muscle

elasticity in exercise, studied deep knee bending and the quadriceps.

They note that electrical activity is appreciably less in the flexion

phase during the negative work performance than in the phase of exten-

sion or positive work performance

pocock (1968) al-so showed simil-ar results in the squatting action.

Our study confirms the difference and acknowledges this to occur in al-I

components except possibly the rectus femoris. A possj$le reason for

this could be that as rectus femoris is a two-joint muscle the position

of the hip plays an important part in considering the degree of eccen-

tric and concentric movement. For example, arrìi-ng descending stairs

when eccentric work is occurring in the quadriceps, if the hip is moving

into fl-exion the resultant eccentric work is not as marked-

Amputee croup (Figs. 60 and 61)

l) The vasti are more active than rectus femoris in both ascend-

ing and descending stairs.

2) There is no consistent pattern and sequence of activiLy levels

in both l-imbs during ascending and descending stairs.

During ascending and. descending the amputated limb peak activity,

in decreasing order is: Vastus medialis longus

Vastus medialis oblique

Vastus lateralis

Rectus femoris
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3) There are significant differences between the amputated and

non-amputated timb peaks in both ascending and descending- Specifically

during ascending the non-amputated limb peak amplitude means are two to

two and a half times greater than descending peak amplitudes-

During ascending and descending the pattern of mean differences

in the amputated limb followed tl're normal more closely than did the

non-amputated Iimb. In the non-amputated Iimb the mean peak activity

of the vasti was at a similar level in ascending and similar levels in

descending considering the cycles separately.

considering that the, non-amputated limb had considera-bly higher

peaks the donr-inance of the lirnb is again demonstrated- However, one

might expect that because the non-amputated limb had greater peaks the

amputated Iimb might afso have significantty less activity than the

normal- limb but this did not occur.

4) Vastus medialis oblique in the amputated limb demonstrates a

1ow peak very cl-ose to the lowest of the vasti peaks and it is tempting

to extrapolate this into some decrease in function that is related to

the obviously smaller bulk of this muscle in the amputee ' Horvever that

is very speculative.

5) ln aII but one of the eight comparisons between ascending and

descending cycles the descendiïq peak v,'as significantly less than the

ascending peak. The discussion in the normal group applies here as

weÌI. The exception is rectus femoris which shows a tendency in the

opposite direction, namely a greater descending peak in the amputated

limb. In the early peak of rectus femoris this is significantly dif-

ferent for the descending amputated limb'
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Normal and Amputee Group (r'ig. 62)

fn comparing groups only the non-amputated limb vastus medialis

longus and vasLus late¡:alis showed significantly greater activity in

both ascending and descending cycles than the normal. one could specu-

l-ate that this is because they are the most important of the four exten-

sors with respect to extension function. Vastus medialis obl-ique exerts

a correcting oblique force and because of its l-imited size a¡d function

does not show variation; and rectus femoris is not sufficiently highly

active in stair climbing to demonstrate a significant difference.

It is again worth noting the difference in the ascending and

descending cycle in both groups. Of the 16 comparisons, a1l but two

(botf¡ involving rectus femoris) show the descending cycle Lo have a

lesser peak emg activity.

One thing that is interesting is that as the non-amputated limb

shows more peak activity than'che amputated limb, one woul-d expect

that the amputated limb would show correspondingty less activíty. How-

ever this is not the case. this could be due to the increased require-

ments needed for vertical propulsion and descending control by the

appropriate limb due to the lack of plantar flexion in the amputated

limb. This is compensated for by the greater activity of the non-

amputated limb.
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TABLE 64. A}4PLITUDE OF THE LATERAL HAMSTRTNG FIRST PEAK (M5]]

Unic - Percentage of maxjmum elicited contraction-

NORMAL GROUP

AI4PUlEtr GROUP

NORMAL GROUP COMPARED WITII AMPUTEE GROUP

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

ASCEND 27 24 10
=

23 NS

DESCEND t6 + 11 2I + 22 NS

ASCEND vs. DESCEND < .05 < .05

Ai\îPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AIV1PUTATED VS.
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND 39t2L 29!14 NS

DESCEND r08 r l-14 2'1 + 24
NS

(.0ss)

ASCEND vs. DESCEN NS

NORMAL VS. AMPUT¡\TED NORM.¡\L VS. NON_ÀMPUTATIID

RIGHT LEFT RÏGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS NS

DESCEND <.05* NS

*Dispersion Significance <.05. Amputee > Normal.
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AI{PLITUDE OF THB LATERAL FIAMSTRING FIRST PEAK (M5T) (TABLE. 64)

Unit - Percentage of maximum elicited contraction.

Normal-

There \¡/as no difference betrveen eit.her l-imb during ascending or

descendi-ng. However, in comparing ascending to descending cycles the

peak amplit,ude was less in d.escending.

Amputee

The amputee did not fol-low the normal pattern" There was no

difference between limbs during ascending and descending' nor irr'"o*-

paring ascending with descending cycles. However, it should be noted

that the amputated limb had a greater peak activity than the non-amputated

limb to a significance of .055.

Normal versus Amputee

During descending the amputated l-imb had a greater peak and a

greater dispersion than the normal. No difference was found in any of

the other group comparisons.

summaly

During descending the latera] hamstrings first peak was greater

in the amputated limb than the normal.
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TABLE 65. AMPLITUDB OF THE LATERAL HAMSTRING SECOND PEAK

Unit - Percentage of maximum eficited contraction'

NORMAL GROUP

A¡4PUTEE GROUP

NORI{ÀL GROUP COMPARND WITH AMPUTEE GROUP

RÏGHT LBFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

ASCEND

15

(20 + r8)

20 + T4

(1e + 14)

NS (13)

DESCEND

12!9

(12 t 8)

T4!12

(]s t 13)

NS ( r0)

ASCEND VS. rscENDl <.os(11) NS (9)

AMPUTATtrD NON-AMPUTATED
AIV1PUTATED vs.
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND

95 r 3r 30110

(32 r 10)

<.05 (5)

DESCEND

34+10 9t6

(24 ! L6)

NS (2)

ASCEND vs. DESCEND I'rSD ( 1) NS (6)

NORMAL VS. AMPUTATED NORMÄL vs. NON_AMPUTATED

RÏGHT I,EFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS* <.001 NS NS

DESCEND NSD NSD N5 N5

*Dispersion Sigrrifica¡rce <.01. Amputee > Normal.
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AMPLTTUpE OF THE LATBRÄL HAIISTRING SECOND PEAK (M52) (TABLE 65)

Unit - Percentage of maximum elicited contraction-

Normal

There was no difference between limbs in ascending or descending.

In comparing ascending with descending cycles the peak amplitude rvas

l-ess in descending for the right linb on1y.

Amputee

During ascending the amputated timb demonstrated greater activity

than the non-amputated limb, but not in descending. In comparinq

ascending to descending cycles there \,{as not sufficient data for the

amputated timb and the non-amputated limb showed no difference.

Normal versus Amputee

During ascending the teft amputated limb had a greater peak than

the left normal and the right amputated limb had a greater dispersion

than the normal. There were no differences in any of the other group

comparisons.

Summary

During ascending the left amputated limb has greater activity

than the left normal limb and the amputated l-imbs had greater activity

than the non-amputated l-imb.
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TABLE 66. AMPLITUDE OF I4EDTAL FAMSTRTNGS FIRST PEAK (M61)

Unit - Percentage of maximum elicited contraction.

NORMAL GROUP

AMPUTEE GROUP

NORMÀL GROUP COMPARBD I¡JITH AMPUTEE GROUP

RTGHT LEFT
RïGHT vs

LEFT

ASCEND + l-3 1? + O NS

DESCEND 10r6 11 t5 NS

ÀSCEND vs. DESCEN <-00I < .005

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AI"IPUTATED vs.
NON_AMPUTATED

ASCEND 35!24 AA + a1 NS

DESCEND 44!28 L9!L4 < .01

ASCEND vs. DESCBN NS NS (.0s1)

NORMÀL vs. AMPUTATED NORMAL vs. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHÎ LEFT RIGIIT LEFT

ASCEND NS* NS*

DESCEND <.005 NS*

*Dispersíon Significance <.01. Amputee > Normal_.
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AMPLTTUDE OF ¡4EDIAL HAMSTRTNGS FIRSÎ PEAK (M61) (TABLE 66)

Unít - Percentage of maximum el-icited contraction-

Normal

The resufts of the data comparison, with respect to differences

is the same as for the lateral hamstrings first peak (M51) -

Amputee

During descending the amputated limb had a greater peak than the

non-amputated but not during descending. In comparing ascending to

descendíng cycles there was no significant difference. Howe.r"t,'it

shoufd be noted. that during descending the non-amputated limb had a

lesser peak than during ascending to a significance of -051-

Normal- versus Amputee

During descending the amputated limb had greater activity than

the normal. There were no differences in any of the other group com-

parisons. However all had a significantly greater dispersion in the

amputee group data.

Surnmary

During descending the amputated l-imb shorvs greater activity than

the normal limb and the non-amputated limb.
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TABLE 67. AI{PLITUDE oF THE }ßDIAL HA-I4STRINGS SECoND PEAK (M62)

unit - Percentage of maximum elicited contraction'

NORMAL GROUP

AMPUTEE GROUP

NORMAT GROUP COMPARED I^]ITII AMPUTEE GROUP

RTGFff LEFT
RIGHT vS.

LEFT

ASCEND

T6 + l

l)2. + 23)

L7 !9

(L9 ! 7)

NS ( tl)

DESCEND

13 + l3

(12 t L2)

L2!4

(13 r 4)

NS(7)

ASCEND vs. DESCE NS (9) <.05 (8)

AMPUTATED NON_AMPUTATED
AMPUTATED vs.
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND

33 r l_8 39r36
/f ? + ??\
IJJ T JJ'

NS (6)

DESCEND

20!L6 7+7

(13 r 11)

NS (2)

ASCEND vs. DESCENDI NSD (]-) NS (8)

NORMAL vs " AIVIPUTATED NORMAT vs. NON_AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RÏGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS NS* NS* NS

DESCEND NSD NSD NS NS

*Dispersion Signifi-cance <.05. Amputee > Normaf.
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AMPLTTUDE OF THE MBDIAL HAMSTRINGS SECOND PEAK (M62) (TABLE 67)

Unit - Percentage of maximum elicited contraction.

Normal

There was no difference between limbs during ascending or descend-

ing. However, in comparing ascending to descending cycles the left l-imb

showed less peak activity during descending but the right did not.

Amputee

There \4/as no difference between limbs during ascending or descend-

ing. In comparing ascendíng to descending cycles there v¡as not suffi-

cient data for the amputated l-imb and the non-amputated limb showed. no

difference.

Normal- versus Amputee

i{here Lhere was sufficient data no significant differences were

found in the group comparisons. However, the left amputated and the

right non-amputated limbs data had a greater dispersion than the normal.

Summary

No difference was found between limbs and between groups.

AMPLÏTUDE OF HAMSTRTNG PEAKS--DTSCUSSION

Certain distinct patterns emerge in studying the data.

Normal- Groups (figs. 63 and 64)

t) During ascending and descending cycles there is no easily

distinguishable sequence of amplitude, however, the lateral hamstrings

first. peak in both cycles has the overall greatest amplitucle.



2) There was no significant

tudes or either right or left limbs

cycles.

319.

difference bet\n¡een the peak amplr-

in both ascending or descending

3) In al-l but two of the eight comparisons between ascending and

descending cycles the descending peak was singificantly less.

The mean activity of the hamstrings in ascending and descending

stairs does not show a great variation in peak amplitude. This may

i ndicate that they all contribute to stair climbing to approximately the

same extent with the possible exception of the lateral hamstrings'first

peaÌ< which works to a greater extent in the swing phase of both cycles.

The uniformity between limbs indicates that both l-imbs contribute

equally to stair climbing

The ascending and descending d.ifference again relates to positive

and negative work explained-in the discussion of the normal- quadriceps

group.

Amputee Group (Figs. 63 and 64)

1) During ascending all the muscles demonstrated a tendency for

the amputated limb peaks to be greater than the non-amputated limb peaks.

In the lateral hamstring second peak this was significantly greater.

2) During descending this tendency for the amputated limbs to

have greater peaks is more marked, the medial hamstrings first peak

being significantly greater, andthe lateral- hamst.rings first peak having

a significance of .055.
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3) In comparing ascending Lo crescending cycl-es there rltere no

significant differences, although the medial hamstrings firstpeak had

a greâter ascending peak in the non-amputated fimb of .O5I-

4) Again i-rl comparing ascending to descending cycles, the unique

pattern seen in rectus femoris is seen for both first hamstring peaks-

In the amputated limb the means are greaLer for the descending cycle

than for the ascending cycle. This is contrary to the pattern seen in

every other comparison.

It is apparent that t.he amputated limlc has al most consistently

higher peaks than the non-amputated which indicates a limb preference

or dominance.

There is no ascending versus descending difference through one

must consider the unique pattern described, that of the descending ampu-

tated l-j-mb shorving grater peak activity. A possible explanation of

this is that during descendi-ng the hamstrings of the amputated limb must

work harder to control the tibia- As mentioned earlier when discussing

normal hamstrings peak positions in the cycle, the hamstrings control

the tibia. extending it to control- the descent and concurrently prevent

excessive hip flexion- This hip flexion control al-Iows the pelvis to

stay in an appropriately bal-anced position instead of falling foward.

which rvould be the natural tendency when going dorvn stairs.

The tibial control- is decreased in the amputated limb because of

the loss of the plantar flexors. These muscles al-so moved the tibia

backv¡ards, or rather controlled the forward movement. Because of this

the peak in the hamstrings in the amputated tÍmb has to be much higher

to compensate for the l-oss of plantar flexion power.
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In addition, because of the loss of plantar flexion there is

less balance control in stopping the body from moving forward and this

is another possible reasonforthe amputated limb to have a higher peak'

In the non-amputated limb this is not necessary and the normal

pattern of higher peaks for concentric contraction applies.

Normal versus Amputee (Fig. 63)

Certain distinct patterns emerge.

1) there is generally greater activity in the hamstrings of the

amputated limb than in the normal.

2) Limb dífference is not seen in the normal but

I

is seen in the

amputee

3) In descending both first peaks of both medial and lateral

hamstrings show significantly greater activity in the amputated limb

than the normal.

The greater peak activity in the amputee indicates a greater

reliance or importance of the hamstrings to that group'

the greater activity of the amputated limb over the normal in

descending has been discussed with reference to the non-ampuLated limb

and the same explanation applies. Firstly, the amputated limb lacks

the power of plantar flexion. Because of this during descendingi stance

phase the hamstrings have to work harder to control the tibia in

attempting to move it backwards and al-so in balancing the pelvis pre-

venting the trunk from fallíng forward. This explanation coincides

nìost appropriately ,n/ith the dramatic shift seen in the significantly

shifted peak of the amputated l-imb in descending (rig- 65) .
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Et4G PEAK ACTTVTTY HA-ÌVISTRINGS AND QUADRTCEPS--DTSCUSSTON

The peal< activity for both groups of muscles has been discussed

rvithin groups and between grouPs for both cycles.

A brief summary of the quadriceps and hamstrings peak activity

is now given. Figures 62 and 64 summarize the 68 peaks discussed above

and are drawn to the same scal-e to all-ow comparison. The following

patterns are seen:

1) The quadriceps showed greater overall activity than the ham-

strings during both stair cYcles

2) The non-amputated limb demonstrated greater activity than the

normal in the quadriceps muscfe, however the amputated limb demonstrates

greater activity than t.he normal in the hamstring muscles

3) Overafl the two-joint muscles, hamstrings and recLus femoris,

had l-esser peak activity than the one-joint muscles, the vasti-

The fact that the quadriceps are the prime controllers of knee

extension is obvious because they are the only functioníng knee extensor -

A possible explanat.ion for the non-amputated limb quadriceps

greater peak activity and the amputated limb hamstrings greater peak

activity has been given.

. 
It is possible that the lesser activity in two-joint muscles

rel-ates to their greater flexibility of function, namely the control

over two-joint actions at opposiLe ends. The vasti are knee extensors

but the hip flexion function of rectus femoris can be performed by other

muscl-es. hrith respect to the hamstrings there are other muscles that



help control the tibia in

flexion during ascending

great.

21?

weight-bearing, and gravity assists in knee

so that peak activity would not need to be as
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ELECTROGONIOIßTRIC D

fn this section the fotlowing data are examined:

1) The knee angle at the quadriceps peaks.

2) The knee angle at the hamstrings peaks.

The purpose of this section was to see the correl-ation or lack

of correlation between the knee joint angle and the peaks.

Although the peaks occur at different parts of the cycle during

ascending and descending cycles, the ascending versus descending com-

parison was made to see if there \^ras any correlation between knee angle

and the muscl-e peak. In addition, the interplay of quadriceps and

hamstring peaks \,/ith the knee angle are studied.

8E!_IêE-ILIS: - see Appendix B.

SAMPLE SIZE - See Appendix C.
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TABLE 68. KNEE ANGLE AT VASTUS MEDIA]-IS OBLIQUE PEAK (MÐ-

Unit - Degrees.

NORMAL GROUP

AI"IPUTEE GROUP

NORMAL GROUP COMPARED WITH AMPUTEE GROUP

RIG¡íT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

ASCEND 65 IO 69!7 NS

DESCEND 46X8 54 t L'7 NS

ASCEND vs. DDSCEN < .005 <.005

AI.,lPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AMPUTATED vs.
NON_AMPUTATED

ASCEND 53 t 15 63 16 <ôq

DESCEND 20.+)) 60rB < nl

ASCEND vs. DESC < .05 <nq

NORMAL vs. AMPUTATED NORMÀL vs. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND <.005* NS

DESCEND NS* < .01

*Dispersion Significance <.05. Amputee > Normal.
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KNEE ANGLE AT y\STUS MEprAr.rS OPLTQUE PEAK (l'{t) (TABLE 68)

Unit - Degrees

Normal

There rÁras no difference between either limbs during ascending or

descending cycles. Hoh/ever, in comparing ascending to descending cycles

the peak occurred with the knee at a more extended position during

descending.

Amputee

During ascending and descend.íng the non-amputated. limb fle'xed

more than the amputated, In comparing ascending to descending cycles,

the peak occurred with the knee at a more extended position during

descending.

Normal versus Amputee

During ascending the normal limb flexed more than the amputated

limb. During descending the non-ampuLated limb flexed more than the

normal. During descending,.there was a significantly greater dispersion

of Lhe amputated límb data than in the normal.

Summary

Both groups have a greater knee flexion during the ascending

peak than descending,

During ascending and descending stairs the non-ampuated limb is

flexed more than the amputated during the peak.

In comparilg groups during ascending, the amputated limb flexes

less than the normal, and during descending thenon-amputatedlinù: flexes

more than the normat during the vastus medial-is obligue peak.
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TABLE 69. KNEE ANGLE AT VASTUS MEDIAI,IS LONGUS PEAK (}42)

Unit - Degrees.

NORMAL GROUP

AI\.IPUTEE GROUP

NORMT\L GROUP COMPARED WITH AMPUTEE GROIIP

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

ASCEND 58r9 6L!1 L\5

DESCEND 53!1 58 1 9 < .05

ASCEND vs. DESCEN < .005 NS

AMPUTATBD NON-AMPUTATED
AMPUTATED vS.
NON-AIV1PUT¿lTED

ASCEND 46 + 18 6L!6 < .005

DESCEND 53119 63+7 < .005

ASCEND vs. DESCE NS L\5

NORMAL vs. AMPUTATED NORMÀL vs. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS <.05* NS NS

DESCEND NS <.0I* <.05 NS

*Dispersion Significance <.05. Amputee > Normal-.
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KNEE ANGLE AT VASTUS I"IEDIALIS LONGUS PEAK (M2) (TABLE 69)

Unit - Degrees.

Normal-

During descending the right peak occurred at a lesser degree of

f]exion than the left peak, however, there vras no difference between

either timbs during descending. Comparing ascending v¡ith descending

cycles the descending right limb had a lesser degree of flexion than

the ascending limb; at the time of the peak however there was no dif-

ference in the teft limb

Amputee

During ascending and descending the non-amputated limb was flexed

more than the amputated limb during the peak. Comparing ascending to

descending cycles there l¡/as no difference-

Normal- versus Amputee

During ascending and descending the left amputated l-imb flexed

less than the left normal timb during the peak. During descending the

right non-amputated limbs flexed more than the right normal limbs during

the peak. There were no differences in the other group comparisons.

Summary

In the normal group, during descending the vastus medialis longus

peak of the right ]imb occurred at a lesser knee angle than the left

limb. Comparing ascending to descending only the right leg had a less

flexed limb position during descending.

The non-amputated limb peaks occurred at. a greater angle of fl-exion

than the amputated peaks. During both cycles the left amputated l-imb

peak occurred at a lesser angle than did the normal.
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TABLE 70. KNEE ANG.E AT RECTUS FEMORIS USUAI PEAK (M32)

Unit - Degrees.

NORMAL GROUP

A¡4PUTEE GROUP

NORMI\L GROUP COMPARED I^]ITH AMPUTEE GROUP

RIGHT LBFT
RIGLIT vs.

LEFT

ASCEND 55 t l_3 bufy ^tr

DESCEND 50r18 59 + L2 NS

ASCEND vs. DESCEND NS NS

A¡4PUTATED NON-A[lPUTATtrD
AMPUTATED vS.
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND 4l- t 16 53 t l-3 NS

DESCEND 36!2I 56!7 < .05

ASCEND vs. DESCEND NS NS

NORMÀL vs. AMPUTATED NORIIIAL vs. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS <.0O1 NS NS

DBSCEND NS NS* NS NS

*Dispersion Significance <.05. Amputee > Normal.
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KNEE ANGLE AT RECTUS FEMORTS USUAL PEAK (M32) (TABLE 70)

Unit - Degrees.

Normal

During ascending the left limb peak occurred, at a greater degree

of flexion than the right, however there was no difference in descending.

In comparing ascending to descending cycles there \das no difference.

Amputee

During descending ttre non-amputated limb was more flexed during

the peak than the amputated. limb, however there was no difference'in

ascending. In comparing ascending Lo descending cycles there \^/as no

difference.

Normal versus Amputee

During ascending the left amputated limb peak occurred during

Iess flexion than did the left normal limb peak. There were no differ-

ences in any of the other group comparisons.

Summary

During ascending the left limb was flexed more than the right

during the rectus femoris peak.

During descending the non-amputated l-iÍrb was flexed more than the

amputated limb during the rectus femoris peak.
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TABLE 7I. KNEE AN6,B AT THE RECTUS FEMORIS BARLY PEAK (1"13Ð

Unit - Degrees.

NORMAL GROUP

AMPUTEE GROUP

NORI"IAL GROUP COMPARED WITH AI\,IPUTEE GROUP

*Dispersion Significance <.05.

NSD = Not Sufficient Data.

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

NSD (T)

NS ( 1I)

ASCEND

44 63

(60 t 3)

DESCEND

¿5 + I7 AA T ¿ö

(38 t 45)

ASCEND VS. DESCEND NSD ( 1) NS (3)

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AMPUTATED vs.
NON-AI'lPUTATED

ASCEND

64 + 44

(60 t 31)

16 + f?

+(70 10)

NS(3)

DESCEND

24 I 3l

(24 + ??ì

11 + B

t L2)(2s

NS (4)

ASCEND vs. DESCEN NS (4) NS(2)

NORMAL VS. ATiIPUTATED NORMAL vS. NON-AIqPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS NS NSD NS

DESCEND NS L\5 NSX NS
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KNEE ANGLB AT THE RNCTUS FEMORIS EARLY PEAK (M3]-) (TABLE 71)

Table 7l- demonstrates the knee angle during this peak. where

Lhere were sufficient data no significant difference was found.

KNEB ANGLE AT THE RECÎUS FEMORTS LATE PEAK (M33)

The three ascend.ing normal right limbs have a mean knee fl-exion

of '7o + 7a.

The three ascending non-amputated limbs have a mean knee flexion

of 27o + '7o. This is appropriate for their respective positions i.n the

cycle. (See Position of Peak section)
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TABLE 72. KNEE ANGLB AT VASTUS LATERALIS PEAK (M4J

Unit - Degrees.

NORMAL GROUP

AMPUTEE GROUP

NORMÀL GROUP COMPARED WITH AMPUTEE GROUP

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT vS.

LEFT

ASCEND 58r8 58tB NS

DESCEND 54tII 5'7+7 NS

ASCEND vs. DESCEN NS NS

AMPUTATED NON_AMPUTATED
AIvIPUTATED vs "

NON_A¡4PUTATED

ASCEND 49!19 60!l ¿ 
^É.

DESCEND 42!23 56!9 NS

ASCEND vs. DESCE N5 NS

NORM.AL vs. AI'iPUTATED NORMAL VS. NON-AMPUTATtrD

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS* NS

DESCEND NS* NS

*Dispersion Significance <.05. Amputee > Normal-.
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KNEE ANGLE AT VASTUS LATERALTS PEAK (I"14) (TABLE 12)

Unit - Degrees.

Normal

There was no difference in lÍmbs during ascending or descending.

In comparing ascending to descending cycÌes there was also no difference.

Amputee

During ascending the non-amputated limb was fl-exed more at the

peak than was the amputated, however there was no difference in descend-

ing. In comparing ascending to descending cycles there \^/as no difference.

Normal versus Amputee

There were no differences in any of the group comparisons though

the amputated l-imb data has a significantly greater dispersion than the

normal-.

Summary

During ascending the non-amputated limb peak of vastus lateral-is

occurred at greater flexion than did the amputated limb peak.

KNEE ANGLE AT THE QUADRICEPS PEAK EMG - DISCUSSÏON

Figures 66 and 67 summarizes the previous data.

Normal

During ascending alÌ the peak means occurred within l-4o of each

other (from 55o to 690 flexion). Duríng descending all the peak means

occurred. within 90 of each other (from 5Oo to 59o flexion) .
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Amputee

During ascending and descending cycles the amputated limb peaks

occurred at a distJ-nctly lower range of flexion than the non-amputated

limb.

During ascending all_ the peak means of the amputated limbs

occurred within l-3o of each other (from 4lo to 54a); during descending

the amputated limb peak means occurred within 7o of each other (from

39o to 560).

During ascending all the peak means of the non-amputated limb

occurred within 90 of each other (from 54o to 630); and during descending

the non-ampuated. limb peak means were within 70 of each other (from 560

to 630).

Normal- versus Amputee

During descending in all groups the peaks occurred through a

smaller range than in ascending. The amputated limb clearly flexes l-ess

during the peak than the non-amputated and the normal.

It is difficul-t. to explain the above findings. The peaks occurring

in the amputated limb in greater degrees of extension in ascending may be

due to the inability of the amputated limb to generate maximum peak acti-

vity as quickly as the normal-, and therefore the limb extends further

before the peak EMG is reached. An e>çIanation for the peak occurring in

more extension during descending could be due to the earrier weight-

bearing on the non-ampuated limb since the amputated l-imb is not "allowed"

to frex as much during descending stairs, therefore the peak occurs

earlier. Another explanation is that during descending the stance phase

in the amputated limb is the shortest and therefore, relativety, the peak

occurs earl-ier.
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KNEE ANGLE AT THE HAMSTRING PEAKS (FigS. 68 ANd 69)

The first and second peaks of both hamstring groups (Tal¡les 73 to

76) are considered together because of their almost uniform lack of

significant differences in the comparisons, with the exception of the

mediaÌ hamstring first peak \^/hen the right peak occurs at greater fl-exion

in descending than in ascending- During descending the second peak

data has not been ptaced on the graph because it represents only two

cases and the standard deviation is large (fig. 69).

The knee angles corroborate the previous statements of hamstrrng

function. During ascending, the first peak is for flexing the knee, and

durinE descending the first peak is most probably a tibial stabilizer

since it occurs slightly earlier in knee flexion than the quadriceps peaks,

probably an earlier peak to control- or counter the quadriceps peak.

The second peaks are more difficult to evaluate and may tend to

have a stability function as well. This is deduced from observing gonio-

metric data and peak position. In descending, however, this peak may

hel-p l-ift the leg off the step.
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TABLE 73. KNEE ANGLE AT LATERAL HA}4STRING FIRST PEAK (M5]-)

UnÍt - Degrees.

NORMAL GROUP

A¡4PUTEE GROUP

NORTIAL GROUP COMPARED WITH AMPUTEE GROUP

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

ASCEND 26 + 19 34!19 NS

DESCEND 30!24 43!28 NS

ASCEND vs. DESCEND NS NS

A}4PUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AMPUTATED VS.
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND zó 1 t6 3'7 t 26 NS

DESCEND 35119 48 t 30 I\5

ASCEND vs. DESCE NS NS

NORMAL vs. A.IVIPUTATED NORMAL vs. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS NS*

ÐESCEND NS NS*

*Dispersion Significance <.05. Amputee > Normal_.
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TABLE 74. I(NEE ANGLB AT LATERAL HAMSTRING SECOND PEAK (!Uq2f

Unit - Degrees.

NORMÀL GROUP

AIV1PUTEE GROUP

NORMAL GROUP COMPARED WITH AMPUTEE GROUP

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

ASCEND

4t t 2I

(4L + 2L)

34 + 30

(38 + 32)

NS (13)

DESCEND

58 r 31

(58 t 30

64 t zo

(62 t 27)

NS(r0)

ASCEND vs. DESCEN NS ( 11) NS (9)

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATED
AMPUTATED vS.
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND

36 1 l-B 37 + 2ñ

(4L ! 24)

NS (5)

DESCEND

34!L1 42!48

(46 ! 34)

NS(2)

ASCEND vs. DESCE NSD ( 1) NS (6)

NORT4AL VS. AMPUTATED NORMA.L VS. NON_AMPUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RTGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS NS NS NS

DESCEND NSD NSD NS <.05
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TABLE 75. KNEE ANGLE AT MEDIAT, HAMSTRING FIRST PEAI( (149]]

Unit - Degrees.

NOR},]ÀL GROUP

AI"IPUTEE GROUP

NORM,AL GROUP COMPARED WITH AMPUTEE GROUP

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT

ASCEND 26t27 JÕ t 26 NS

DESCEND 41 ¿/ É,) + )q NS

ASCEND vs. DESCEND < .05 NS

AMPUTATtrD NON-AMPUTATED
AMPUTATED vs.
NON-AMPUTATED

ASCEND ¿5 t t9 5I r 31
NS

(.0s4)

DESCEND
A1 + /-a 4L t 10 NS

ASCEND vs. DESCEN NS NS

NORMÀL vS. AMPUTATED NORMÃL vs. I{ON-AI'{PUTATED

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND NS NS

DESCEND NS NS
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T.ABLE 76. KNEE ANGLE AT MEDIAL HAMSTRTNG SECOND PEAK

unit - Degrees.

NORMAL GROUP

AMPUTEE GROUP

NORMAL GROUP COMPARBD WITTI AMPUTEE GROUP

RIGHT LEFT
RIGHT vs.

LEFT -

NS ( IT)

NS (7)

ASCEND

DESCEND

33 + 2q

(40 + 26)

44!33

(36 ! 36)

AO t 39

(ss t 37)

69 t

(63 + 32)

ASCEND vs. DESCEN NS (9) Ns (8)

AMPUTATED NON-AMPUTATtrD
AMPUTATED VS.
NON-AMPUTATED

NS (6)

NS (2)

ASCEND

DESCEND

47!L2 34 t 3I

+ 27)(34

26 + JT 42 t 48

(57 + zö)

ASCEND vs. DE NSD ( T) NS (8)

NORMAL vs. AMPUTATED NORMAI vs. NON-AMPUTATED

RIGIIT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

ASCEND L\5 N5 NS l\5

DESCEND NSD NSD NS \TC
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The major purpose of this study was to derive an objective model

of both stair climbing cycles in humans. The particular areas of

interest were knee joint movements, and thigh muscle activity and the

estal¡lishment of weight-bearing and non-rveight-bearing of the limb during

the cycles in normals and Syme amputees.

Future Clinical Application

The major reason for giving precise temporal data is for its

possible application in two main c1inical areas:

I) I4yoelectric control

2) Functional electrical stimulation (FES)

Myoelectric Control

At the present time myoelectric devices for the control- of upper

limb orthoses and prostheses have been used for over tr,vo decades

(Bottomley and Cowel-1, 1964), after the possibility was suggested by

Battye et al-. in 1955.

Many devices have been made and modified since then j-n North

America and Europe (McKenzie, 1965; K¡owles et aI. , L965 ¡ Scott , 1961;

Staros and Peizer, 1975), and in Russia (Popov, 1965).

In the lower limb, however, since the energy requirements of

prostheses are very high and the problems of storage of the power

requirements are not resolved, myoel-ectric devices are presently El'4G

controlledratherthanpowered (Horn, L972; Dyck et al., l-975). with

these prostheses above knee amputees can be trained in stair c1i-mbing

"in a matter of hours" (Ilorn, 1972) .
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More efficient and longer lasting energy sources are being

explored with greater intensity than ever before because of the current

world awareness of energy shortage and'che need for power conservation.

Because of this the future development of a powered plantar flexing

ankle controlled by a seguence of quadriceps contraction is possible.

It is acknowledged that the Symets amputee has a generally

better functional limb than amputees at a higher level and it ís dif-

ficult to say how much extrapolation ca¡ be made from the data pre-

sented here to higher above knee amputees.

Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES)

Twenty years ago Liberson and his fellow workers (1961) selec-

tively stimulated the dorsiflexion of the ankle joint in hemiplegic

patients by means of a heel switch on the patient's leg triggered at

the appropriate time ín the gait cycle. This study initi.t.a numerous

research projects and was the forerunner of a new technologiy ín

rehabilitation establishing functional electrical stimul-ation as a

fiel-d of research.

Interest in this field of rehabilitation increased both Ín

research and in the development of commercial- units. Multi-institutional

and interdisciplinary work novr occurs in the United States, Yugoslavia,

Sweden and Switzerland (Kral-j and Vodormil<, 1977, L977a) .

The initial single channel was devel-oped into a double channel

system in Rancho Los Amigos Hospital Rehabilitation Engineering Centre

in CaliforÐ.ia, over five years after mul-ti-site FES was proposed (Vodovnik

et al., 1965). This expanded into three channels and presently six

channel systems are used (Stanic et aI. , 1978) .
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The applications of FES are rvide and varied and, with the excep-

tion of stimul-ation after peripheral nerve l-esion, an intact lower molor neurone

is needed,. The majority of work is done with hemiplegic patients

(Acimovic et al-., 1976; Savinelli et al., l97B) though areas of research

include cerebral palsy children and idiopathic scoliosis (Kralj and

Vodovnik , L9-77) -

FES is also used to suppress spasticity, to aid in incontinence,

to prevent atrophy of muscl-e structures with peripheral nerve lesions,

to ind.uce bone growth a¡rd healing, and to assist in pain suppression

(atl.of which are referenced in Kralj and Vodovnik, L917).

A major area of study is with respect to gait. In gait studies

there is need for control of onset, duration and amplitude of the

electrical signal. These signals may be modified by electrogoniometers

(Trn)coczy and Bajd, L975) and by an on-time processor computer (Valencic

et aJ-. , L917) .

At present- the stimulation sequences are set for a given speed

and largely determined intuitively, relying on normal muscle activity

during gait. In addition, the amplitude changes that occur with time

increase the complexity of the technique (Kral-j and Vodovnik, 1977).

"Such stimul-ation may have many settings, timing parameters

and amplitudes but, because the evaluation and analysis of qait are

not yet sophisticated enough, the accurate presumption of a stimulation

sequence for individual patients is not possible." (Kralj and Vodovnik,

Ls77).

In this study the seguence and peak amplitudes of the thigh

muscÌes are stated in terms of absolute time and a relationship to
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maximal elicited contraction in normal subjects and Syme's

since the estal¡lishment of norms gives a baseline or frame

for furthermethodological study, it is hoped that this data

in FES and stair climJcing.

Exercise Therapy

amputees.

of reference

can be used

I) It is clear from our results that rect.us femoris does not

play a major part in either stair cycle though the other parts of the

quadriceps studied do.

Integrating this information rvith that found by Deutsch and Lin

(1979) , who fou¡rd that if strengthening of the vasti is of greater

importance a hip angle of 9Oo must be maintained; both amputees and

normal subjects should have t-heir hips at 90o during some part of their

exercise program. Stair climbingf s|ep over sLep, is a function of the

terminal stages of rehabilitation and at that time, more quadriceps

exercise should be done in sitting rather than tying down. The latter

position is a common method of quadriceps re-education in amputees at

the present time.

2) It would also be appropriate to apply maximum resistance in

exercise in a similar pattern to that associated with the peak activity

found. Therefore, maximum concentric contraction should occur between

55o and 650 fo l<nee flexion and maximum eccentric contraction between

5Oo to 60o of fl-exion. The hip during these exercises should be between

3Oo to 4Oo of flexion. This is calcufated from Berry (L952) and Joseph

and Watson's (Lg61) paper.
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3) During ascending stairs since the rectus femoris is not a

constant hip flexor, this function must be subserved by the other hip

flexors. Because of this,stair climbing, which is associated \,/ith the

later stages of rehabilitation, should incl-ude re-education of all hip

flexors with an emphasis on the muscles other than rectus femoris.

4) In stair climbing or the later stages of rehal¡ilitation, the

importance of the eccentric control of Èhe knee should be stressed. It

is often seen clinically in rehabilitating the injured knee that the

descending stair activity is the last or often the more difficult of the

tv¡o sLair cycles to be performed normally.

650

4oo

of

to

5) Hamstring re-education should occur with the knee at 55o to

flexion in both eccentric and concentric modes with -uhe hip at

600 of flexion.

6) As the hamstring activity is greater in the amputee group

than the normal, both concentric and eccentric peak activity in the

above ranges with maximum resistance shoul-d be emphasized.



CHAPTER VT:

SUMMARY
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The purpose of this study was to have a comprehensive evafuation

of stair ctimbing with respect to temporal data, knee electrogoniometry

and thigh muscle peak electromyography, in two groups of subjects. Data

from the normal group was compared with data from a Syme amputee group.

Unil-aterai- Syme amputees were chosen because of their unique end weight

bearing characteristic a¡d because as sensitive a comparison as possible

was to be made to see how the functional changes in the thigh muscles

and knee joint were affected by the loss of a single foot.

Eight.een normal subjects and I0 amputees were evaluated.

Both limbs of each group were evaluated in both ascending and

descending cycles

Five steps vrere ascended and descended three times and the middle

step data for each of the cycles were recorded on specially designed cap-

ture sheets for computer analysis. The reliability of the data was high.

The middle step was chosen to minimize the acceleration and deceleration

e ffects .

The subjects wore a foot switch insole and a knee electrogoniometer

capa-ble of measuring single plane movement with a varying axis. These

instruments were conceived, designed and tested in conjunction with the

Rehabititation Centre for Chil-dren Gait Laboratory (formerly the

Shriners Hospital-, winnipeg) .

The muscles studied rvere the prime flexors and extensors of the

knee; specifically the oblique and long parts of vastus medialis, rectus

femoris, and vastus lateralis, and the medial and lateral- hamstring

groups- Surface electrodes were used, and the signal was ful-I wave

rectified and low pass fittered through an esta.blished electromyographic

amplifier system.
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With respect to temporal data, ascending stairs takes longer than

descending in normals but this difference does not occur in the amputee

group. Although the amputees have a tendency to take longer in boLh

cycles this was not found to be statistically signifícant. The amputee

demonstrated a difference betv/een the limbs in the ascending cycJ-e on1y,

spending J-onger on the amputated limb.

The swing/sLance ratio in normal- stair climbing is the same as in

walking, namely 40e; swing 60e¿ stance. There v/as a stati-stically signi-

ficant difference between the righl- and left limbs during ascending even

though the difference in means was only 3s" of the cycle. During descend-

ing stairs less time is spent in weight bearing than in ascending sLairs.

The amputee spends less time on the amputated limb than the normal,

and during descending the amputated limb has a 50?-50% weight bearíng/

non-weight bearing split.

WÍth respect to electrogoniometric data there \^/as a great similarity

between the l-imbs in the normal group. In the amputee group there were

differences between the non-amputated and the amputated l-j-mb. During ascend-

ing, maximum flexion'occurs earlier in the non-amputated Iimb than it does

in the amputated or in the normal linù. This indicates faster flexion of

the non-amputated limb.

In descending stairs the amputated limb is not flexed as much as

the normal perhaps because of the lack of capability of dorsiflexion due

to the prosthesis.
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The amputee ta-i<es longer to extend the amputated limb during

ascending and the non-amputated limb moves through a smaller range of
.1

movement than the amputated limb.

With respect to the el-ectromyographic data. all- the quad.riceps

in the normal group, rvith the exception of rectus femoris, were monophasic

in both cycles. The position of the peaks of the quadriceps during

ascending was in early stance and during descending in late stance.

(Rectus femoris showed a complex pai-tern of peaks. )

The non-amputated limb quadriceps peaked before the amputJa"U onty

during ascending

The amputated limb quadriceps peaked after the normal in ascending

only, and rvhere there were differences between the normal and non-amputated

l-imbs, the non-amputated limb always peaked earlier.

The normal hamstring peaks \¡lere generally biphasic and showed com-

pl-ex patt.erns. The first peak during ascenaing occurred in swing and

the second in stance. During descending the first peak occurred in early

stance and the second in late stance. The hamstring peaks occurred

before the quadriceps peak, indicating a stabilízing function.

The heads of the quadriceps in the normal group contracted in a

specific sequence, the most consistent of which was the oblique fibres of

vastus medialis which always contracted first irrespective of Limb, group

or cycle. The hamstrings also had a peak sequence although they were

more widely spread.

The ampJ-itude of the peak EMG was compared with a maximum el-icited.

isometric contract. In considering normal quadriceps peal< amplitude,
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there v/as no difference between limbs. The vasti are more active than

rectus femoris in both ascending and descending cycles. The peak amplj--

tude was greater in ascending than in descending cycles.

In the amputee group there was a fimb difference. The non-

amputated linùc had greater quadriceps peak amplitude than the amputaied

limb. As in the normal group the vasti were more active than rectus

femoris in both ascending and descending cycles; and the peak amplitude

was greater in ascending than descending.

The hamstrings showed considerably smaller peak amplitude than

the quadriceps in both groups. In addition, in the ampul-ee grouþ there

was a greater peak in the amputated limb rather than in the non-amputated

limb, an opposite pattern to the quadriceps activity.

I^Jith respect to the knee position during the peak ac-uivity, there

was no difference. between limbs and all the normal quadriceps means occur

within a smal-I range from 5Oo to less than 7Oo.

The amputee group demonstrated a difference between limbs. The

non-amputated limb had peaks at approximately the same knee angle as the

normal- group; however, the non-amputated timb had peaks at a l-esser

d.egree of flexion in both cycles than the normal.

The hamstring peaks occurred in a less flexed knee position than

the quadriceps peaks but the standard deviation is greater.

The future clinical application of this study would be in the

fietds of myoelectric control, functional el-ectrical- siimulation and

exercise therapy
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4TI.

SOME CODE EXPLANATTONS

l"lX = Itfaximum

CNR = Contraction

A = Ascending

D = Descending

SW = Swinqt

H = Horizontal (measurement, i.e., l-emporal)

T = Total-

ST = Start and Stance

MXFL = Maximum flexion

II4IFL = Minimum fl-exion

V = Vertical (measurement, i.e., amplitude)

Many permutations subsequently had to be formed to identify different

variables, ê.9.r PCTllSfR = Peak expressed as a percentage, during

descending, first peak of l-ateral hamstring,

on the right
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TEMPORÀL DATA RELIABÏLITY

Four swing times and four total- times (each limb for trvo cycles)

had eight reliability coefficient calculations for each group (see

appendix A).

Normal Group - 2 reliability coefficient calculatj-ons were >.70

3 reliability coefficient cal-culations were >.80

3 reliability coefficient cal-culations rvere >.90

Amputee Group - I reliability coefficient calculation was >.80

7 reÌiabitity coefficient calculations were >.90

ELECTROCÐNIOI{ETRIC DATA RELIABÏLITY

Four measurements for each of the

fuated: start of swing, start of stance,

and time. This means that there were 24

lations for each group (see Appendix A) .

Normal Group - 6 rel-iability coefficient

- IB reliability coefficient

- 2 relLability coefficient

- 22 reLi-ability coefficient

Amputee Group

following varial:les was eva-

maximum and minimum flexion

reliability coefficient calcu-

calculations were >.80

cal-culations were >.90

calculations were >.80

calculations were >.90
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ELBCTROMYOGRAPHIC DATA RELIABILÏTY

In this section all but the temporal data is calculated from the

measured data. This is exemplified by the peak position expressed. as

a percentage of the cycle or the peak amplitud.e being expressed as a

percentage of the maximum eficited contraction, Because of this the

following reliability calcuJ-ations were made:

1) Maximum elicited contraction

2) Amplitude measurement.s

3) Temporal measurements

Iviaximum Elicited Contraction

These are vertical measurements.

al-l muscl-es in both groups \.^/ere between

Amplitude Measurements

All repeated

.96 and .99 .

measurements for

These are vertical measurements. Since nine muscle peaks were

evaluated (see Appendix A) and both limbs in both cycles r"rere considered,

there were 36 reliability coefficient calculations made for each group:

Normal Group - 2 reLiability coefficient cal-cul-ations were >.74

- 2 reLiability coefficient cal-cul-ations were >.80

- 32 reliability coefficient calcul-ations were >.90

Amputee Group - 3 reliabitity coefficient calculations were >.80

- 33 reliability coefficient. cal-cul-ations were >.90



415.

Temporal- Measurements

These are horizontal measurements. Following the above format:

Normal Group - I reliability coefficient calculations v¡ere >.79

- 7 relia-irility coefficient cal_culations were >.80

- 28 rel-iability coefficient calculations were >.90

Amputee Group - l- rel-iabitity coefficient calculation was >.89

- 35 reliability coefficient calculations were >.90

EMG VeTSUS EGM RELTABILITY

Ni-ne muscle

(see Appendix A).

for each group.

Normal Group

Amputee Group -

peaks were evaluated for

Therefore 32 rel-ialcility

both limbs and both cvcles

coefficients rvere calculated

4 relia-bility coefficient

I rel-iability coefiicient

24 reliability coefficlent

reliability coe f ficient

rel-iabil-ity coef ficient

calculations v/ere

calculations \^rere

cal-culations were

calculations \¡¡ere

cal-culations v/ere

> .70

2.È5\J

> .90

> .80

> .90

3

33
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It should be noted that the sample size has both ascending and

descending values and the Iarger of the two rather than the smal-Ier are

recorded to give an overestimation rather than an underestimation of

popufation difference detectable by the sample of 18 normals and l-0 amputees.

TEI{PORAL DATA SAMPLE SIZE

Normal Amputee

.08

4

I

3

.46

-37

Normal-

Cycle Time (Seconds)

Cadence (steps/¡¡inute)

Swing Percentage

Stance Percentage

Swing Time (Seconds)

Stance Time (Seconds)

ELECTROCÐNIOMETRIC DATA SAMPLE SIZE

.1

J

3

2

- Ut)

.08

Start of Swing (oegrees)

Start of Stance (oegrees)

Maximum Flexion (Degrees )

Position of Maximum Flexion %

Maximum Flexion Time (Seconds)

Minimum Flexion (Degrees)

Position of Minimum Flexion %

Minimum Fl-exion Time (Seconds)

Total Range of Movement Pegrees)

6

7

7

2

.03

5

3

.08

3

Amputee

L2

9

5

2

.09

l

2

.49

4



ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC DATA SAMPLE SIZE

Position of Peak as Percentage of Cycle

l'11-

rÍa

M31

M32

M4

M5I

M52

t'161-

M62

Difference Between First and Last

Last Peak Quadriceps

First Peak Quadriceps

Absol-ute Ti¡re (Seconds)

Time of Peaks

Peak I (First Quadriceps)

Peal< 4 (Last Quadriceps)

Peak 1-4

Peak 51

Peak 52

Peak 6f

Peak 62

Normal

3

?J

7

I

3

22

19

)a

a^

Normal

NormaI

.05

.08

.35

'7Á

.43

.47

418.

Amputee

9

I1

2

2

9

35

54

31

40

Amputee

Amputee

1E. JJ

.93

.86

.66

.89

.60

7

49

I5

3

L4



Amplitude ssed as a Percenta of Maximum Contraction

Normaf

4r9.

Amputee

o¿

6I

r06

3t

öJ

LO4

46

2I

46

M1

M2

f,r? ìI'IJ I

M32

M4

M5I

M52

M61

M62

EMG veTsus EGM SAMPLE STZE

The foffowing are the population

units in degrees.

Þ11_

ùa

M31

1,132

M4

M5 t_

M52

M61

M62

difference detalcle by the sample " All

Normal Amputee

t6

l3

9

I

20

26

60

26

35

4B

34

15

19

27

16

10

10

15

11

6

?J

2

7

21

24

zó

32
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Publications from thesis to date:

Tata, J.A., Quanbury, 4.O., Steinke, T.G. and Grahame, R.E. (1979) . A

variabl-e axis electrogoniometer for the measurement of single

plane movement. J. Biomecha¡ics Il_ z 42I-425.

Tata. J.A. and Grahame, R.E. (1978) . An el_ectrogoniometric analysis of

knee joint movement and an electromyographic anarysis of the

thigh muscles in ascending and descending stairs in normal sub-

jects. Proc. Canad. Fed. Biol. Soc. 2l: 90.

Tata, J.A. and Grahame, R.E. (1979). A temporal and electrogoniometric

analysis of human knee joint movement during the stair cycle in

o normal subjects. Anat. Rec. 193: 701.

Paper Presentations:

1. Canadian Federation of Biological- Societies Meeting, London, Ontario,

t978.

2. Åmerican Association of Anatomists Meeting, l"liami, Florida, u.s.A.,

l.979


